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spectra are smoothed by gaussian convolution and the relative am-
plitude are smoothed by moving average. Lower Left: The residual
of straight line fit. Right: A possible trend between amplitudes at
1.1µm and wavelength dependence of amplitude of variable L and
T dwarfs that observed with HST. The amplitude is proportional to
absolute value of amplitude gradient. At similar amplitude levels, L
dwarfs and late T dwarfs are seen to have relatively larger amplitude
gradient than L/T transition brown dwarfs. L dwarfs, L/T transi-
tion dwarfs and late T dwarfs are marked as blue squares, magenta
triangles and green circles respectively. W0047 is marked as red star.
Data of 2M1821, 2M1507, SIMP0136, 2M2228 are from Yang et al.
(2015); Luhman 16B is from Buenzli et al. (2015b); 2M2139 is from
Apai et al. (2013). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

3.1 The flow chart for iterative pixel-scale ramp correction. The blue
color lines highlight the iterative part. The first-iteration incoming
count rates are the mean count rates over all exposure, while the
incoming count rates of subsequent iterations are the sum of previous
incoming count rates and the residual. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

3.2 Top panel: the peak-aligned, amplitude-scaled, and binned Spitzer
3.6µm-band light-curve is similar to that of the HST broadband light
curve even though the two observations are separated by about five
months. The mean uncertainty of HST photometric points, which is
plotted in the bottom panel, is 0.16%. The blue line is the best-fit
sine wave with a period of 16.4 hours adopted from Vos et al. (2018).
The four brightest and faintest photometric points are colored in light
blue. The pale red points represent the Spitzer 3.6µm-band photo-
metric points with a bin size of 3.6 minutes.The red line illustrates
the smoothed 3.6µm-band light curve. Bottom panel: the residual
of the best sine-wave fit to the HST broadband light curve. . . . . . . 88
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3.3 The wavelength dependence of the ramp-corrected peak-to-trough
spectral variability amplitude. The binned variability amplitudes
are plotted as a dark-grey line with light-grey area as the uncertain-
ties. The dashed line shows the linear fit of the variability amplitude
(Vlinear) from 1.1 to 1.67 µm after excluding the blue-shaded region
(1.34-1.45µm). VH2O shows the wavelength region of the water-band
(blue-shaded region) variability amplitude. The blue error bar shows
the binned water-band variability amplitude that is 3σ below Vlinear. 89

3.4 The first principal component accounts for 95% of the spectral vari-
ance. The y-axis values are unitless variances after being normalized
by the square of flux density of the mean spectra. Note that the
spectral feature is similar to that in Figure 5.9. . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

3.5 Top panel: the variability of the observed brightness temperatures
is plotted as the width of a colored line. The brightness temperatures
in the water band (1.34-1.45µm), which is the region between the
two dashed blue lines, are lower than those in the J&H bands. The
time-averaged brightness temperatures are plotted as a dotted white
line. Bottom panel: the peak-to-trough variability amplitudes of
the brightness temperatures are similar within the J&H bands but
are lower in the water band. See text for the interpretation of the
lower variability at the lower brightness temperatures (Tb < 1300 K).
The line in the top panel, as well as the dots in the bottom panel, is
color coded by the brightness temperature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92

3.6 Left panel: the two columns show an example of a truncated cloud
model: The thin-cloud column is geometrically thinner and has a
lower optical depth than the thick-cloud column, but they are both
optically thick. The opacity distribution of the thick-cloud column
(fsed = 1) is largely wavelength-independent because of the large
mean grain size. The thin-cloud column shares the same opacity (per
model’s pressure layer) with the thick-cloud column at T>1350K and
has no cloud opacity at T<1350 K. We also plot the approximate pres-
sure scale height (H) at the opacity-truncation level. Right panel:
the cartoon images illustrate the atmospheres with different global
cloud coverages, which are similar to Fig. 1 of Morley et al. (2014b).
The assumption of a uniform T-P profile in our models implies that
the spatial scale of cloud heterogeneity is much smaller than the plan-
etary radius. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
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3.7 Top panel: the best-fit chemical disequilibrium model (solid dark-
teal line) fits better to the WISE0047 ’s panchromatic optical-to-near-
IR spectrum (grey solid line) than the equilibrium model (dotted
light-green line) does at λ > 2µm. Bottom panel: the difference
between the disequilibrium/equilibrium model and the data mainly
falls in the optical region at which alkali absorption dominates. The
error bars of the WISE observation are smaller than the plotted points. 99

3.8 The circled solid blue dot represents the best-fit cloud model with
the lowest reduced χ2. Models in the grey region are excluded be-
cause their gravities deviate from the predicted gravity of the evo-
lution models by more than 0.5 dexes (see Section 3.6.1). Different
color lines represent different temperatures; Round and plus-shaped
symbols represent the best-fit cloud structures of fsed equal to 1 and
3 respectively. The minimum and maximum fitted radii of models
at different temperatures with fsed=1 are annotated. The two data
points around log(g) = 4.5 are in the overlapping parameter space of
the two sets of models (see text for details). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

3.9 Top panel: the spectrum of the truncated cloud model (solid golden
line) with Ttrc = 1350 K matches most of the WISE0047 spectral
shape (grey line) at wavelengths shorter than 2.1µm. The spectra of
the models whose Ttrc = 1100K, 1250K are plotted as the dash-dotted
purple and the dashed red lines respectively. The dotted brown line
represents the spectrum of the homogeneous cloud model (T=1200K,
fsed = 1, log(g)=4.0 per section 3.5.1), the baseline for the heteroge-
neous cloud models. The CO and CH4 abundances of these models
are in chemical equilibrium. All the models spectra are scaled by the
same dilution factor (r= 1.2 RJ, d = 12.2 pc). Bottom panel: with
an increase of 13% in the local thin-cloud coverage, the spectral vari-
ability of the Ttrc=1350K model (solid golden line) matches well with
the observed HST/WFC3 near-IR peak-to-trough variability ampli-
tude (grey line), including the wavelength-dependent slope and the
weakened water-band variability. The model over-estimates the non-
contemporaneously observed 3.6µm-band peak-to-trough photomet-
ric variability (round grey dot) by around a factor of three. The
colored circles are the Spitzer-bandpass-weighted variability ampli-
tudes of the truncated cloud models.The inset zooms in on the water
band in the HST spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
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3.10 (a) & (b): The T-P profiles of the two truncated cloud models
(Ttrc = 1100 K and 1350K; solid and dash-dotted lines) and of the
baseline homogeneous model (dotted lines). The temperatures above
the cloud bases of the truncated cloud models are cooler than that
of the homogeneous cloud model.∆T in panel (b) shows the differ-
ence in temperature between truncated cloud and baseline models.
Different line styles represent different models and are shared among
all the panels. (c): Because of the cooler temperature in the trun-
cated cloud models, the cloud bases in the thick-cloud-column are at
deeper pressures than that in the homogeneous clouds model. Corun-
dum (Al2O3), iron (Fe) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4)’s condensate mixing
ratios in the thick-cloud column are plotted as the green, light brown
and indigo lines respectively. For clarity, the condensates’ mixing ra-
tios in the thin-cloud columns of the truncated cloud models are not
shown. (d): The cumulative geometric opacity of each condensate in
the thick-cloud column is plotted as a function of pressure. . . . . . . 103

3.11 Top panel: the heterogeneous cloud model (Ttrc= 1350K,
log(g)=4.0, fsed=1) with disequilibrium chemistry (solid violet-blue
line) fits better to the time-averaged spectra than the same cloud
model with equilibrium chemistry (dotted sky-blue line), including
the peaky H-band feature. Bottom panel: the heterogeneous cloud
model with disequilibrium chemistry gives a larger variability ampli-
tude than the equilibrium heterogeneous cloud model in the Spitzer
3.6µm photometric band. The model matches well to the water-band
variability amplitude but less well to the linear slope of the spectral
variability from 1.1 to 1.7µm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106

3.12 Given a quenching relation (dashed line) and a T-P profile (solid line),
the quenching pressure is where the two lines intersect. The part of
the atmosphere above the quenching pressure is in chemical disequi-
librium. For PSOJ318, WISE0047, and 2M1207b, the minimum Kzz

for the Ks-band photospheres (bolded lines) to be in chemical dise-
quilibrium and have redder J−Ks are 103, 104,and 106cm2s−1 respec-
tively, as indicated in the legend. The quenching relation and T-P
profile (thin solid line) are plotted in the same color (blue/red/green)
for each object (PSOJ318/WISE0047/2M1207b). We also plot the
condensation curves of Fe and MgSiO3 (Visscher et al., 2010) for ref-
erence. See text for the estimates of the photosphere for each object.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
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3.13 A graphic illustration for selected results. Left panel: the dashed or-
ange line show the quenching relation with Kzz = 103 cm2s−1 and
log(g) = 4.0 based on equation 3.8. This figure shows that the
WISE0047 atmosphere is in chemical disequilibrium at P <∼ 0.2 bar
with a Kzz of 103 cm2s−1. Middle panel: the optical depth of water
vapors, the thick-cloud column, and that of the thin-cloud columns
for the truncated cloud model with Ttrc = 1350 K, which is similar
to Figure 3.6. The semi-analytical model is described in Appendix
A.3. Right panel: the truncated cloud model with Teff =1200K,
log(g) = 4.0, fsed=1, and Ttrc = 1350K matches the best to the wave-
length dependence and the water-band feature of the HST/WFC3
near-IR spectral variability (grey line). The plot is the same as the
bottom panel of Figure 3.9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112

4.1 (a): The relative count rates of pixels stacked along the rows in
panel (b) in three different wavelength regions: approximated J band
(dashed magenta line), water band (dashed-dot blue line), and H
band (solid red line). In the spectral extraction region of GUPsc b,
plotted in shaded gray, the flux contribution from nearby sources is
lower than ∼ 10% for J ′ and H ′ bands, but higher than ∼ 20% for
water band. (b) A cropped median image to illustrate the nearby ref-
erence star and galaxy spectra flanking that of GUPsc b. The image
is color-coded with signal-to-noise ratio in log scale. The three square
brackets represent the J ′-, water-, and H ′-band regions in which the
pixel count rates are stacked and summed along the rows. The dot-
connected line with annotated wavelengths in microns is plotted for
GUPsc b’s spectrum. The two white dashed lines that bracket the
dot-connected line mark the aperture (six pixels) for spectral extrac-
tion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119

4.2 (a) The median-averaged spectra plotted in blue in comparison with
the GNIRS spectrum in solid orange line. Spectra of field T4.5 dwarf
2M0559 (solid gray line) and T3.5 2M1209 (dashed gray line), which
are scaled to match the J-band maximum flux density of GUPsc b,
are also plotted for comparison.The wavelength region in which the
flux density is interpolated is colored in grey.(b) The max/min flux
ratio among the six HST-orbit averaged spectra suggests no strong
wavelength dependence in the rotational modulations. The fitted
wavelength-dependence slope m, excluding the water-band (gray re-
gion), is shown at the bottom right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124
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4.3 Top Panel: The rotational modulation of GUPsc b shows a 2.7±0.8%
peak-to-trough flux variation during the eight-hour observation. In
each HST orbit, we plot eleven single-exposure photometric points as
light blue error bars and the orbital median as dark blue points. The
error bar of orbital median is the standard deviation of photometric
points per HST orbit. Middle Panel: The J ′- and H ′-band light
curves show similar light curve profiles. Bottom Panel: GUPsc b’s
white light curve is distinct from the flux variations of the nearby
background sources. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125

4.4 A graphic illustration of the difference between Ordinary Distance
Least Square Regression and Orthogonal Distance Least Square Re-
gression. In brief, the latter minimizes the uncertainty-weighted or-
thogonal distance between data and model while the prior minimizes
the uncertainty-weighted vertical distance between data and model. . 129

4.5 Left panel: The fitted linear trajectories of color-magnitude varia-
tions for twelve objects are plotted in solid lines. The almost vertical
direction of the plotted trajectories suggests that most objects show
relatively weak color changes compared to their rotational modulation
amplitudes. Dash-dotted lines are the semi-major axes of the fitted
ellipses. The gray dots represent the colors and magnitudes of brown
dwarfs from Dupuy and Liu (2012); The gray line is the empirically
derived color-magnitude evolution curve from Dupuy and Liu (2012).
3× 4 panels on the right: Zoomed-in plots for magnitude-color
variations and the fitted slopes for individual objects. We plot the
HST-orbital photometric points (large solid dots) and the unbinned
photometric points (small solid dots) for objects with long and short
rotational periods respectively (c.f., Section 4.5.1). The uncertainty
ellipses are plotted in grey. For clarity, we plot the typical uncer-
tainty ellipses of single-exposure photometric points at the bottom
left corner of subpanels. Three models to fit the color-magnitude
variations are plotted: straight line (solid straight lines), ellipse (for
2M2228 and GUPsc b, curved solid lines), and blackbody with vary-
ing temperature (gray dashed lines). See Section 4.5 for more details
of the models. The uncertainties of the linear models are plotted in
semi-transparent color lines. The semi-major axes of fitted ellipses
are plotted in dash-dotted lines. The left and right panels share the
same aspect ratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
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5.1 Left panel: The median spectra of the white dwarf-brown dwarf sys-
tem. The blue line highlights the spectra from 1.1 to 1.67µm. The
two hydrogen absorption regions of white dwarf are 1.09–1.11µm
and 1.27–1.32µm. Right panel: The six-orbit 1.1–1.67µm integrated
broadband light curve. The two white dwarf eclipse events occur at
the first and the fifth HST orbits. The error bar at t = 9 hours shows
the representative flux uncertainties of 1.4% for single photometric
point. The shaded blue regions indicate the expected eclipse events
with a period of 121.72 minutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145

5.2 (a): The folded light curve with the fitted period of 2.02862 hours.
The primary eclipse part of the phase-folded light curve is plotted
separately in the panel (e). (b): The residuals of the model fit to
the light curve. The residuals are normalized by the photometric
uncertainty. (c): The histogram of all the residuals. The orange line
shows a normal distribution with one standard deviation. (d): The
best-fit model and the light curve plotted in units of time on the x-
axis. (e): A zoom-in plot of the model fit to the light curve in the
eclipse region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146

5.3 An illustration of the white-dwarf brown-dwarf system at different
phases. We define Phase A (φ = 0) as the primary eclipse phase and
Phase C (φ = 0.5) as the secondary eclipse phase. The white-dwarf
emission is completely blocked by brown dwarf, so only the brown
dwarf nightside (midnight) emission is observed during the primary
eclipse. The brown dwarf’s emission is not fully obscured by the
white-dwarf during secondary eclipse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147

5.4 The calculated centroids with partial light curves with phase coverage
around the secondary eclipse (φ = 0.5). The centroid of a light curve
that peaks after secondary eclipse has a value above 0.5 and vice
versa. The derived centroids depend on the phase coverage of the
partial light curves, so we find no convincing evidence of phase offset
based on our dataset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

5.5 The comparison of marginalized brown-dwarf radius posterior distri-
bution based on the MCMC eclipse light curve fitting results and that
with the additional constraint from white-dwarf evolutionary models,
radial velocity semi-amplitudes, and white-dwarf near-infrared spec-
tral fitting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
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5.6 The binned averaged nightside spectrum (black line) after the removal
of white-dwarf spesctrum shows less scatters between spectral points
and is similar to the SDSS1411-B spectrum during eclipse (orange
line). The grey lines show the potential bias of the averaged nightside
spectrum due to uncertainty of white-dwarf temperature, gravity, and
wavelength calibration sampled by the Monte Carlo method. . . . . . 153

5.7 The blue line shows the cleaned white dwarf spectrum after removal
of brown dwarf eclipse spectrum. The orange line shows the binned
white-dwarf model spectrum. The grey shaded regions highlight the
absorption lines in the white dwarf spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154

5.8 Top panel: the binned spectra at morning, noon, evening, and night
orbital phases. The grey line represents the nightside spectrum. Bot-
tom panel: Comparison of the evening and morning spectra shows
similar spectral features across 1.1–1.67µm. The scaled day-night
spectral difference (dashed line) also matches well to the evening and
morning spectra, showing that the evening and morning spectra can
be reproduced by a linear combination of the dayside and nightside
spectra. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157

5.9 Top panel : the binned dayside and nightside spectra of SDSS1411-
B. The water-band flux of the dayside spectrum is almost two times
higher than that of nightside spectrum. Bottom panel : the relative
spectral variation between the dayside and nightside spectra. The
spectral variation is almost ten times larger in the water band than in
the J ′ band. To show order-of-magnitude variations with uncertainty
ranges that include negative values, we use the ‘symlog’ y-axis scale,
which is in linear scale below unity and in log scale above unity. . . . 158

5.10 The brightness temperatures of the dayside and nightside spectra.
The brightness temperatures are binned with a bin size of 0.014µm.
The brightness temperatures are higher in the J ′-band than in the
water bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 159

5.11 Left panel: the T-P profiles of nightside (solid blue line) and dayside
(solid red line) models. The purple, green, and red dashed lines show
the condensation curves of MgSiO3, Mg2SiO4, and Fe respectively
from Visscher et al. (2010). The radiative-convective boundaries of
nightside and dayside models are at around 30–60 bars. Right panel:
the day-night temperature difference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
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5.12 Top panel: The nightside (purple line) and dayside (red line) model
spectra qualitatively reproduce the spectral shape of the observed
nightside (dark-green line) and dayside spectra (light-green line). We
plot the ground-based H and Ks-band photometry from Casewell
et al. (2018) as black squares at 1.66 and 2.16µm respectively. The
modeled dayside H-band flux (red square) are consistent with ob-
served values while the modeled Ks-band flux (red square) is higher
than the observed value. See text for the discussion of the difference
between modeled and observed spectra. Bottom panel: the modeled
day-night spectral variation shows that the flux variation is about
order-of-magnitude higher in the water-band than that in the J-band
region, matching the observed wavelength-dependence in day-night
spectral variation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162

5.13 Left panel: The observed nightside brightness temperatures at dif-
ferent inferred pressures, which are derived from the contribution
function of the nightside model, are plotted as blue points. The
solid blue and orange lines show the modeled dayside and nightside
temperature-pressure profile. The blue dashed line shows an adia-
bat profile that share the same interior temperature at 30 bars with
model. Right panel: Observed dayside brightness temperatures over
different inferred pressures, which are derived from the contribution
function of the dayside model, are plotted in orange points. The solid
and dashed lines are the same as those in the left panel. . . . . . . . . 165

5.14 Left panel: the contribution function of the nightside model. The
colors represent the relative contribution per pressure layer to the
emission. Right panel: The peak of J-band and water-band contribu-
tion function of the nightside spectrum is at ∼20–80 bars and 2–20
bars respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166

5.15 Left panel: The nightside and dayside brightness temperatures are
less different at higher nightside brightness temperatures. The orange
y=x line portrays equal dayside and nightside temperatures. Right
panel: The measured day-night brightness temperature contrast as a
function of nightside pressures suggests that day-night temperature
contrast increases with lower pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167
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5.16 Comparison of the binned dayside (dotted red line) and nightside
(solid blue line) SDSS1411-B spectra with field T-dwarfs and WASP-
43 b spectra. The SDSS1411-B nightside spectrum (thick light-blue
line) shows a similar water-band absorption depth with the field T5
dwarf (solid purple line) and lack of strong methane absorption fea-
ture at 1.65µm which is prevalent among T dwarf spectra. The higher
gravity and the steeper temperature gradient of SDSS1411-B causes
the deeper water-band absorption compared to that of the nightside
spectrum of hot Jupiter WASP-43 b (solid orange line). We also plot
the spectra of field T1 and T7 dwarfs in solid green and maroon lines
respectively for reference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168

5.17 The isolated brown dwarfs, plotted as colored round dots, manifest
weak color variations in rotational modulations (Lew et al., 2020b);
SDSS1411-B, plotted as black stars, show significant change in J−H
colors as the irradiation varies across the night (faintest MJ), morn-
ing, evening, and noon (brightest MJ) orbital phases. The colored
solid lines are the fitted straight lines to the color-magnitude vari-
ations of each objects. The dash-dotted lines show the semi-major
axis of the fitted ellipses to the color-magnitude variations of two
T dwarfs, GU Piscium b and 2MASS J22282889-431026. The grey
colored dots show the J − H colors and J-band magnitudes of field
L and T dwarfs based on the catalog managed by Dupuy and Liu
(2012). The grey curve shows the evolution from L (upper right) to
T spectral type (bottom left). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169
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5.18 The analytical estimate of day-night temperature contrast ratio with
rotational periods of 2 hours (dashed brown line) and 3.5 days (solid
brown line) with a fixed drag timescale of 109 seconds. The tempera-
ture contrast ratio of SDSS1411-B, shown in solid black circle, is lower
than the analytical estimate with a period of two hours. The analyt-
ical temperature contrast ratio with the 109 seconds drag timescale
is a lower limit because the temperature contrast ratio increases with
shorter drag timescale. The colored points show the observed day-
night temperature contrast ratio of hot Jupiters listed in Table 2
in Komacek and Showman (2016), including HD 189733b (Knutson
et al., 2009, 2012), WASP-43b (Stevenson et al., 2014), HD 209458b
(Crossfield et al., 2012; Zellem et al., 2014), HD 149026b (Knutson
et al., 2009), WASP-14b (Wong et al., 2015), WASP-19b (Wong et al.,
2016), HAT-P-7b (Wong et al., 2016), WASP-18b (Arcangeli et al.,
2019), and WASP-12 b (Cowan et al., 2012). The temperature con-
trast ratios of hot Jupiters observed at different wavelengths are plot-
ted in different colors and markers. The observed temperature con-
trast ratio of WD-0137-BD (Lothringer and Casewell, 2020), which
is another irradiated brown dwarf, is plotted as a black square. . . . 175

A.1 Top Panel: the ramp-corrected broadband light curves of WISE0047
and that of a reference star are plotted as solid blue circles and dark
grey squares respectively. The reference star’s light curve with a sim-
ilar brightness is flat to ∼ 1% level. The mean uncertainty of the
WISE0047’s photometric points is 0.16%. For WISE0047 and the
reference star, their light curves are normalized to the mean of their
original flux over the six HST orbits. The normalized flux of the
reference star is shifted down by 0.02 for clarity. The four brightest
and the four dimmest photometric points are highlighted in sky blue
color. Bottom Panel: the ramp correction ∆F relative to the cor-
rected flux Fafter is as high as 1-2% in the first orbit and on the order
of sub-percent levels in the subsequent orbits. Note that the ramp
corrections for the reference star and WISE0047 are not the same
because the count rates are different. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185
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A.2 Spectral comparison before and after the ramp correction. The ramp-
corrected spectrum shares the same profile as the original spectrum,
showing that the ramp-correction is mostly wavelength-independent
when the count rate varies by a factor of 2.5 from 30 to 200 e−s−1 per
wavelength bin. In the bottom panel, the fluctuation shown in the
ramp correction is on the same order of magnitude with the photon
noise and is always above zero (the dashed line). . . . . . . . . . . . . 186

A.3 Left panel: the normalized response function (NRF) for the best-
fit truncated cloud model (Ttrc = 1350K, log(g) = 4.0, fsed = 1)
with equilibrium chemistry. The NRF at the Spitzer Channel 1 band
(3−3.9µm, bracketed by two solid red lines) traces flux from a lower
pressure range compared to that at the HST/G141 band (1.1-1.7µm,
bracketed by two dotted green lines) and of the Ks band (2-2.3µm,
bracketed by two orange dashed lines). Right panel: the NRFs
are summed over the Spitzer Channel 1 band, the Ks band, and the
HST/G141 band. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187

A.4 The water vapor optical depth becomes about 0.15 at ∼ 10mbar
level in the water band (1.34 − 1.45µm). The color bar indicates
the water-vapor opacity. The yellow, orange and brown dashed lines
represent the pressures at which the water opacity reaches 0.1, 0.2,
and 1 respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189

A.5 The Sonora Bobcat evolution model for objects with different masses.
The evolutionary curves are color coded by their logarithmic gravi-
ties. Based on the best-fit effective temperature of ∼ 1200 K from
the spectral fitting and the statistical age for ABDOR moving group
members of about 150Myr, the gravity of WISE0047 is unlikely to be
below log(g) = 3.75, which are plotted as the dark-grey line segments
of the evolutionary curves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191

B.1 Top: The fitting result of the 3-Moffat model (solid red line) to the
horizontally summed (i.e. sum of pixel count rates from the Column
440-570 in Figure 4.1) pixel count rates (dashed blue line). The three
Moffat profiles are plotted in orange dashed, dotted, and solid lines.
Middle panel: Same as the top panel with zoomed-in view of the
fitting result for the Galaxy. Bottom panel: The residual between
the model and measured count rate ∆C in unit of the observation
noise εc (photon and readout noise). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 193
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B.2 The posterior distribution results from the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method for a sine wave model on top of a linear slope.
The posterior distribution of the rotational period is degenerate with
other model parameters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 194

C.1 Comparison of median spectra with different spectral extraction
methods illustrate that the three spectra extracted with different
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ABSTRACT

The properties of clouds is perhaps one of the most crucial factors for correctly in-

terpreting the observed emission and transmission spectra of planetary atmospheres

with a wide range of temperatures, gravities, metallicities, and ages. The large num-

ber of available high-precision spectra of ultracool brown dwarfs provide an ideal

testbed to identify the key physical and chemical atmospheric processes. My re-

search aims to tackle a key missing piece in our current understanding of brown

dwarf atmospheres – What are the possible heterogeneous cloud and atmospheric

structure in brown dwarf atmospheres?

To answer the question, I utilize state-of-the-art Hubble Space Telescope (HST)

Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) time-series spectroscopy to study brown dwarf at-

mospheres. Through high-precision time-series spectroscopy, we can simultaneously

probe different atmospheric depths and constrain the heterogeneous cloud structure.

In my first paper (Chapter 2), I report the discovery of a high rotational modulation

amplitude of unusually red L dwarf WISEP J004701.06+680352.1 (WISEPJ0047).

I use a simple sub-micron particle layer to explain the wavelength-dependence in

the 1.1–1.7µm spectral variability. In my second paper (Chapter 3), I use a self-

consistent heterogeneous cloud model that includes disequilibrium chemistry to ex-

plain the time-averaged spectra and spectral variability of WISEPJ0047. The mod-

eling results suggest that a cloud thickness variation of around one pressure scale

height can explain the observed spectral variability. In my third paper, I confirm

the modulation amplitude of a planetary-mass companion GU Piscium b, which is a

mid-T dwarf, and measure the spectral variability over 6 HST orbits. I measure the

J −H color variations of GU Psc b and of other 11 brown dwarfs which have been

observed in the same observational mode. I infer the weak J −H color modulations

among the 12 mid-L to late-T dwarfs as evidence of gray cloud opacity being the
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dominant source of the observed rotational modulation in brown dwarf atmospheres.

In Chapter 4, I present the spectroscopic phase curve of a strongly irradiated brown

dwarf orbiting a white dwarf. I conclude that cloudless atmospheric models can

explain the strong wavelength-dependent day-night spectral variation. Based on

the atmospheric models, I construct the pressure-dependent day-night temperature

contrast of the irradiated brown dwarf in the 2-80 bars range.
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CHAPTER 1

Brown dwarf – a luminous world with exotic clouds

During the formation stage, a brown dwarf accretes mass that is between that of

a star and of a planet. After they are formed, brown dwarfs gradually cool over

time. In the gradually cooling brown dwarf atmospheres, various exotic clouds like

iron, silicate, corundum, sulfide could form as predicted by equilibrium chemistry

models (see Figure 1.1). We expect that these exotic clouds can form in exoplanet

atmospheres with similar temperatures, too. Compared to exoplanets which orbit

bright stars at close proxmity, it is relatively easier to observe the brown dwarf

atmospheres. Because of the similarity in temperature, brown dwarfs are ideal

exoplanet analogs to understand the key physical and chemical processes in the

formation of exotic clouds in exoplanetary atmospheres.

Because of the non-linear cloud radiative feedback and wavelength-dependent

cloud opacity, clouds play an important role in shaping the atmospheric structure

and composition, and affect the corresponding absorption and emission spectra.

However, the formation and evolution of clouds in the diverse exoplanetary and

brown dwarf atmospheres is still not well understood. Understanding clouds is thus

critical for accurate atmospheric characterization of exoplanet and brown dwarf

atmospheres. To date, there are more than five hundred brown dwarfs within 20 pc of

the Sun (Kirkpatrick et al., 2021). The large number of brown dwarfs in the vicinity

allows us to conduct comparative studies among the diverse planetary atmospheres

with different bulk properties like rotation rate, age, temperature, and gravity.

1.1 The central research question

The goal of my thesis is to tackle an outstanding fundamental question of clouds in

brown dwarf atmospheres:
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Figure 1.1: A schematic diagram of possible exotic clouds form in brown dwarf and
Jupiter atmospheres. The figure is originally published in Lodders and Fegley (2006)
and an updated version is published in Burgasser et al. (2009).

“What are the properties of the heterogeneous cloud and atmospheric

structure in brown dwarf atmospheres at different temperatures and ir-

radiation? "

To answer this question, I first utilize HST/WFC3 time-resolved spectroscopy

to study non-uniform cloud distribution and the possible mean cloud particle size

in the atmospheres of a dusty L dwarf in Chapter 2. I further explore the change

in vertical cloud structure and chemical composition in dusty L dwarf atmospheres

in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, I study the non-uniform cloud distribution of a T

dwarf that is cooler than an L dwarf and conduct a comparative analysis of the

color modulation among brown dwarfs with different temperatures. In Chapter 4,

I study the atmospheric response under varying irradiation of an irradiated brown

dwarf based on spectroscopic phase curve measurement and examine if a cloudless

atmospheric model is sufficient to explain the observed time-series spectra.

1.2 Introduction to brown dwarfs

Brown dwarfs have masses that are too low to sustain nuclear fusion reactions in

their core. Based on this definition, theoretical interior models (e.g., Chabrier and
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Baraffe, 1997; Saumon and Marley, 2008) suggest that the upper mass limit of a

brown dwarf is at around 75 Mjup, the hydrogen-burning limit which decreases with

higher metallicity (Chabrier and Baraffe, 2000). The lower mass limit of brown

dwarfs is less well defined. One commonly used definition is the deuterium burning

limit that is around 12 MJup.

In the absence of nuclear fusion energy, the interior energy budget of a brown

dwarf is set during its formation. After the first few million years in which they could

still be as hot as several thousand Kelvin, brown dwarfs gradually evolve from late-

M (>∼M7), which is the hottest spectral type, to L, T, and eventually to the coolest

Y spectral type1. The brown dwarf evolution from the M to Y spectral types span

over a wide range of temperatures, from around 2500K to 200K or colder. During

the brown dwarf evolution, its radius, which is a function of gravity, contracts from

about 1.3 Rjup (Chabrier and Baraffe, 2000; Saumon and Marley, 2008) at around

0.1Gyr to around one Jupiter radius at an age of 1Gyr or older.

As the temperature of a brown dwarf atmosphere decreases, neutral atoms, gases,

liquids, and solid particles form as predicted by thermochemistry models (Visscher

et al., 2006, 2010). Many of the atoms and molecules (e.g., Na I, K I, H2O,FeH)

formed through these complex atmospheric chemical reactions and phase transitions

become important opacity sources with strong absorption features in the brown

dwarf emission spectra. Kirkpatrick et al. (1999)(hereafter K19) designated the

"L" spectral type for objects cooler than M dwarfs with a weakened TiO and VO

absorption bands features and the appearance of metal hydrides such as CrH and

FeH features at far optical wavelengths. K19 also define spectral class “T" for cool

brown dwarfs with strong methane absorption features in the 1–2.5µm region.

Unlike the L-T transition that is well defined by the prominence of the methane

absorption (Burgasser et al., 2002a), there are no clear spectral features at the T-

Y transition. Cushing et al. (2011) classify WISEP J173835.52+273258.9 (WISE
1Because spectral type classification is based on the observed spectral features and effective

temperatures, it is possible that some of the old stellar objects are classified as late-M and early-L

dwarfs.
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1738+2732) as the Y0 spectral standard based on the narrow width of the J-band

peak that is distinct than that of late-T dwarfs. Kirkpatrick et al. (2012) extend

the Y-dwarf spectral standard by classifying WISE J035000.32-565830.2 as the Y1

standard based on the J-band width that is narrower than WISE 1738+2732. Mace

et al. (2013) construct a narrow J-band index (ratio of median flux in 1.245–1.260µm

over that in 1.260–1.275 µm) for distinguishing late-T and early-Y dwarfs (see Figure

9 in Kirkpatrick et al. 2012).

1.2.1 Definition of clouds

According to Khvorostyanov and Curry (2014), a cloud “represents the large visible

ensembles of drops or crystal suspended in the gaseous atmosphere"; Rossow (1978)

describes clouds or aerosols as “a large number of suspended particles". Unlike in

the Earth atmosphere, where we can distinguish different solid particles such as the

haze, clouds, and dust by their formation processes, in exoplanet and brown dwarf

atmospheres it is challenging to identify the formation path of the solid or liquid

particles based on the observed spectral features.

In brown dwarf atmospheres, “dust” is commonly used to describe the grains

formed through the condensation of gases, such as TiO, VO, in an atmosphere,

especially of early- and mid-L dwarfs. When the dust opacity is optically thin,

it affects the strengths of individual spectral line profiles ; “cloud" is often used to

describe the grains formed through condensation that affect the optical or/and near-

infrared continuum intensity of spectra, especially of late-L and T dwarfs, because

of the significant grain opacity across a broad wavelength range. In my thesis,

I consider both dust grains and clouds in an atmosphere, which are often used

interchangeably, as clouds because they are likely formed through the same physical

process, i.e., the condensation from gas molecules based on thermochemical model

(e.g., Visscher et al., 2006, 2010).
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1.3 Observational Techniques to characterize brown dwarf atmospheric

structure and cloud properties

Here I briefly introduce various important observational techniques that constrain

the cloud and atmospheric structure of brown dwarfs.

1.3.1 Photometry

Photometric observations (e.g., 2MASS (Skrutskie et al., 2006)) of brown dwarfs

measure the band-averaged flux density across a wide wavelength range. The com-

bination of photometry and the distance derived from parallax measurements (e.g.,

Liu et al., 2013; Dupuy and Liu, 2012) enable the estimation of the brown dwarf

luminosity and constrain the fundamental effective temperature (e.g., Golimowski

et al., 2004; Filippazzo et al., 2015). For late-T and Y dwarfs whose emission peak at

mid-infrared wavelengths, mid-infrared photometry by space telescopes (e.g., WISE)

play a key role in their discovery and characterization. The color-magnitude dia-

gram based on photometric and distance measurements is a powerful tool to study

the evolution of atmospheres (see Section 1.3.6) and to identify brown dwarfs with

different metallicities (e.g., see the review of Lodieu (2018)).

1.3.2 Time-averaged Spectroscopy

Time-averaged spectroscopy is useful to constrain the time-averaged atmospheric

state through spectral features. The large database of time-averaged spectra such

as SpeX Prism Library (Burgasser, 2014a) and Montreal Brown Dwarf and Exo-

planet Spectral Library 2 are important to characterize the evolution of atomic and

molecular absorption as a function of temperature, gravity, and age (e.g., Allers and

Liu, 2013a; Martin et al., 2017). Allers and Liu (2013a) establish a quantitative

index to categorize brown dwarf into low, intermediate, and high gravity with the

observed low and moderate resolution spectra. For instance, Stephens et al. (2009)

compare atmospheric models to the time-averaged spectra over 0.9 – 38 µm collected
2http://www.exoplanetes.umontreal.ca/montreal-brown-dwarf-and-exoplanet-spectral-library

http://www.exoplanetes.umontreal.ca/montreal-brown-dwarf-and-exoplanet-spectral-library
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through multiple ground-based and space-based instruments to constrain the grav-

ity, non-equilibrium CO/CH4 chemistry, temperature, and cloud structure. Miles

et al. (2020) use ground-based high-resolution mid-infrared spectroscopy to con-

strain the non-equilibrium abundance of carbon-bearing molecules of cold (<750K)

brown dwarfs and discuss the impact of vertical transport to the abundances of

phosphorus- and nitrogen-bearing molecules using Zahnle and Marley (2014) mod-

els. Space-based mid-infrared spectroscopy (e.g., AKARI Murakami et al. 2007) is

capable of detecting molecular absorption like CO2 that is otherwise highly chal-

lenging, if not impossible, to be detected from ground instruments. These examples

demonstrate the unique observational constraints on the time-averaged atmospheric

composition and properties through time-averaged spectroscopy.

1.3.3 Time-series photometry

Figure 1.2: Left: The retrieved rotationally asymmetric features with Aeolus at
different rotational phases based on the J-band light curve of Luhman 16B. Upper
Right panel: The thick black lines shows the observed broadband light curve with
observational gaps due to the earth occultation. Thin black line shows the modeled
light curve with the retrieved asymmetrical features in the left panel. The red dashed
line shows the fitted light curves with two-spot model. Bottom Right panel: The
residual of the best-fit light curve. The figures are originally published in Karalidi
et al. (2016)

As a brown dwarf rotates, any atmospheric feature that is asymmetrical to the ro-
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tational axis causes the disk-integrated flux varies with rotational phase (see Figure

1.2). By monitoring the rotation-modulated flux variability, time-series photome-

try can therefore probe the heterogeneity of brown dwarf atmospheres. Dedicated

searches of brown dwarf flux variability (e.g. Tinney and Tolley, 1999; Nakajima

et al., 2000; Bailer-Jones and Mundt, 2001; Koen et al., 2004; Artigau et al., 2009;

Radigan et al., 2012; Biller et al., 2013) in the far-optical and near-infrared bands led

to discovery of some of the most variable brown dwarfs, such as SIMP0136 (2MASS

J0136565+093347) (Artigau et al., 2009) and 2MASS J21392676+0220226)(Radigan

et al., 2012). One of the most important results through time-series photometry is

that brown dwarf atmospheres are ubiquitously heterogeneous (e.g., Buenzli et al.,

2014; Metchev et al., 2015). Based on the derived inclination and the compilation of

detected variable brown dwarfs, Vos et al. (2017) report a correlation between the

near-infrared color anomaly (relative to near-infrared colors of field-gravity brown

dwarfs) and the viewing geometry.

1.3.4 High-precision time-series spectroscopy

High-precision time-series spectroscopy method is capable of monitoring rotational

modulations at different wavelengths, which probe different atmospheric depths be-

cause of the wavelength-dependent opacity in brown dwarf atmospheres (see Figure

1.3). One of the important results concluded based on the high-precision brown

dwarf spectra is the weak wavelength-dependence in 1.1–1.7µm rotational modula-

tions of brown dwarfs (e.g., Apai et al., 2013; Lew et al., 2020b). Using 1D radiative

transfer cloud models, Apai et al. (2013) interpreted that the observed modulations

are caused by non-uniformly distributed thick and thin cloud atmospheres.

Simultaneous flux monitoring across different wavelengths also provide unique

observational information on the nature of heterogeneous cloud structure through

the phase offset between the light curves in different bands. Buenzli et al. (2012)

reported a correlation between phase shift and pressure probed in the high-precision

1.1–1.7µm light curve of the late-T dwarf 2M2228. They argue that the phase

shift could be explained by horizontal temperature variations due to the ascent and
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subsidence of gas in a “stacked-cell scenario" (Fletcher et al., 2011) or a combination

of heterogeneous cloud decks with horizontal temperature variation.
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Figure 1.3: An example to show wavelength dependence of the optical depth of an
L dwarf in the 1.1–1.7µm region. The pressure at which optical depth reaches unity
(τ = 1) is approximately equivalent to the pressure from which the emission of brown
dwarf originates. By simultaneously monitoring flux at multiple wavelengths, we can
constrain the vertical atmospheric structure via time-series spectroscopy. The figure
is originally published in Lew et al. (2020a).

1.3.5 Polarimetry

Linear polarization in brown dwarf emission can arise from the oblateness of atmo-

sphere, dust disk surrounding brown dwarfs, and asymmetric surface brightness(e.g.

de Kok et al., 2011; Sengupta and Krishan, 2001; Sengupta and Marley, 2009; Zap-

atero Osorio et al., 2011). Ground-based observations of brown dwarfs (e.g. Ménard

et al., 2002; Zapatero Osorio et al., 2005; Miles-Páez et al., 2013; Millar-Blanchaer

et al., 2020) suggest that the detected linear polarization levels are mostly below one

percent level. Millar-Blanchaer et al. (2020) obtain high-precision polarization of
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0.031± 0.004% for Luhman 16A and 0.010± 0.004% for Luhman 16B and conclude

that the oblate homogeneous atmosphere cannot explain the measured polarization

of Luhman 16A.

Figure 1.4: The linear polarization due to non-uniform cloud distributions and
oblateness plotted in Millar-Blanchaer et al. (2020). The two-band cloud models,
highlighted by the green square, fits well to the observed polarization of Luhman
16AB.

1.3.6 Doppler Imaging with high-resolution spectroscopy

For a brown dwarf that is bright and highly variable, it is possible to map the

heterogeneous atmospheric structure with time-series high-resolution spectroscopy.

Crossfield et al. (2014) use the Doppler Imaging techinique (Vogt et al., 1987) to

reconstruct the cloud distribution of Luhman 16AB from the high-resolution water

and CO lines in the 2.288–2.345 µm region observed with CRyogenic high-resolution

InfraRedEchelle Spectrograph (CRIRES) onboard of Very Large Telescope. The

retrieved features with the Doppler imaging method are sensitive to the assumed

inclination, limb-darkening, and potential atmospheric abundance variation. In par-

ticular, the latitudinal spans of the retrieved Luhman 16B features with the Doppler
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Figure 1.5: The cloud map of Luhman
16B derived from high-resolution spec-
troscopy published in Crossfield et al.
(2014).

Figure 1.6: The fitted brightness con-
trast ratio of Luhman 16B based on the
high-precision rotational modulation light
curve (upper panel); The equirectangu-
lar projection of the cloud map based on
the high-resolution spectra published in
Crossfield et al. (2014). The contour lines
mark the features with signal-to-noise ra-
tio higher than three. The figure is origi-
nally published in Karalidi et al. (2016).

imaging method are at low confidence levels (SNR <3, see Figure 11 in Karalidi

et al. 2016) and should be interpreted with caution. The retrieved atmospheric fea-

tures for Luhman 16B based on high-resolution spectroscopy Crossfield et al. (2014)

and those based on high-precision rotational modulation Karalidi et al. (2016) both

suggest that large dark spots form at low latitudes and bright spots form at high

latitudes, as shown in Figure 1.6.
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1.4 Evidence of clouds in brown dwarf atmospheres

1.4.1 Clouds in late-M and L dwarf atmospheres

In the late 1990s, the observed spectra of late-M dwarfs show spectral features

that are inconsistent with the cloudless stellar atmospheric model spectra, espe-

cially in the water-band region (e.g., Jones and Tsuji, 1997). The discrepancy be-

tween the modeled and the observed late-M dwarf spectra motivates the inclusion of

dust/clouds in the cool stellar atmospheric models. Tsuji et al. (1996a) suggest that

multiple dust species such as corundum (Al2O3), iron (Fe), and enstatite (MgSiO3)

could form in the late-M dwarf atmospheres based on the condensation curve pre-

dicted by chemical equilibrium models (Sharp and Huebner, 1990). Indeed, the

dusty atmospheric models of Tsuji et al. (1996b) provide a better fit to the Spectral

Energy Distribution (SED) and spectrum of M9V LHS2924 and to the spectrum of

L-dwarf GD 165B (Becklin and Zuckerman, 1988; Tinney, 1993; Jones et al., 1994).

Numerous stellar atmospheric models have since be developed to investigate the

impact of dust formation in late-M and L dwarf atmospheres, including DUSTY

Chabrier et al. 2000, AMES-DUSTY Allard et al. 2001, AMES-Settl Allard et al.

(2003), BT-Settl Allard et al. (2012), BT-DUSTY Allard et al. (2012), and DRIFT-

Phoenix Helling et al. 2008b,a; Witte et al. 2009). Leggett et al. (1998) find that

the NEXTGEN-Dusty models (Allard et al., 1998), which include the dust forma-

tion in the atmospheric models, provide a better fit to the gradual reddening in the

J −H and J −Ks colors of L dwarfs across the early-to-late L spectral type in the

color-magnitude diagram. (see Figure 1.7 and 1.8).

The infrared spectrograph of Spitzer Space Telescope (Houck et al., 2004) pro-

vides crucial spectral information at mid-infrared wavelength ranges (∼ 5.2−38µm)

to study the clouds in brown dwarf atmospheres. In particular, Cushing et al.

(2011) utilize the multiple ground-based and space-based observations to construct

the 0.65–14.5µm spectra of 11 L and T dwarfs. They find that L dwarfs 2MASS

J00361617+1821104 (L3.5), 2MASS J2224-0158 (L4.5) and 2MASS J15074769-

1627386 (L5) show tentative spectral features of silicate grains in the Spitzer In-
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Figure 1.7: One of the first color-
magnitude diagrams that show dusty
atmospheric models (NEXTGEN)
with solar metallicity (the solid line
with the “[m/H= 0+ grains]" an-
notation) provide a better fit than
dust-free models to the reddening of L
dwarfs, whose effective temperatures
are lower than around 2500K. The
filled and opened symbols show data
from Leggett et al. (1998) and Leggett
(1992) respectively while the shapes
represents different kinetic popula-
tions: square (halo), triangle (disk),
circles (unknown).Note that the
secondary y-axis on the right shows
the mass in solar unit. The figure is
originally published in Leggett et al.
(1998).

Figure 1.8: An example of recent
color-magnitudes diagrams that
show the reddening trend of L
dwarfs for both high-gravity and
low-gravity brown dwarfs. Note
that low-gravity L dwarfs (orange
squares) have redder J-K colors
and extend to fainter J-band abso-
lute magnitudes than that of field-
gravity L dwarfs (grey arrows).
The blue line shows the modeled
color-magnitude variations of the
cloudy models Marley et al. 2012.
The figure is originally published in
Liu et al. (2016).
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fraRed Spectrograph/ Short-low (IRS/SL) 6–14µm spectra (see Figure 1.9).

The large number of L-dwarfs with measured proper motions (e.g., Dupuy et al.,

2009; Dupuy and Liu, 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Best et al., 2015) and near-infrared

spectra (e.g., Burgasser, 2014b) provide an opportunity to conduct comparative

study of brown dwarf atmospheres with different ages, gravity, and rotation periods

(e.g., Metchev et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Vos et al., 2017). Many young brown

dwarfs and some field brown dwarfs demonstrate a much redder infrared colors than

that of typical field brown dwarfs (e.g., Marocco et al., 2014, ,see also Figure 1.8).

Hiranaka et al. (2016) find that the dust extinction by sub-micron size particle can

explain the redder color of L dwarfs. Yang et al. (2015) use an ad-hoc varying cloud

layer to explain the observed wavelength-dependence in the high-precision spectral

variability of red L5 dwarf 2MASS J18212815+1414010 and 2MASS J15074769-

1627386. Meanwhile, some L dwarfs demonstrate unusually blue colors, probably

caused by sub-solar metallicity (e.g., Burningham et al., 2010), thin condensate

clouds (e.g., Gonzales et al., 2020), and/or high surface gravity (e.g., Burgasser

et al., 2003).

There are few atmospheric retrieval (e.g., Gonzales et al., 2020) that includes

clouds to retrieve the cloud structure of L dwarfs. Burningham et al. (2017) find

that an optically thick corundum and/or iron cloud layer that are dominated with

sub-micron particles can explain the mid-L dwarfs 0.5-2.5 µm spectra. They argue

that corundum and/or iron instead of silicate is the dominating cloud species based

on the depth of retrieved cloud forming region.

In conclusion, the extensive photometric and spectroscopic observations demon-

strate the reddening effect due to thickening clouds in L-dwarf atmospheres with

lower temperatures. The large population of observed L dwarfs also show a wide

variety in their atmospheric properties, which are excellent for identifying the sec-

ondary factors other than effective temperature that affect the cloud structure. Var-

ious atmospheric studies of L dwarfs suggest that sub-micron cloud particles likely

dominate the dusty L dwarf atmospheres. The state-of-the-art Spitzer LRS obser-

vations show promising signs of directly detecting silicate features at mid-infrared
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Figure 1.9: The upper panel shows the 9-11µm spectral feature of 2MASS 2224 that
cannot be explained by atmospheric model (top black line). The middle panel shows
that absorption efficiency divided by the particle radius of amorphous enstatite
(MgSiO3) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4). The solid, dashed, and dotted lines show the
absorption efficiency at 10µm, 1µm, and 0.1µm respectively. The bottom panel
show the absorption efficiency of crystalline enstatite at different grain sizes. The
figure is originally published in Cushing et al. (2006).
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wavelengths, which will be further examined with the future James Webb Space

Telescope.

1.4.2 Clouds in the L/T transition

As L dwarfs evolve to T dwarfs, their infrared colors (J − H and J −Ks) rapidly

change within a narrow range of effective temperature (∼ 100–200K) (Burgasser

et al., 2002b)(B02). The observed scarcity of brown dwarfs within the L-T transition

suggests that brown dwarfs evolve faster within the L-T transition than outside of

the L-T transition. A recent volume-limited survey (Best et al., 2021) confirms that

brown dwarfs within the L-T transition are intrinsically rare, qualitatively consistent

with the cloud evolution model of Saumon and Marley (2008) that predicts a valley

of brown dwarf population in the L-T transition.

In addition to the rapid color change, B02 find that in addition to the rapid

color change, the J-band flux appears to become brighter (the J-band brightening,

Burgasser et al. 2000; Leggett et al. 2000; Dahn et al. 2002), and the 9896ÅFeH

absorption feature re-emerge from late-L to early-T spectral type. The spectral

characterization of L-dwarf/T-dwarf binary system (e.g., Burgasser et al., 2006b,

2010b) confirms that the J-band brightening is intrinsic instead of the increased

scatter due to different ages and/or surface gravities (Tsuji and Nakajima, 2003).

B02 propose that the rapid color transition, the re-emergence of FeH absorption, and

the J-band brightening can be explained by partial cloud clearing in atmosphere with

an effective temperature of ∼1200K. Other proposed models to explain the rapid

color transition includes decreasing cloud thickness Tsuji (2005), a more efficient

sedimentation (“sudden downpour") (Knapp et al., 2004), patchy clouds and/or

cloud thinning (Saumon and Marley, 2008), and chemical fingering instability of

CH4/CO abundance (Tremblin et al., 2016).

The large sample of photometric measurements and proper motion also show that

the the rapid color change in the L-T transition among low-gravity brown dwarfs

and direct-imaged planets occurs at a lower effective temperature, indicating that

L-T transition could be gravity-dependent (Metchev and Hillenbrand, 2006; Dupuy
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et al., 2009; Bowler et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016).

Photometric and spectroscopic monitoring of brown dwarf atmospheres (e.g.,

Tinney and Tolley, 1999; Koen, 2003; Artigau et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012;

Apai et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2014; Metchev et al., 2015) pro-

vide another strong evidence of cloud evolution in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs

in the L-T transition. Large-scale flux variability surveys (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2014;

Metchev et al., 2015) substantiate that brown dwarf atmospheres are ubiquitously

heterogeneous. Radigan et al. (2014) finds that the large J-band variability am-

plitude (>2%) are more common among brown dwarfs within the L-T transition

than outside of the L-T transition at > 99.7% confidence. Apai et al. (2013) find

that the weak J − H color changes in the rotational modulations of L/T objects

2M2139 and SIMP0136 are not consistent with the suggested cloud hole scenario by

B02, which predicts a large color change in a heterogeneous atmosphere with patchy

clouds and cloud holes. In addition to the Apai et al. (2013)’s results, subsequent

high-precision time-series spectral observations (e.g Buenzli et al., 2014; Yang et al.,

2015; Manjavacas et al., 2018a; Lew et al., 2020b) find similarly weak color modu-

lations in most, if not all, objects. It is also worth noting that many studies have

found no significant variability differences inside and outside of molecular bands

(e.g., Buenzli et al., 2015a), with one exception reported lately (i.e., Zhou et al.,

2020). The resolved molecular features and the wavelength-dependent variability

amplitudes in time-series spectra are valuable for testing if molecular abundance

varies in brown dwarf atmospheres, which may be relevant in some proposed models

(e.g., thermo-chemical instabiility of CH4/CO by Tremblin et al. 2016).

In summary, the change in the near-infrared color, J-band brightening, re-

emergence of FeH feature, a dip in the brown dwarf population within the L-T

transition, and the relatively high number of objects with large J-band variablity

amplitudes in the L-T transition support that the evolution of cloud structure,

which arguably the only proposed mechanism that can explain most of the observed

phenomena, plays an important role in brown dwarf atmospheres.
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1.4.3 Clouds in T dwarf atmospheres

Gliese 229 B (Gl 229B) Nakajima et al. (1995); Oppenheimer et al. (1995) is

among the first discovered brown dwarfs 3 The discovery of such cool brown dwarf

(Teff ∼1000K, Brandt et al. 2020) motivated the application of planetary atmo-

spheric models to brown dwarf atmospheres. For example, Marley et al. (1996)

modified the atmospheric models (McKay et al., 1989) used for Jovian planets and

Titan and developed a grid of low-temperature cloudless models that ranges from

600–1300K to explain the observed spectrum of Gl 229B. Burrows et al. (1997) de-

veloped Extrasolar Giant Planets (EGP) models with a similar approach to model

the spectra and evolution of brown dwarfs. T dwarfs thus provide an opportunity

to examine the planetary atmospheric models in atmospheres with a wide range of

temperature and gravity.

Thermochemical equilibrium models suggest that the main condensate species

(e.g., MgSiO3, Al2O3, Fe) that likely dominate the opacity in L dwarf atmospheres

sink below the photosphere when the effective temperature falls below 1400K (Mor-

ley et al., 2012, see also the condensation curves in Figure 1.10). Many comparison

of T-dwarf spectra with forward-modeled grid of spectra suggest a thin-cloud or

cloudless atmospehere (e.g., Cushing et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2009). Mace et al.

(2013) find cloudless and sub-solar metallicity atmospheric model of Burrows et al.

(2006) match well to the K/J and Y/J color diagram of T dwarfs. State-of-the-art

cloudless atmospheric retrieval studies also obtain a good fit to the spectra a lim-

ited wavelength range (e.g., 1-3µm), but less well to the spectra with a broader

wavelength coverage (e.g., 3-15µm). Line et al. (2017) do not find strong evidence

of optically thick clouds based on the atmospheric retrieval results of 11 T-dwarf

1.1–1.7µm spectra.

However, the cloudless atmospheric models (e.g., Phillips et al., 2020) cannot

explain the near-infrared colors of some T dwarfs, especially those with latter T

spectral type. Morley et al. (2012) introduce condensate cloud species including Cr,
3other first discovered brown dwarfs include PII 25 Basri et al. 1996 and Teide 1 Rebolo et al.

1995, see also Basri (2000) for review.
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Figure 1.10: The condensation curves of various condensate species (dashed orange
lines) and nominal temperature-pressure profiles (solid blue lines) of brown dwarfs
with different effective temperature. In the prescription of Ackerman and Marley
(2001); Morley et al. (2012) cloud models, the condensate cloud forms at the pressure
where the condensation curves intersect with the temperature-pressure profile. The
figure is originally published in Marley and Robinson (2015)

MnS, Na2S, ZnS, and KCl and show that the sulfide-cloud model spectra provide

a better fit to the T-dwarf with red near-infrared colors like UGPS J072227.51-

054031.2 and ROSS 458c. Spectral variability of some T dwarfs like GU Piscium

b (Lew et al., 2020b), 2MASS J22282889-431026 Buenzli et al. (2012), and Ross

458c Manjavacas et al. (2019b) also provide evidence that at least some T-dwarf

atmospheres have heterogeneous cloud structure.
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1.4.4 Clouds in Y dwarf atmospheres

The low temperature (Teff < 500K) of Y dwarfs means that their emission flux

peaks at mid-infrared wavelengths and are much fainter than L and T dwarfs at

near-infrared wavelengths because of the significant water and methane absorption.

The mid-infrared space telescopes Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) and

Spitzer played major roles in discovering and characterizing Y dwarf atmospheres

(e.g., Cushing et al., 2011, 2014; Kirkpatrick et al., 2019; Bardalez Gagliuffi et al.,

2020; Meisner et al., 2020a,b; Kirkpatrick et al., 2021)

Atmospheric retrieval by Zalesky et al. (2019) of the Y-dwarfs near-infrared

HST spectra (Schneider et al., 2015) find depletion of gaseous Na and K among Y

dwarfs, indirectly supporting the rainout scenario such that the gaseous alkali atoms

Na and K condense and form molecules, possibly sanidine (KAlSi3O8) and albite

(NaAlSi3O8).

WISE J085510.83-071442.5 (WISE0855) is the closest Y dwarf (Luhman, 2014)

with an effective temperature of around 250K at a distance of 2 pc. Because of

the close distance, WISE0855 is an ideal target for the characterization of Y-dwarf

atmospheres. Faherty et al. (2014) find that the red JMKO - W2 color of WISE0855

is about 2.5-σ redder than the predicted value by cloudless atmospheric models,

inferring as a sign of water clouds in the atmosphere under the assumption of solar

metallicity and equilibrium chemistry. Skemer et al. (2016) obtain theM band (4.5-

5.2µm) spectrum WISE0855 and report no detection of phosphine (PH3), which is a

signature of non-equilibrium chemistry in the Jupiter atmosphere that has a slightly

cooler temperature of ∼ 130K. Morley et al. (2018) also find the lack of phosphine

feature in the L-band (3.4-4.14µm) spectrum, and find that the atmospheric model

with low metallicity, low C/O ratio, and clouds better fit to the L and M -band

spectrum. They suggest that a deep continuum opacity source (e.g, NH4H2PO4)

could explain the fainter-than-expected near-infrared flux.

Photometric monitoring of Y dwarfs also support the presence of heterogeneous

clouds in Y-dwarf atmosphere (e.g., Cushing et al., 2016; Leggett et al., 2016).
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Esplin et al. (2016) find that only 1% of rotationally asymmetric clouds is required

to explain the observed peak-to-peak 3.5 and 4.5µm band variability amplitudes of

WISE0855 over 12 hours baseline.

1.5 Fundamentals of radiative transfer

The radiative transfer equation describes the energy balance when a beam of ra-

diation travels through a volume of gas parcel, or liquid/solid material. We define

specific intensity as the flux of energy E in a given direction Ω̂ per second s per unit

frequency ν per unit solid angle ω per unit area A to the given direction at point ~x:

E(~x, ν, Ω̂) = I(~x, ν, Ω̂) dAdω dν dt (1.1)

When the atmosphere is in a steady state, the time-independent change in the

specific intensity of the beam in the direction n over an infinitesimal path ds is:

dI(~x, Ω̂, ν)

ds
= −κ(~x, ν)I(~x, Ω̂, ν) + ε(~x, Ω̂, ν) (1.2)

where κ(~x, ν) is the extinction coefficient ; ε(~x, Ω̂, ν) is the emissivity of the gas

parcel at location ~x.

If the latitudinal and longitudinal dependence of the specific intensity is negli-

gible, i.e., the intensity is symmetric around z-axis (∂I/∂x = ∂I/∂y = 0) and the

atmospheric depth of interest is much smaller than the planet radius, we can sim-

plify the equation with plane-parallel approximation to a 1-D differential equation

over the altitude z:

µ ≡ dz

ds
= cosθ (1.3)

µ
dI(z, µ, ν)

dz
= −κ(z, ν)I(z, µ, ν) + ε(z, ν) (1.4)

1.5.1 Extinction Coefficient, absorption, and scattering

The extinction coefficient describes the absorption and scattering of an incoming

beam from a particle

κ(z, ν) = α(z, ν) + σs(z, ν) (1.5)
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where α(z, ν) is the absorption term that describes the removal of energy from

the beam, while σs(z, ν) is the scattering term that describe the change in the

direction between the incoming beam and outgoing beam due to the electromagnetic

interaction between the beam and the particle. Absorption coefficient is isotropic,

meaning that it is independent of the direction of incoming beam.

For the absorption coefficient α, which is in unit of m−1, we can also express it

in terms of number density n and cross sections σ. We replace the altitude z with

temperature T and pressure P in an atmosphere, which are intrinsic variables for

the number density:

α(T, P, ν) = n(T, P )σ(T, P, ν) (1.6)

The absorption coefficient of multiple gas species is then the sum of absorption

coefficient of individual gas species.

1.5.2 Optical depth

To understand the altitude or pressure from which the radiation is emitted, it is

useful to first introduce the concept of mean free path and optical depth. Mean free

path is the scalar lengthscale that a photon or a particle travels before it is absorbed

or scattered; Optical depth is a dimensionless distance scale that is defined as the

integral of extinction coefficient over the travel path dz of the radiation beam:

dτ(z, ν) ≡ −κ(z, ν)dz

τ(z, ν) = −
∫ zmax

z=0

κ(z, ν)dz =

∫ z=0

zmax

κ(z, ν)dz

where τ is has the opposite sign of z because conventionally τ = 0 at the top of

atmosphere and increases with lower altitude.

Based on the definition dτ = −κdz, we can also rewrite Equation 1.4 as

µ
dI(τ, ν)

dτ
= I(τ, ν)− ε(τ, ν)

κ(τ, ν)
(1.7)

where the last term, ε/κ is known as source function. If the source function is equal

to zero, then the specific intensity is just a simple function of τ :

I(τ = 0, ν) = I(τ, ν)e−τ (1.8)
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such that the intensity at the top of atmosphere I(τ = 0, ν) exponentially decreases

with higher optical depth τ given the same initial intensity I(τ, ν). The exponential

decay of intensity in the absence of source function is also known as “Beer-Lambert

Law".

1.5.3 Emission coefficient

Under the plane-parallel and axial symmetry assumptions, the general form of the

emission coefficient in equation 1.4 can be decomposed into a thermal emission term

and a scattering emission term:

ε = εtherm + εscat (1.9)

When the collisional process dominates over the radiative process (e.g., photoion-

ization, photoexcitation), the ratios of the level populations of atoms and molecules

follow closely the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In this case, local thermady-

namic equilibrium (LTE) is a good approximation to describe the transition between

two different levels. In LTE, the emissivity ε is equivalent to the absorptivity α by

Kirchoff Law:

ε(τ, ν) = α(τ, ν)I(τ, ν) = α(τ, ν)B(τ, ν) (1.10)

In the absence of scattering term in the emission coefficient, the source function is

thus equivalent to blackbody radiation:

S =
ε(τ, ν)

κ(τ, ν)
=
α(τ, ν)B(τ, ν)

α(τ, ν)
= B(τ, ν) (1.11)

Scattering term

The scattering term in the emission coefficient involves the direction of the incoming

and outgoing beams:

ε(τ, µ, ν) = σ(τ, ν)
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1

−1

P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′)I(τ, µ′, ν)dµ′dφ′ (1.12)

where σ(τ, ν) is the cross-section of scattering, P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′) or P(Θ)is the scattering

phase function that describes the change in direction of the incoming beam at µ′

and angle φ′ and the outgoing beam at µ and angle φ.
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One useful term in radiative transfer modeling is the single scattering albedo ω0,

which is the ratio of scattering coefficient over the extinction coefficient:

ω0 =
σs(z, ν)

κ(z, ν)
(1.13)

With the definition, it is common to rewrite the source function in the following

way:

S(τ, ν) = (1− ω0)B(τ, ν) + ω0
1

4π

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1

−1

P (µ, φ;µ′, φ′)I(τ, µ′, ν)dµ′dφ′ (1.14)

When scattering albedo is zero, the source function is simply a Planck function;

when scattering albedo is close to one, the atmospheric layer mostly scatters light,

has little contribution from the thermal emission, and has negligible absorption.

1.5.4 Mie scattering, Rayleigh scattering, Geometric scattering

The phase function can be expressed by scattering angle Θ = Ω̂ · Ω̂′, which is the

dot product of the incoming beam angle and the outgoing beam angle. The cosine

of the scattering angle is thus

cos(Θ) = cos(θ′)cos(θ) + sin(θ′)sin(θ)cos(φ′ − φ) (1.15)

One of the most common functions to describe the phase function is Mie theory,

which is an analytical solution of Maxwell equations for spherical particles that

depends on the refractive index m and size parameter 2πr
λ
, where r is the radius of

particle and λ is the wavelength. There are two limiting regimes based on the the

size parameter and refractive index:

• 2πr
λ
<< 1, any m: Rayleigh scattering as the particle size is much smaller than

the wavelength of photon. In this case the phase function is an analytical

function:

P (Θ) =
3

4
(1 + cos2(Θ) (1.16)

• 2πr
λ
>> 1, real m: Geometric scattering as the particle size is much larger than

the wavelength of photon. In this case, the phase function is roughly equal
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to the outcome of geometric optics, which is a combination of reflection, re-

fraction, and transmission when a group of uniformly spaced light rays travels

through a particle whose radius is much larger than the wavelength of lights.

We can study the averaged outcome of a scattering event based on the asymmetry

factor g, which is defined as

g =
1

2

∫ 1

−1

P (cos(Θ))cos(Θ)d(cos(Θ)) (1.17)

g


> 0 forward scattering (Θ < π/2)

= 0 isotropic scattering

< 0 backward scattering (Θ > π/2)

(1.18)

1.5.5 Hydrostatic equilibrium and scale height

When the gravity force is balanced out by the atmospheric pressure in the absence of

other force like atmospheric advection, the atmosphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium:

dP

dz
= −ρg

Based on ideal gas law, P = ρRT , so

dP

dz
= − P

RT
g

dP

P
= − g

RT
dz∫ P

P0

dP

P
= −

∫ z

z0

g

RT
dz

P = P0e
−(z−z0)g

RT

or

P = P0e
−(z−z0)

H ;H ≡ RT

g
=
kT

µg

where the pressure decreases by a factor of e over the pressure scale height H, which

is a function of temperature, mean molecular weight µ, gravity g, and Boltzmann

constant k.
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1.5.6 Contribution Function

For an atmosphere that is in LTE with no scattering, we can simplify the radiative

transfer equation with Planck function Bν as the only source term:

Iν(τ = 0) = Bν(τsurf )e
−τsurf/µ +

1

µ

∫ 0

τsurf

Bνe
−τ/µdτ (1.19)

For a gas giant atmosphere with no surface, the first term is equal to zero because

τsurf −→∞:

Iν(τν) =
1

µ

∫ 0

∞
Bνe

−τ/µdτ (1.20)

Iν(τν) =

∫ 0

∞
W (P )d lnP (1.21)

W (P ) = e−τ/µ
dτ/µ

d lnP
(1.22)

where W (P ) is the weighting function for the emission at a pressure P . We can

define the contribution function CF as:

CF (P ) = Bνe
−τ/µ dτ

d lnP
(1.23)

The relative contribution function, CF (P )ν / (Σ0
P=∞CFν(P )) is thus a measure

of the relative amount of emergent flux that originates from pressure P at a given

frequency ν. There are many different approaches to calculate the contribution

function (Magain, 1986). In my research (e.g., Lew et al., 2020a), I approximate the

calculation of the contribution function with the response function, which measures

the change in emergent spectrum due to the perturbation of a quantity (i.e., tem-

perature) of each layer at a given wavelength. I refer readers to Magain (1986) for

the different mathematical forms of contribution functions used in other literature

and of response function. More details of radiative transfer process in atmosphere

can be found in (Seager, 2010; Pierrehumbert, 2010; Lavega, 2011).
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Figure 1.11: A schematic diagram of cloud microphysical processes by Helling
(2019).

1.6 The fundamentals of cloud microphysics

The bulk properties of clouds, including cloud forming regions, particle-size distri-

butions, and the vertical extents, are the results of a series of physical and chemical

processes in an atmospheres, as shown in Figure 1.11.

Here I summarize the physical picture of the cloud microphysical process based

on Rossow (1978), Khvorostyanov and Curry (2014), Helling and Fomins (2013), and

Woitke and Helling (2003). In this thesis I focus on the formation of condensate

clouds in brown dwarf atmospheres and assume the condensate cloud particles are

in local thermal equilibrium with gas.
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1.6.1 Homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation

When the vapor pressure of a gas species exceeds the saturation vapor pressure,

which is the maximum vapor pressure that attains chemical equilibrium with the

liquid of the same gas species at a given temperature, the vapor becomes super-

saturated. The supersaturation ratio S is the ratio of the gas vapor pressure over

the saturation vapor pressure. The phase transition between a saturated vapor and

liquid droplets occurs when the net energy change of the gas-to-liquid phase tran-

sition is negative. For supersatured vapor, the phase transition from gas to liquid

phase results in a negative change of chemical potential. However, the formation

and expansion of the liquid-gas interface requires surface energy (or surface tension),

which is the work done against the cohesive force between the liquid molecules at

the liquid-gas interface. Nucleation process, which is the phase transition from gas

to liquid, is favored when the decrease of chemical potential is greater than the

required surface energy to form the liquid-gas interface.

There are two main types of nucleation processes: homogeneous and heteroge-

neous nucleation. I first discuss the simplest case, the homogeneous nucleation, for

which the phase transition involves only a single species molecules. Qualitatively,

the homogeneous nucleation is more favorable (negative energy change) at higher

saturation ratio, higher temperature, lower surface energy, and for particles with

smaller molecular volumes.

During heterogeneous nucleation, the solid particles existing in the atmosphere

act as the seeds for nucleation. In this case, there are three interfaces (and surface

tension) – solid-liquid (σNl), liquid-vapor (σsl), and solid-vapor (σNv), as shown in

Figure 1.12. The angle between the σNl and σNl, which is known as contact angle,

is a useful parameter to describe the balance between the three surface tension. The

cosine of contact angle is called the wetting coefficient mlv:

wetting coefficient mlv = cos(θNl) = (σNv − σNl)/σlv (1.24)

The energy change of heterogeneous nucleation is similar to that for homogeneous

nucleation, except that there is an additional geometric factor involving the wetting
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Figure 1.12: Illustration of contact angle for heterogeneous nucleation. The figure
is originally published in Khvorostyanov and Curry (2014)

coefficient f(mlv):

f(mlv) =
m3
lv − 3mlv + 2

4
(1.25)

∆Ehetero = ∆Ehomo × f(mlv) (1.26)

(1.27)

I refer readers to the Chapter 9 of Khvorostyanov and Curry (2014) for the detailed

derivation of the equation. Based on the equation, there are three scenarios for

heterogeneous nucleation:

• When contact angle θNl → 0, f(mlv) = 0, the surface is hydrophillic (com-

pletely wettable) and the energy barrier is equivalent to zero.

• When contact angle θNl → π
2
, f(mlv)=1, the surface is hydrophobic (non-

wettable).

• When contact angle θNl →-π
2
, f(mlv)=1, the surface is completely hydrophobic

(non-wettable) and the liquid has the shape of sphere. The energy change is

the same as that for homogeneous nucleation.

Note that the energy change of heterogeneous nucleation is equal or smaller than

that for homogeneous nucleation, so heterogeneous nucleation is always preferred

than homogeneous nucleation if seed particles are present.

In Earth’s atmosphere, aerosol and dust are common seed particles and hence

heterogeneous nucleation is preferred. In brown dwarf atmospheres, models from
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Figure 1.13: Kinetic cloud modeling results show that the most effective nucleation
occurs at supersaturation ratio above unity in brown dwarf atmospheres. The figure
is originally published in Helling and Fomins (2013).

Helling and Fomins (2013) suggest that TiO2 is a favored source of cloud condensa-

tion nuclei formed through homogeneous nucleation over other possible condensate

species like Al2O3, SiO and Fe. Kinetic modeling results for brown dwarf atmo-

spheres show that efficient nucleation may not occur exactly at where the supersat-

uration ratio reaches unity, but at the pressure at which the supersaturation ratio

exceeds unity.

1.6.2 Growth and evaporation of cloud particles

After the nucleation process, a cloud particle grows when the supersaturation ratio

Sr is larger than unity, and shrink through evaporation when Sr is lower than unity.

Cloud particles grow through either interaction with vapor molecules or other cloud

particles. I hereby provide a qualitative picture of the key processes in the growth

of cloud particles.
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There are three useful parameters for identifying important physical processes

for the growth of cloud particles – The Knudson, Reynold, and Stokes numbers:

• Knudson number (Kn ≡ λmfp/a) is defined as the ratio of the mean free

path λmfp of gas over the diameter a of cloud particles. When Kn � 1,

the interaction between the particle and gas flow is well described by fluid

mechanics (free-flow regime); When Kn � 1, the gas-particle interaction is

better be described by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (viscous regime). The

intermediate regime can be approximated by introducing a correction factor

called Cunningham correction factor.

• Reynold number (Re ≡ (2ρav)/η) is defined as the ratio of the inertia of a fluid

over the viscous drag force η. When Re� 1, the inertia of the fluid dominates

the flow,it is also called Stoke regime or laminar flow; When Re � 1, the

viscous drag force dominates the fluid motion. This is also known as turbulent

regime.

• Stokes number (St ≡ dstop/a) is defined as the ratio of the stopping distance

of a cloud particle due to frictional drag over the particle’s diameter a. When

St � 1, the stopping distance is long so the particle’s own inertia dominates

its motion; When St � 1, the stopping distance is short so the fluid drag

dominates the particle’s motion. The particle motion is coupled to the fluid

in this case.

Gas-particle interaction: Condensation and evaporation

In the free-flow regime (Kn � 1), the condensation depends on the particle-gas

reactions. The condensation rate depends on the reaction coefficients of both forward

and backward reactions and the relative velocity between gas and cloud particles

(see equation 5.76 in Helling and Fomins 2013). The growth rate of the cloud

particle is also affected by a sticking coefficient that is related to the surface chemical

process between vapor and cloud particles. The condensation can occur within the
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same or different molecules, allowing the formation of “dirty grain" which comprises

different condensate species. For pure evaporation, which involves only single species

(Bliquid → Bgas), the process is spontaneous and is independent of the gas-particle

relative velocity.

In the viscous regime (Kn� 1), the mean free path of gas is much smaller than

the size of cloud particles and the condensation can be treated as a diffusion process.

The condensation rate is therefore proportional to the density gradient of vapor. In a

turbulent flow (Re� 1), the growth of cloud particles is further increased because

of the convective velocity, depending on the Reynold number. The factor of the

increased condensation rate is also known as the ventilation factor (Mason, 1971).

Particle-particle interactions: Coagulation and Coalescence

In addition to condensation, cloud particles also grow through collisions among each

other. The collisions between cloud particles depend on the random motion of par-

ticles due to kinetic energy, atmospheric advection, and also the gravity. Following

the definition in Rossow (1978), I define coagulation as the collision due to brown-

ian motion of particles and coalescence as the collision due to the difference in the

particle-size dependent sedimentation velocity. In the free molecular flow regime

(Kn � 1), the coagulation due to Brownian motion is equivalent to the random

work motion of diffusion (Rossow, 1978). In the diffusive regime and for particles

with high Stokes numbers, the collision rate between particles can be estimated

with the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. The sedimentation velocity of

particles depends on the frictional drag, Reynold number, gravity, and the cross sec-

tion of cloud particles. In general, the sedimentation velocity increases with higher

gravity, larger particle size (more massive), higher density of particle, and with less

frictional drag. The sedimentaion velocity, or terminal velocity, is different between

regime (i.e., different Kn and Re) so different drag coefficients and correction factor

(e.g., Cunningham factor) are used to model the sedimentation velocity. In addition,

cloud particle’s porosity and shape also affect the sedimentation velocity and the

maximum particle size before breaking into smaller particles when settling.
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1.6.3 Elemental Replenishment

The lifetime of cloud particles in the cloud-forming region is limited by the sedimen-

tation timescale in the absence of atmospheric advection, convection, and diffusion.

These physical processes are crucial to replenishing the atoms or molecules depleted

by cloud formation and mix particles at different altitudes. In the viscous regime,

the replenishment due to diffusion is a function of Stoke number such that a smaller

particle (St� 1) is easier to be transported through gas diffusion than larger par-

ticles (St� 1).

1.7 Ackerman and Marley (2001) cloud model

In my thesis, I use the Ackerman and Marley (2001) atmospheric models for in-

terpreting the observed spectra and spectral variations. In this section, I briefly

summarize the key assumptions and the modeling approach of the 1D cloud model.

In the 1D Ackerman and Marley (2001) model, the cloud base forms at where

the condensation curve intersects with the temperature-pressure profile.

qc(z) = max[0, qv(z −∆z)− (Scloud + 1) qs(z)]

where qc(z) and qs(z) are the mixing ratios (mole fraction of condensate relative to

atmosphere) of condensates and saturated vapor at altitude z respectively, qv(z−δz)

is the condensate’s vapor pressure at altitude z −∆z, where ∆z is model’s altitude

resolution; Scloud is the supersaturation ratio after the condensation of vapor. By

solving the condensate mixing ratio of each cloud species separately, the AM01

model assumes no interactions between different condensate cloud particles.

Given the boundary condition below the cloud base where qc = 0, the AM01

model solves the condensate flux balance between upward (turbulent mixing) and

downward (sedimentation) motions:

−Kzz
∂qt
∂z
− fsedw

∗qc = 0 (1.28)

where Kzz is the eddy diffusion coefficent, which is an approximation of dynamical

mixing with the diffusion process; w∗ is the convective velocity; fsed is the ratio of
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mass-weighted droplet sedimentation velocity to the convective velocity w∗. As one

of the most important free parameter in the AM01 model, fsed controls the vertical

extents of the cloud structure (model with a lower fsed has a thicker cloud).

In the AM01 model, the Kzz is assumed to be proportional to the convective

heat flux and turbulent mixing length L. The mixing length L is assumed to be

equal to the pressure scale height H in convective zone. In the radiative zone, the

mixing length is scaled down by the ratio of temperature gradient dT/dz = Γ over

dry adiabatic lapse rate Γadiab with a minimum limit of mixing lengscale Λ :

L = Hmax(Λ,Γ/Γadiab)

The cloud model assumes a log-normal particle size distribution with a standard

deviation of σ as free parameter. The sedimentation velocity is assumed to be a

power-law function of particle radius.

The main free parameters in the cloud model include fsed, the standard deviation

of particle-size distribution σg, supersaturation ratio S, the minimum Kzz,min, and

the minimum mixing length limit Λ. Qualitatively, a higher fsed value lead to an

optically thinner cloud, lower cloud scale height, and a bigger mean (area-weighted)

particle size. A lower supersaturation ratio (after condensation) shifts the cloud-

forming region to a higher altitude and suppresses the cloud column mass.

1.8 Atmospheric dynamics

There are multiple lines of observational evidence that supports the presence of

atmospheric circulation in brown dwarf atmospheres. First, global atmospheric cir-

culation is a natural explanation to the non-uniform cloud distribution inferred from

the detected photometric and spectroscopic variability (e.g., Morales-Calderón et al.,

2006a; Artigau et al., 2009; Apai et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2014;

Yang et al., 2015; Karalidi et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Vos et al., 2017; Manjavacas

et al., 2018a). Second, the observed chemical composition in brown dwarf spectra de-

viates from the expected abundance (e.g., Saumon et al., 2006) based on equilibrium

chemistry model, suggesting that the dynamical mixing timescale is shorter than the
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chemical reaction timescale. The short dynamical timescale implies enhanced mix-

ing, which is likely caused by atmospheric advection. The inferred upper limit of

dynamical mixing timescale based on non-equilibrium chemistry model suggest that

vertical transport is important in brown dwarf atmospheres (e.g., Griffith and Yelle,

1999; Barman et al., 2011; Zahnle and Marley, 2014). Third, the reddening among

L dwarf spectra is most likely caused by the presence of cloud particles (Chabrier

et al., 2000; Tsuji, 2002) in the photosphere. The cloud particles in the photosphere

of L dwarfs will gravitationally settle and be removed from the photosphere in the

absence of upward transport. These observational evidence demonstrate that at-

mospheric dynamics plays a significant role in the cloud formation in brown dwarf

atmospheres.

In contrast to Solar System planets and most exoplanets, the internal energy,

rather than the irradiation, dominates the energy budget for atmospheric circulation

in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs. Most brown dwarfs have rotation periods over a

few to tens of hours (e.g. Metchev et al., 2015). Therefore, brown dwarf atmospheres

provide a unique laboratory to test the atmospheric dynamics models in planetary

atmospheres with fast rotation and dominated by internal energy budget.

One useful physical parameter to study the qualitative nature of atmospheric

flow is Rossby number Ro, which is the ratio of advective and Coriolis acceleration:

Ro = U/(ΩL) (1.29)

where U is the characteristic wind speed, Ω is the rotation rate, and L is the char-

acteristic lengthscale of the atmospheric flow. For typical brown dwarfs rotation

periods of several hours, the Rossby number is much less than one and rotation

dominates the atmospheric flow. A low Rossby number (Ro � 1) implies that the

Coriolis force dominates over vorticity in the momentum equation and is balanced

by the pressure gradient force (see Showman and Kaspi 2013 for example).

2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations Freytag et al. (2010) demonstrate that

the overshooting velocity above convection zone drop sharply and the gravity-wave

induced mixing is strong enough to prevent dust grain from settling. Global 3D
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simulation Showman and Kaspi (2013) show that the the interaction between con-

vective zone and stratified layer can lead to equator-to-pole temperature difference

and atmospheric waves in the stratosphere. Showman et al. (2019) show that jets

likely form in brown dwarf atmospheres. The jets are confined in the equatorial re-

gion under strong frictional drag or radiative damping (short cooling timescale) and

a banded structure that extends to high-latitude region form under weak radiative

damping and frictional drag. These studies suggest that large-scale horizontal wind

speed of several tens to hundreds ms−1 are plausible in brown dwarf atmospheres,

which have been tentatively measured for two objects by Allers et al. (2020). The

simulated multiple jets or wave dynamics are also qualitatively consistent with the

planetary-scale waves inferred from the observed long-term light curve evolution

(e.g., Apai et al., 2017, 2021).

In addition to the wealth of vertical mixing and jet formations shown in the sim-

ulations, recent studies also explore the interaction between cloud and atmospheric

dynamics. Tan and Showman (2019a) shows that passive clouds that follow the

atmospheric circulation but do not interact with the winds (no cloud radiative feed-

back) lead to a non-steady state of cloud structure that changes on timescale 1–30

hours. Tan and Showman (2020) shows that inclusion of cloud radiative feedback

that is self-consistent to the temperature-pressure profile leads to a non-steady state

of atmospheric structure that varies on a timescale of a few hours even in the ab-

sence of global atmospheric circulation, rotation, and the radiative-convective zone

interaction. Because the growth of cloud destabilizes the atmospheric regions above

the cloud top, the positive feedback leads to further growth of the cloud top while

the increasing upward heat flux suppresses the replenishment of condensate in the

cloud base region. As a result, the cloud collapse and repeat the unsteady cloud

formation.

In Tan and Showman (2020) study, they further confirm the positive feedback

in the cloud growth by including the interaction between cloud-free and cloudy at-

mospheric column. They demonstrate that the non-steady state leads to a complex

and time-varying structure. A more realistic simulation that includes the interac-
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tion between cloud-free and cloudy region suggest that the difference in the outgoing

emission between cloudy and cloud-free atmospheric column leads to a stochastic

turbulent equilibrium over multiple rotational timescale and the vortex could reor-

ganized to form a structure with a spatial scale comparable to Rossby deformation

radius.
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CHAPTER 2

Cloud Atlas: Discovery of Patchy Clouds and High-amplitude Rotational

Modulations in a Young, Extremely Red L-type Brown Dwarf

This chapter was originally published as Lew et al. (2016).

2.1 Introduction

Condensate clouds influence the colors, spectra, atmospheric structure, and evo-

lution of brown dwarf and giant exoplanets. The physics of grain formation and

cloud evolution are perhaps the least understood major factors in ultracool atmo-

sphere models. Large numbers of comparative spectroscopic studies (e.g., Burgasser,

2014a) and variability surveys (e.g., Metchev et al., 2015; Radigan et al., 2014;

Buenzli et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2014; Heinze et al., 2015) of brown dwarfs have

provided important insights into the properties and effects of clouds. Each brown

dwarf, however, has a unique set of the fundamental atmospheric parameters (e.g.,

composition, mass, surface gravity, age, cloud properties, temperature, vertical mix-

ing and perhaps even rotation), whose effect on the spectra are degenerate. This

has made it difficult to isolate the effects of clouds from those of other parameters

(e.g., Looper et al., 2008; Stephens et al., 2009). Atmospheric models incorporating

condensate cloud structures predicted observable brightness variations in rotating

objects if the cloud properties are heterogeneous (e.g., Ackerman and Marley, 2001)

and motivated an almost decade-long search for varying brown dwarfs (e.g., Martín

et al., 2001; Clarke et al., 2002; Koen, 2003; Bailer-Jones and Lamm, 2003; Maiti

et al., 2005; Morales-Calderón et al., 2006b; Littlefair et al., 2008; Goldman et al.,

2008; Clarke et al., 2008; Bailer-Jones, 2008). Modern systematic infrared precision

surveys resulted in the first large-amplitude variable brown dwarf detections (e.g.,

Artigau et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012; Biller et al., 2015) and recent rotational
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phase studies have enabled using these objects as probes of different cloud struc-

tures. In particular, HST near-infrared time-resolved spectroscopy has revealed that

the rotational phase modulation’s amplitude has no or only mild wavelength depen-

dence (Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2015b; Yang et al., 2015). The observed

photometric and spectroscopic modulations in L/T transition objects have been

explained with cloud thickness and temperature variations (Artigau et al., 2009;

Radigan et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013; Burgasser et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013);

and in L5-dwarfs evidence was found for high-altitude hazes (Yang et al., 2015). A

key difference between the variability seen in L/T and L dwarfs is the significant

reduction (2x) in the 1.4 micron water-band variability amplitude in L/T dwarfs

and not in L-dwarfs, a probable indicator of high-altitude dust in L-dwarfs (Yang

et al., 2015). These studies showed that, in essence, by measuring the amplitudes in

and out of the water band it is possible to determine the pressure at which clouds

reside.

The extremely red colors seen in a few brown dwarfs (both young and older) and

in some directly imaged exoplanets suggests that these objects may have exception-

ally dusty atmospheres (e.g., Knapp et al., 2004; Looper et al., 2008; Barman et al.,

2011; Marocco et al., 2014; Hiranaka et al., 2016; Allers et al., 2016). Although an

attractive possibility, non-equilibrium chemistry (e.g., Saumon et al., 2003; Trem-

blin et al., 2016), metallicity (Looper et al., 2008) and other effects may also play

a role in these unusual atmospheres. The apparently diverse age (e.g., Kirkpatrick

et al., 2010) of these extremely red objects also raises questions on the origins of the

purportedly dusty atmospheres.

Our Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Large Treasury program Cloud Atlas (PI:

D. Apai, GO14241) is studying the impact of surface gravity on the vertical struc-

ture of condensate clouds via rotational phase mapping of low (log g 6 4.0) and

intermediate-gravity (4.0 < log g < 5.0) brown dwarfs and exoplanets. The obser-

vations are divided into two phases for each target: a 2-orbit Variability Amplitude

Assessment Survey (VAAS) and follow-on with detection, 6-orbit Deep Look Obser-

vations (DLO). The results of the VAAS observations are used to prioritize targets
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for DLO studies.

Here we present the first results from the Cloud Atlas program, the discovery

of high peak-to-peak amplitude (>8%) rotational modulations in an extremely red

and young 20 MJup brown dwarf. In this Letter we first discuss the properties of

our target, followed by a brief summary of the data reduction and analysis, our key

results, and a concise discussion of the relevance of the discovery.

2.1.1 WISEP J004701.06+680352.1

WISEP J004701.06+680352.1 (hereafter W0047) was discovered by Gizis et al.

(2012) as an extremely red (2MASS J-Ks= 2.55) L-type brown dwarf. Following

the Allers and Liu (2013b)’s spectroscopic classification system Gizis et al. (2015)

(hereafter G15) identified it as a L6.5-type intermediate-gravity brown dwarf. Based

on comparison to state-of-the art atmospheric models (Ackerman and Marley, 2001;

Marley et al., 2002; Madhusudhan et al., 2011; Tsuji, 2002) Gizis et al. (2012)

explained the extremely red color of W0047 due to an exceptionally thick atmo-

spheric cloud layer. G15 also measured its parallactic distance (d = 8.06±0.04 pc)

and proper motion, concluding that it is associated with AB Dor moving group

with 99.96% probability according to BANYAN II model of the solar neighborhood

(Gagné et al., 2014). This moving group membership constrains the age of W0047

to ∼ 100− 125 Myr (Luhman et al., 2005; Barenfeld et al., 2013). G15 also found a

radial velocity of v sin i = 4.3±2.2km/s. With a well-determined age, parallax, and

high-quality spectra W0047 is among the best-characterized nearby brown dwarfs;

comparing its luminosity and temperature to evolutionary models by Burrows et al.

(1997) and Chabrier et al. (2000) G15 also estimated the mass of W0047 to be

18–20MJup and its radius to be 1.17–1.24RJup.

As one of the reddest known L dwarfs (e.g., PSO J318.5338-22.8603 (Liu et al.,

2013), 2M1207b (Chauvin et al., 2004), WISEA J114724.10-204021.3 (Schneider

et al., 2016), 2MASS J11193254-1137466 (Kellogg et al., 2015), ULAS J222711-

004547 (Marocco et al., 2014)), W0047’s young age with intermediate surface gravity

properties make this a particularly exciting target for the study of the connections
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between surface gravity and dusty atmospheres.

2.2 Observations and Data Reduction

W0047 is the first DLO target observed in the Cloud Atlas program. Analysis of

the VAAS data showed a statistically significant and strong flux modulation over

the 2 HST orbits of the data set, based on which we flagged W0047 as a probable

variable brown dwarf and triggered 6-orbit long DLO observations. All VAAS data

will be presented in an upcoming paper (Apai et al., in prep.) and here we only

focus on the more detailed DLO dataset.

W0047 was observed with HST WFC3’s G141 grism (MacKenty et al., 2010),

which covers the wavelength range between 1.075 µm and 1.7 µm with a resolving

power of ∼ 130 at 1.4 µm. The 6 orbits were executed consecutively on 2016 June

6th (Visit 2, DLO, observation set ID: H1). For each orbit at least one direct image

was obtained in the F132 N filter to determine our target’s precise position on the

detector for accurate spectral extraction. 11 subarray (256 × 256 pixels) grism

images were obtained in the SPARS25 sampling mode with total 201.4 s exposure

time during each orbit.

We followed the same data reduction procedure as discussed in our group’s pre-

vious papers (Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015), with the

following differences:

1. We linearly interpolated all data quality flagged pixels with good neighbor pixels

at same row except for cosmic-ray affected (DQ bit 13 = 1) pixels and when con-

secutive three or more bad pixels appeared in the same row. Cosmic ray affected

pixels were corrected as in Buenzli et al. (2014). Any spectral point (Fλ) that was

calculated from uncorrected bad pixel was interpolated by adjacent spectral points.

2. We selected a source-free region in the images to measure the sky background to

scale the sky image template and subtracted from the images.

The major systematics observed in the first two orbits is the detector’s ramp

effect (see Berta et al. 2012). This was corrected by fitting the light curve of nearby,
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similarly bright (∆mag = 0.68 dimmer than W0047 in F132N filter) comparison

star to an exponential function. At wavelength longer than 1.5 µm, the spectrum

of the comparison star is out of the field of view so ramp correction was applied by

fitting the light curve of W0047 to an exponential function for the narrow H and

CH4 & H2O narrow band light curves.

Using the 2MASS relative spectral response curves from Cohen et al. (2003), we

integrated our spectra to calculate the W0047’s 2MASS J and modified H band,

which is identical to the 2MASS H-band filter, but is truncated at 1.7 µm.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Periodic modulations

The ramp-effect corrected light curve shows a complex lightcurve with a nearly sine-

wave-like carrier. In a paper in preparation we are exploring the complex light curve

shape, but - as the lightcurve is dominated by a sinusoidal carrier - for the purposes

of this discovery letter we fit the light curve with a sine wave. The residual of best

sine wave fit is less than 1.1% of the white lightcurve’s normalized flux (see upper

left panel of Fig. 2.2) and is thus a good approximation of the variations. We fit the

light curve with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (Newville et al., 2014), which

also allows us to quantify the uncertainties and degeneracies of the fit. We find

a rotational period of 13.20±0.14 hours (see Fig C.2 for the posterior probability

distributions). Least χ2 fit gives period of 13.41±0.25 hours with reduced χ2 2.76 .

We note that our result is based on sinusoidal wave assumption; we cannot exclude

a double-peaked light curve due to incomplete phase coverage.

2.3.2 Spectral Variations

As shown in Figure 2.2, we observed a sinusoidal-like variation with a 4% amplitude

(8% peak-to-peak amplitude). The trend of the white light curve (1.1µm < λ <

1.67µm) is in phase with the other 5 narrow bands (H2O & alkali, narrow J, H2O,

narrow H, CH4 & H2O) light curves, which probe different atmospheric pressure
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Figure 2.1: The posterior distribution from MCMC fit with uniform prior for a sine
curve for all DLO orbits.The vertical dashed lines are the 16 and 85 percentiles
respectively. Blue lines indicate the median of posterior distribution. The contour
lines show the 1-σ, 2-σ and 3-σ level. The amplitude is the amplitude of white light
curve flux which is normalized by mean flux of orbit-3. Phase is measured from the
beginning of DLO orbit.
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levels (Buenzli et al., 2012). In particular, the white light curve demonstrates that

the variability amplitude is much greater than the noise level (∼ 0.1%, signal-to-

noise ratio > 600) while in the spectrally extracted narrow bands the noise level is

at most around 1% relative to the mean flux. For a quantitative evaluation of the

pressure levels probed by these filters, see Yang et al. (2016).
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Figure 2.2: Phase-folded white light curve in comparison with five different nar-
rowband light curves, following Buenzli et al. (2012).’s method to probe different
atmospheric pressure levels. All variation is in phase, and the light curves of shorter
wavelengths have a slightly larger amplitude. The integrated flux of W0047 of six
DLO orbits are plotted as blue solid dots, while the comparison star are plotted in
gray. The red line shows the best sine fit of all orbits with period = 13.20 hr. Orbit
numbers are labeled in the white light curve panel (upper left). All light curves
are normalized to the mean flux of orbit-4. The spectrum of the comparison star is
partly out of view, so the white light curve of the comparison star consists of flux
from 1.1 to 1.5 µm only and flux in narrow H and CH4 and H2O narrow band are
out of view.
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2.3.3 Color Variations
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Figure 2.3: The color-magnitude variations of W0047 (purple) vary in parallel with
the L dwarf sequence. L dwarfs and T dwarfs are plotted in red and blue color,
respectively. AB Dor group member (2MASS 0355+1133, or 2MASS 0355) and
planetary-mass object (PSOJ0318, HR8799bcd, 2M1207b) are labelled as well. Data
are adopted from Dupuy and Liu 2012; for PSOJ0318 from Liu et al. (2013); and
for exoplanets HD131399Ab Wagner et al. (2016), 51 Eri b Macintosh et al. (2015),
2M1207b Chauvin et al. (2005); Zhou et al. (2016).

We compare the color variations of W0047 to the color distribution of ultracool
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dwarfs in a near-infrared color-magnitude diagram (Fig. 4.5). In figure 4.5, we used

the 2MASS catalog’s J and H band value as the mean J and H band value of W0047.

The modified H band variability relative to mean modified H band is assumed to

be the same as 2MASS H band variability relative to mean 2MASS H band. This

assumption is valid as extrapolation of the wavelength-dependent amplitude trend

(see middle left of Fig. 2.4) shows that the variability (max/min flux ratio) at 1.8 µm

(the maximum wavelength of 2MASS H band) is less than 1.2% than the variability

at 1.67 µm. The trajectory of W0047’s color variation appears to be qualitatively

parallel with the L-dwarf sequence, similarly to what was seen for several T2 dwarfs

(e.g., Apai et al. 2013).

2.3.4 Wavelength-dependent Amplitude

In the middle left panel of Fig. 2.4 we plot the relative amplitude of the rotational

modulations as a function of wavelength, as derived from the ratio of the spectra at

the brightest and faintest states (upper left panel), following Apai et al. (2013). The

relative amplitude is the highest (11%) at the shortest wavelength (∼ 1.1 µm) and

lowest (∼6.5%) at the longest wavelength (close to 1.7 µm). In between these two

extremes there is a nearly monotonic trend. A linear regression results in a slope of

∼0.07% / µm. After subtracting the relative amplitude with the straight-line fit we

find that the relative amplitudes are slightly modulated (decrease by 1% than the

linear fit) in the 1.4 µm water band.

2.3.5 Inclination

We re-evaluated the v sin i measurement based on Keck/NIRSPEC data of G15

with Burgasser et al. (2016)’s method, leading to a value consistent with G15 but

more accurate v sin i = 6.7+0.7
−1.4km/s. Using radius (R = 1.17RJup) predicted by

evolutionary model as discussed in G15, we constrain the inclination of W0047 to

i ∼ 33+5
−8
◦.
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2.4 Discussion

Our observations find a near-infrared relative amplitude of 11% for W0047 at the

shortest wavelength of our observations (1.1 µm), making it the third largest am-

plitude varying brown dwarf (after 2M2139 and before SIMP0136 and Luhman 16b,

e.g., Radigan et al. 2012; Apai et al. 2013; Buenzli et al. 2015b). This discovery

demonstrates that high-amplitude near-infrared variability is present not only in

L/T transition brown dwarfs (c.f., Radigan et al., 2012), although it may be most

common in those transition objects.

Our analysis of the relative amplitude as a function of wavelength (see Fig. 2.4)

shows that the relative amplitude of the rotational modulations has a relatively

strong color gradient, with the relative amplitude varying by nearly a factor of two

(11% and 7%) between 1.1 and 1.7 µm. The factor of two difference in the 1.1−1.7
µm is the second largest amplitude difference observed in the small set of brown

dwarfs that have been studied by HST (Buenzli et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013;

Buenzli et al., 2015b; Yang et al., 2015). In the right panel of Fig. 2.4 we explore

the presence of a possible trend between the relative amplitude at 1.15µm and the

wavelength dependence of relative amplitude, showing that W0047 appears to be in

between L and L/T transition brown dwarfs. This finding is also consistent with

the observations by Heinze et al. (2015) that identified higher-amplitude variations

for T-dwarfs at optical wavelengths.

We also compare the relative amplitude to those observed in L/T transition

brown dwarfs and in mid-L-type brown dwarfs. While all L/T transition brown

dwarfs studied until now show a reduced rotational modulation in the 1.4 µm water

band (e.g., Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2015b), the two mid-L-type brown dwarfs

observed with HST for full rotations show small or no reduction in the water band

(Yang et al., 2015). This has been interpreted as an indication for high-altitude haze

or cloud layers in mid-L-type brown dwarfs, resulting in very small water opacities

above the modulation-inducing particles. Furthermore, up to now, L-type brown

dwarfs have only been found with low-amplitude variations.
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Interestingly, the dusty L6-type W0047 shows both high-amplitude variations

(typical to L/T dwarfs) and a very weak reduction in its amplitude in the 1.4 µm

water band (typical to L-dwarfs). Furthermore, W0047 is also unusual due to its

extremely red [J-H] color, which has been attributed to the presence of high-altitude

particles (condensates or haze, Hiranaka et al. 2016). We followed the Hiranaka et al.

(2016) to model the wavelength-dependent amplitude by introducing a dust layer

causing extinction, as described with Mie scattering-calculated opacities from Fig 5

of Hiranaka et al. (2016). We found that the model predictions are consistent with

the observations. The model predicts that the observed variations could be explained

by a change of particle column density of the order of 107cm−2 and sub-micron-sized

grains (effective grain radius of 0.3−0.4 µm, see Eq (2) in Hiranaka et al. 2016 for

definition of effective radius). Smaller effective grain sizes (e.g., 0.1, 0.2 µm) give

smaller extinction coefficients, resulting in lower amplitudes, while larger grain sizes

(1 µm) give higher extinction coefficients, translating to much higher amplitudes and

weaker dependence on the wavelengths. The grain size is consistent with the grain

size estimated in Marocco et al. (2014) to explain the unusually red spectrum of

W0047 with dust extinction caused by corundrum (Al2O3) and enstatite (MgSiO3).

Furthermore, based on the results of Hiranaka et al. (2016), the typical column

number density of red L dwarfs’ haze particles is on the order of 108cm−2 (see Fig.

12 of Hiranaka et al. 2016), so our estimated change of haze particle column density

is on the order of ten percent compared to total haze particle number column density

in L dwarf’s atmosphere. The actual change of column density can be larger if it

occurs only in a small area (e.g., spots) on brown dwarfs. Future observations at

longer wavelengths, the K-band and beyond, will provide stronger constraints on

the extinction coefficients and grain sizes.

2.5 Summary

We present time-resolved near-infrared HST/WFC3 observations of the extremely

red L6.5-type 20 MJup intermediate-gravity brown dwarf as the first results from
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the HST Large Treasury program Cloud Atlas. The key results of our study are as

follows:

1. We discovered large-amplitude rotational modulations in W0047’s near-

infrared light curve, making it the brown dwarf with the third-largest known

near-infrared amplitude variations, after the T2 dwarf 2M2139 and T0 dwarf

Luhman 16B. Our target is also the most variable L dwarf currently known.

2. The fact that W0047 rotational modulation amplitude is almost an order of

magnitude larger than other known variable L-dwarfs and is also one of the

reddest known L-dwarfs suggests a possible connection between dusty atmo-

spheres and high-amplitude variability. We used Hiranaka et al. (2016) ex-

tinction coefficient to explain the wavelength-dependent amplitude with haze

particle size of around 0.4 µm and change of haze particle column density

around 107cm−2, on the order of ten percent of total dust column density of

L dwarfs estimated by Hiranaka et al. (2016).

3. Assuming that the light curve is single peaked and well approximated by a

sine wave, the rotation period of W0047 is 13.20±0.14 hour, similar to that of

Saturn and to the exoplanets β Pic b and 2M1207b. Our period estimation

also serves as lower limit for more complex lightcurve profile.

Our discovery demonstrates that high amplitude variable brown dwarfs are not lim-

ited to the L/T transition, suggesting that dusty atmospheres are more variable, and

provides an outstanding benchmark target for cloud structure studies for ground-

and space-based telescopes, such as the Hubble and James Webb Space Telescope.
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Figure 2.4: Upper Left: Comparison between the mean of 3 brightest spectra
(Red) and mean of 3 dimmest spectra (Blue) of W0047. Middle Left: The rela-
tive amplitude over 1.1µm to 1.67µm, which is the ratio of the mean brightest and
dimmest spectra. The relative amplitude is almost linearly decreasing with increas-
ing wavelength, similar to other L dwarfs seen in Yang et al. (2015) but different
with L/T transition which have lower relative amplitude in water band. The spectra
are smoothed by gaussian convolution and the relative amplitude are smoothed by
moving average. Lower Left: The residual of straight line fit. Right: A possible
trend between amplitudes at 1.1µm and wavelength dependence of amplitude of
variable L and T dwarfs that observed with HST. The amplitude is proportional to
absolute value of amplitude gradient. At similar amplitude levels, L dwarfs and late
T dwarfs are seen to have relatively larger amplitude gradient than L/T transition
brown dwarfs. L dwarfs, L/T transition dwarfs and late T dwarfs are marked as
blue squares, magenta triangles and green circles respectively. W0047 is marked as
red star. Data of 2M1821, 2M1507, SIMP0136, 2M2228 are from Yang et al. (2015);
Luhman 16B is from Buenzli et al. (2015b); 2M2139 is from Apai et al. (2013).
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CHAPTER 3

Cloud Atlas: Unraveling the vertical cloud structure with the time-series

spectrophotometry of an unusually red brown dwarf

This chapter was originally published as Lew et al. (2020a).

3.1 Introduction

Clouds influence the molecular abundances and affect the heat redistribution in plan-

etary atmospheres (e.g., Marley et al., 2013; Marley and Robinson, 2015; Helling,

2019). Understanding clouds is, therefore, critical for interpreting the atmospheric

absorption and emission spectra of planetary atmospheres. Comparative studies

of clouds in different planetary atmospheres are useful for identifying the common

physical and chemical processes in cloud formation and evolution, but are not suf-

ficient for disentangling the often correlated parameters of atmospheric parameters

such as gravity, irradiation, metallicity, and rotation rate.

Time-resolved spectrophotometry is a powerful approach to characterize differ-

ent cloud structures within the same atmosphere and disentangle the effects of local

parameters (e.g., vertical cloud structure, cloud composition) from global param-

eters (e.g., surface gravity, rotational period, metallicity). By monitoring the ro-

tationally modulated flux variability with time-resolved spectrophotometry, we can

constrain the spatially heterogeneous cloud structure over different pressure ranges

(e.g., Buenzli et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2016; Buenzli et al., 2015a; Karalidi et al.,

2016; Schlawin et al., 2017; Biller et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018). For instance,

modeling the time-resolved HST spectrophotometry by Apai et al. (2013) finds that

correlated variations in cloud thickness and effective temperature are required to

explain the small modulations in color indices (e.g., J −H).
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The heterogeneous cloud structure likely evolves with rotation. Long-term mon-

itoring (over ∼200 rotation periods) of brown dwarfs in the L/T transition showed

continuous, ongoing light curve evolution (Apai et al., 2017), that was qualita-

tively similar for the brown dwarfs across different rotation periods (2.4–13 hours).

Detailed light-curve modeling showed that, at least for the L/T transition brown

dwarfs, the modulations can be explained by planetary-scale waves which, in turn,

modulate cloud thickness. Although waves are common in Solar System planets

too, it is yet unclear which mechanism drives the waves in L/T transition and per-

haps most other brown dwarfs. Several possible dynamical process in brown dwarf

atmospheres have been explored, including convective overshooting (Freytag et al.,

2010), dynamical impact from the latent heating due to silicate’s condensation cy-

cle (Tan and Showman, 2017), Quasi-biennial Oscillation (QBO)-like phenomenon

(Showman et al., 2019), and variability driven by radiative cloud feedback (Tan and

Showman, 2019b).

Coupling microphysical cloud models with atmospheric dynamics involves nu-

merous poorly constrained parameters and is computationally expensive. To de-

scribe the observed rotationally modulated spectral variability, a variety of models

with different approximations have been applied. One of the common approaches

is linearly combining the spectra from two one-dimensional cloudy models with the

same effective temperature and gravity (e.g., Radigan et al., 2012; Buenzli et al.,

2014, 2015b,a). However, this approach does not guarantee that the two cloud

models have the same entropy at the deep atmosphere. Another approach has been

developed (e.g. Marley et al., 2010; Morley et al., 2014a) to model cloudy and cloud-

free regions with a shared T-P profile. This approach assumes that the characteristic

horizontal length scale of the atmospheric variations is much smaller than the plan-

etary radius. Alternatively, the posited existence of an optically-thin small-particle

layer on top of clouds may explain the observed spectral variability (Yang et al.,

2015; Lew et al., 2016; Schlawin et al., 2017; Biller et al., 2018). Since modeling

either time-averaged spectra or spectral variability is already challenging, only a

few studies (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2015b,a) have attempted to use a heterogeneous
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cloud model to explain both. Yet, simultaneous modeling of the time-averaged and

time-series observations is vital to constrain the heterogeneous cloud structure.

The goal of this study is to answer the question: “What possible heterogeneous

cloud structures are consistent with both the high spectral resolution time-averaged

spectroscopy and the lower resolution but high-precision time-resolved spectropho-

tometry of the unusually red WISE0047’s atmosphere?"

The paper is structured as follows: we first introduce WISE0047 in Section 3.2.

We describe the updated data reduction for the HST observation and other published

observational data of WISE0047 in Section 5.3. Based on the data analysis, we

infer the atmospheric heterogeneity in Section 3.4. Afterward, we describe our

homogeneous cloud, heterogeneous cloud, and the disequilibrium chemistry models

in Section 3.5. Then we present the fitting results of the models to the data in

Section 3.6. We discuss the caveats and implications of the modeling results in

Section 5.7.

3.2 WISEP J004701.06+680352.1

WISEP J004701.06+680352.1, hereafter WISE0047, is an L7 dwarf discovered by

Gizis et al. (2012)(G12). Its Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) is similar to that

of the HR8799e (Bonnefoy et al., 2016) and is one of the reddest L dwarfs (J−Ks =

2.55±0.08). The unusually red color, the triangular-shaped H-band peak, and weak

Cs I and Rb I alkali lines (Gizis et al., 2015, hereafter G15) of WISE0047 suggest

a low-gravity (log g < 5) atmosphere. Based on the parallactic distance of 12.2

± 0.2 pc and the proper motion, Gagné et al. (2014) categorizes it as a probable

member of AB Doradus moving group (ABDMG) according to the BANYAN II

model. G15 argue that WISE0047 is a bona fide member of ABDMG based on

its proper motion, parallax, spectroscopic surface gravity, and the best-fit radial

velocity from the Keck/NIRSPEC spectra. The ABDMG membership suggests that

WISE0047 is moderately young with an age of ∼150 Myrs old (Bell et al., 2015).

Given the estimated bolometric luminosity of (3.58 ± 0.29) × 10−5 L� in G15, the
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lithium absorption in optical spectra indicates an upper limit of age at 1Gyr based

on the COND model (Chabrier and Baraffe, 2000).

Fitting various atmospheric models to the optical and infrared spectra, G12&G15

find that the best-fitted effective temperature ranges from 1100-1600K. In particu-

lar, fits by the BT-SETTL models (Allard et al., 2012, 2013), which – for low-gravity

and cloudy atmospheres – generally lead to relatively higher effective temperatures

than those by other models, indicate that the radius is between 0.082 to 0.13R�

with Teff=1500K and 1200K respectively. Despite the large range in fitted effec-

tive temperatures derived from the different models in G12&G15, those with thick

clouds have the best fit to the spectrum of this unusually red brown dwarf.

From the Hubble Space Telescope’s (HST) 1.1-1.7µm broadband light curve, Lew

et al. (2016) reports an 8% peak-to-trough amplitude and suggests that scattering by

sub-micron grains causes the larger amplitudes at shorter wavelengths. Assuming

a sinusoidal rotational modulation, the best-fit rotational period from the ∼8.5
hours HST observation is 13.2± 0.14 hours; Observed five months prior to the HST

observations, the Spitzer 3.6µm-band observation with an approximately twenty-

hour baseline shows a longer period of 16.4 ± 0.2 hours (Vos et al., 2018). In our

study we adopt the 16.4 hours period (derived from the Spitzer observations) as the

rotational period, because only the Spitzer observation sampled fully the rotational

phase of the target.

3.3 Updated HST Data reduction and other observations of WISE 0047

We used HST’s Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) with the G141 grism (1.075-1.700µm)

to observe WISE0047 for six consecutive orbits on June 6th of 2016, as part of the

Cloud Atlas program (PI: D. Apai, Program ID:14241). In each orbit, we obtained

eleven 201.4s spectroscopic exposures that are read out in a 256×256 pixel sub-

array mode. We also took direct images of the target with the F132N filter at the

beginning of every orbit for spectral wavelength calibration.

The HST data were previously published in Lew et al. (2016). In this study,
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we follow the same data reduction procedure as in Lew et al. (2016) and update

the systematic correction (Section 3.3.1). For completeness, we provide a summary

of the process. We started the data reduction from the flt.fits files, which are the

products from calwfc3 (version 3.3) pipeline that corrects photometric non-linearity,

bad pixels flagging, dark subtraction, and gain conversion. We developed our own

pipeline (Buenzli et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013) for cosmic rays removal and back-

ground subtraction. The spectral extraction aperture was set as eight-pixel wide in

the cross-dispersion direction.

3.3.1 Updated Systematic Correction: Iterative Pixel-scale Ramp Cor-

rection with RECTE

Charge trapping and delayed release is a time- and count rate-dependent systematic

that often causes a ramp-like light curve profile at the beginning of an HST orbit.

While there are several empirical models for ramp correction (e.g., Berta et al., 2012;

Long et al., 2014), here we use the physically-motivated charge trap model RECTE

(Zhou et al., 2017). This model corrects the ramp effect on an intrinsically variable

light curve without the need for discarding data from the first HST orbit, as in many

other methods.

In brief, RECTE simulates the number of charge carrier traps in the WFC3/IR

detector that traps electrons and holes for a parameterized lifetime before they are

released and detected. Therefore, the trapped charge carriers cause a decrement

of detected flux at the onset of orbit. This ramp effect gradually diminishes when

the number of trapped charge carriers becomes saturated with an increasing num-

ber of exposure. Given an intrinsic incoming count rate fin, RECTE models the

ramp-affected pixel’s count rate framp based on the pixel’s exposure history and con-

figuration (e.g., exposure time, number of exposure, and previously trapped counts).

We applied RECTE iteratively to numerically solve the intrinsic incoming count

rate per pixel (see the flow chart in Figure 3.1). First, to correct only the pixels that

are mainly illuminated by the photons from WISE0047, we selected the pixels whose
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Figure 3.1: The flow chart for iterative pixel-scale ramp correction. The blue color
lines highlight the iterative part. The first-iteration incoming count rates are the
mean count rates over all exposure, while the incoming count rates of subsequent
iterations are the sum of previous incoming count rates and the residual.

signal-to-noise ratio are at least three times higher than the estimated background

count value. To model the ramp effect for pixel i at exposure tj, we fed RECTE

with an initial value of the incoming count rate fin,i(tj). We estimated the initial

value with the mean of the observed count rates over the sixty-six exposures (six

HST orbits). After the first iteration of ramp correction, we calculated the residual,

which is the difference between the modeled count rate framp,i(tj) and the observed

pixel count rate per exposure fobs,i(tj). The residual was added back to the initial

incoming count rate as the now time-variable fin,i(tj) for the next iteration. Then,

we reran the RECTE model with the updated fin,i(tj). We repeated this process

until the averaged ratio of the residuals per pixel to the count-rate uncertainties

were lower than an arbitrary precision of 10−8. The ramp-corrected count rates

were fin,i(tj) that fed into the RECTE model at the last iteration. We updated

and saved the corrected count rates in new flt files, which were used for spectral

extraction through the standard aXe pipeline (Kümmel et al., 2009).

After integrating the ramp-corrected spectra from 1.1− 1.67µm, the broadband

light curve is shown in Figure 3.2 (see also Appendix A.1 for the light curves before

and after the ramp-correction.) In addition to retaining the first HST orbit data, we
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emphasize that this iterative ramp correction algorithm, which does not marginalize

the model parameters of RECTE, makes no assumption on the spectral variability,

including the light curve profiles, wavelength dependence of variability amplitude,

and the phase relationship between light curves at different wavelengths.

3.3.2 Spectra and Photometry

To test our cloud model spectra at different wavelengths, we constructed a panchro-

matic (optical-to-near-infrared) spectrum of WISE0047 from the published observa-

tional data. We combined the reduced spectra from the Multiple Mirror Telescope

(MMT) Red Channel spectrograph (R=640, 0.6170-0.9810µm) and the Infrared

Telescope Facility (IRTF) SpeX spectrograph (R=200, 0.8-2.5µm) from G12 & G15

with the HST brightest near-infrared (near-IR) spectrum (1.1-1.65µm) for spectral

fitting. The combined spectra over a wide wavelength range consist of spectra at

different epochs. As some brown dwarfs demonstrate phase offset in their spectral

variability, averaging their spectral changes over anything else than a complete rota-

tion could lead to a slightly incorrect result. Given that we do not have a complete

rotational phase coverage for WISE0047, we opted to use a single rotational phase

as a representative dataset to guide the modeling. Since the HST/WFC3 near-IR

spectrum provides the best estimate of the absolute flux, we scaled the IRTF’s spec-

trum by 1.08 so that the integrated flux in the overlapping 1.52-1.62µm wavelength

region matches to that of the HST spectrum. We binned the MMT spectrum to have

the same spectral resolution as that of the IRTF spectrum and used the standard

deviation within each wavelength bin as the spectral flux’s uncertainty. We found

that the binned continuum fluxes across 0.80-0.92 µm of the MMT spectrum and of

the scaled IRTF spectrum are consistent within their uncertainties, so no scaling was

applied for the binned MMT spectrum. The composite spectrum, which is compared

with cloud model’s spectra in Section 3.6, comprises spectra from MMT (0.618-0.925

µm), IRTF (0.925-1.18µm,1.65-2.55µm), and from HST (1.18-1.65µm).

For the comparison between the cloud model’s spectra and the WISE observation

in Section 3.6, the model’s spectral flux densities in WISE bands were calculated
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by using the WISE’s relative spectral response function1 and the color correction of

Fν ∼ ν0 from the Table 6 of Wright et al. (2010).

3.4 Light Curve and Spectral Analysis

3.4.1 Broadband Light Curve Analysis

After the ramp correction, the HST broadband (1.1− 1.7µm) integrated flux ratio

of the averaged four brightest to the averaged four faintest state increases from

9.4±0.1% to 9.7±0.1%.

The ramp correction also changes the light curve, especially in the first HST

orbit (see Figure A.1). We compare the ramp-corrected HST broadband light curve

to that in the Spitzer 3.6µm-band (Vos et al., 2018). Because the HST and Spitzer

observations were taken five months apart, we normalize the modulation amplitudes

and align the baselines and folded phases (period=16.4 hours, Vos et al. 2018) of

the two light curves. Our study does not constrain the phase shift of the two light

curves at different wavelengths, which have been observed among other objects in

simultaneous Spitzer and HST observations (Yang et al., 2016; Biller et al., 2018).

After the flux normalization and phase alignment, the HST broadband and the

Spitzer 3.6µm-band light curves observed five month apart are similar to each other

(Figure 3.2). If the full-phase HST broadband light curve shape is the same as

the sinusoid fitted to the scaled 3.6µm-band light curve, we expect that the HST

broadband variability amplitude can be as high as 10.4%, or about 0.7% higher than

the observed value.

We also inspect if the two light curves deviate from a simple sinusoid. Using a si-

nusoidal model with a period of 16.4 hours from Vos et al. (2018), we fit the model to

the HST broadband light curve and obtain a reduced χ2 of 4.7. As shown in Figure

3.2, the HST broadband light curve shows a broader peak than that of the best-fit

sinusoidal model.The residual of the sinusoidal fit is plotted in the bottom panel.

We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) two-sample test to evaluate the statistical
1http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/expsup/sec4_3g.html#FluxCC

http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/prelim/expsup/sec4_3g.html#FluxCC
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significance of the deviation of the HST broadband light curve from the fitted sine

curve. In the K-S test, we compare the residuals to a normal distribution with a

standard deviation of 0.0016, which corresponds to the mean photometric uncer-

tainty of the HST broadband light curve. The K-S test with scipy.stats.ks_2samp

gives a p value of 0.038 for the null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from

the same parent distribution. We find no significant deviation from the best-fit sinu-

soidal model (reduced χ2 = 1.05) for the 3.6-min binned Spitzer 3.6µm-band light

curve, similar to the conclusion of no evidence of aperiodic variability in Vos et al.

(2018).

We note that the potentially imperfect ramp correction cannot account for the

discrepancy between the fitted single sine wave and the HST broadband light curve,

particularly at the fifth and sixth HST orbit. This discrepancy could be explained

by extended surface features such as multiple bright and dark spots (e.g., Karalidi

et al., 2016) or planetary waves (e.g., Apai et al., 2017).

3.4.2 Spectral Analysis

After recovering the trapped charge carriers via the ramp correction, the updated

spectrally resolved peak-to-trough variability amplitudes are plotted in Figure 5.9.

Except for the 1.34-1.45µm water-band region, the amplitude of variability decreases

approximately linearly with wavelength with a slope of −0.078 ± 0.005µm−1 (i.e.,

Vlinear in Figure 5.9), which is within one sigma uncertainty of the result in Lew

et al. (2016). Interpolating the fitted straight line Vlinear to the center of the water

band (1.395µm), the interpolated variability amplitude is 1.0962 ± 0.0006. The

interpolated value is about 3σ higher than the integrated water-band variability

amplitude VH2O of 1.083± 0.004, with σ as the propagated flux-ratio uncertainty of

VH2O and Vlinear(1.395µm). Based on the ramp-corrected spectra, we present two

complementary analysis of the spectral variability in the following two subsections.
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Figure 3.2: Top panel: the peak-aligned, amplitude-scaled, and binned Spitzer
3.6µm-band light-curve is similar to that of the HST broadband light curve even
though the two observations are separated by about five months. The mean uncer-
tainty of HST photometric points, which is plotted in the bottom panel, is 0.16%.
The blue line is the best-fit sine wave with a period of 16.4 hours adopted from
Vos et al. (2018). The four brightest and faintest photometric points are colored
in light blue. The pale red points represent the Spitzer 3.6µm-band photometric
points with a bin size of 3.6 minutes.The red line illustrates the smoothed 3.6µm-
band light curve. Bottom panel: the residual of the best sine-wave fit to the HST
broadband light curve.
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Principal Component Analysis

To study the potential temporal evolution and the complexity of the rotationally

modulated spectral variability, we perform a principal component analysis (PCA)

on the time-series spectra (e.g., Cowan et al., 2009; Kostov and Apai, 2013). In

PCA, we construct the covariance matrix with all 66 spectra with numpy.cov. We

normalize the covariance matrix of the spectra via dividing it by the square of

the mean spectra. The normalized covariance matrix and the calculated principal

components, which are calculated using numpy.linalg.eig, are therefore unitless. We

find that the first principal component explains 95% of the variance (i.e., 95% of

the total eigenvalue of the covariance matrix), as shown in Figure 3.4. The second

largest eigenvalue only accounts for 0.3% of the variance. This value is lower than

the largest eigenvalue (∼ 4%) of the covariance matrix constructed with the mean
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Figure 3.4: The first principal component accounts for 95% of the spectral variance.
The y-axis values are unitless variances after being normalized by the square of flux
density of the mean spectra. Note that the spectral feature is similar to that in
Figure 5.9.

WISE0047 spectra plus the resampled spectral uncertainties of each exposure. The

second principal component is therefore insignificant compared to the measurement

uncertainty. This suggests no evidence of second or higher order spectral evolution

during the 8.5 hours HST observation.

Our PCA result that demonstrates a dominating first principal component is

similar to other studies (e.g. Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2015a). We interpret

that the spectral variability mainly arises from a single type of atmospheric feature.

This feature, which could comprises one or multiple emission components (e.g.,

clouds with different thickness), has a spectral signature that remains unchanged

over different rotational phases. The simple spectral feature imprinted in the spectral

variability hints that a relatively simple heterogeneous atmospheric model could

reproduce the observed rotational modulations.
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Variability Amplitude of Brightness Temperature

Brightness temperature is the temperature of a blackbody whose radiance is equal

to that of the target object in a given spectral band. For an atmosphere that

is dominated by internal heat flux with negligible irradiation and other heating

sources, physical temperature monotonically increases with higher pressure. In such

atmosphere, regardless of the opacity distribution, a higher brightness temperature

corresponds to a larger pressure of the optical depth τ ∼ 2/3 surface. Therefore,

brightness temperature is a pressure probe in a homogeneous non-irradiated atmo-

sphere.

On the other hand, the τ ∼ 2/3 surface in a heterogeneous atmosphere is not

at a constant pressure or temperature even at a given wavelength. Interpreting

brightness temperature as a pressure probe in a heterogeneous atmosphere requires

assumptions about the opacity sources and temperature-pressure profiles (see also

Dobbs-Dixon and Cowan, 2017). When interpreting the brightness temperature

variation, we assume that the τ ∼ 2/3 surface in the water band is at a lower

pressure range than that in the J&H bands for the spectral component of non-

uniformly distributed atmospheric features.

Adopting a radius of 1.2RJ (Section 3.5.1) and the distance of 12.2 pc (G12),

we convert the spectral flux density to radiance, and to brightness temperature

with the inverse of Planck law. We propagate the uncertainty through a Monte

Carlo method. At each wavelength, we resample the flux density 1000 times from

a normal distribution with a standard deviation equals to the flux uncertainty. We

then convert the re-sampled flux densities to brightness temperatures and take the

standard deviation of the converted samples as the uncertainty of the brightness

temperature. In Figure 3.5, we show the peak-to-trough brightness-temperature

variability amplitude with the ratio of the averaged three highest to the averaged

three lowest brightness temperatures.

Based on Figure 3.5, we conclude that the time-averaged disk-integrated bright-

ness temperatures are lower in the water band than in the J&H bands. This in-
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dicates that the disk-integrated water-band flux is emitted from a lower pressure

region than the J&H-band flux. As mentioned in the second paragraph, we assume

that this inference –based on the disk-integrated spectra – is also true for the vary-

ing spectral component. With this assumption, the lower water-band brightness-

temperature variability relative to that in the J&H bands suggests that the bright-

ness temperatures in the lower pressure region are less variable. This is consistent

with the scenario that the water-band flux is emitted from lower pressures and is

less sensitive to the cloud thickness variation than the J&H-band flux.
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Figure 3.5: Top panel: the variability of the observed brightness temperatures is
plotted as the width of a colored line. The brightness temperatures in the water
band (1.34-1.45µm), which is the region between the two dashed blue lines, are
lower than those in the J&H bands. The time-averaged brightness temperatures
are plotted as a dotted white line. Bottom panel: the peak-to-trough variability
amplitudes of the brightness temperatures are similar within the J&H bands but
are lower in the water band. See text for the interpretation of the lower variability
at the lower brightness temperatures (Tb < 1300 K). The line in the top panel, as
well as the dots in the bottom panel, is color coded by the brightness temperature.
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3.5 A Hierarchical Atmospheric Modeling Approach

To model the heterogeneous atmosphere of WISE0047, we adopt a hierarchical mod-

eling approach: First, we find the best-fit homogeneous cloud structure from a grid of

cloud models. Second, based on the best-fit homogeneous cloud model, we construct

a heterogeneous cloud model. As the third and final step, we include disequilibrium

gas chemistry for our models. For clarity, we describe the modeling methodology in

this section and discuss the modeling result in the Section 3.6.

3.5.1 Homogeneous Cloud Models

We constructed a grid of spatially homogeneous cloud models (Ackerman and Mar-

ley, 2001) to find the model spectrum with the effective temperature, gravity, and the

vertical cloud structure (fsed) that best matches the observed spectrum. The grid of

the cloud models comprises two sets of models: one as used in Radigan et al. (2012)

(spectral resolution δλ
λ
= ∼ (1.6–6.0) × 10−5), covering T=800–1600K, log(g)=4.5–

5.0, and fsed = [1, 2, 3, 4, no clouds]; Another model set includes the updated low

gravity models (Marley et al. in prep, 180 wavelength bins from 0.4–220µm) with

T = 1100–1500 K, log(g) = 3.5–4.5, and fsed=[1, 3, no clouds]. A dilution factor,

(εRJ/d)2, is used to scale the model flux density, where radius RJ = 6.9 × 106 m,

parallactic distance d = 12.2 ± 0.2 pc, and a free parameter ε = [0.6, 2] to account

for the possible radius range.

To constrain the cloud structure, we fit the models only to the brightest

HST/WFC3 near-IR spectrum, as opposed to the full time-averaged 0.6-2.5µm spec-

trum. We fit the spectrum from 1.1–1.67 µm so that the result is not dominated

by the large residual at the optical wavelengths, which is dominated by alkali-line

absorption, and that in the Ks-band because of the unaccounted disequilibrium

chemistry in our model grid. Based on the fitted homogeneous cloud structure,

we then proceed to construct a heterogeneous cloud model to explain the spectral

variability.
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Figure 3.6: Left panel: the two columns show an example of a truncated cloud
model: The thin-cloud column is geometrically thinner and has a lower optical
depth than the thick-cloud column, but they are both optically thick. The opacity
distribution of the thick-cloud column (fsed = 1) is largely wavelength-independent
because of the large mean grain size. The thin-cloud column shares the same opacity
(per model’s pressure layer) with the thick-cloud column at T>1350K and has no
cloud opacity at T<1350 K. We also plot the approximate pressure scale height
(H) at the opacity-truncation level. Right panel: the cartoon images illustrate
the atmospheres with different global cloud coverages, which are similar to Fig. 1 of
Morley et al. (2014b). The assumption of a uniform T-P profile in our models implies
that the spatial scale of cloud heterogeneity is much smaller than the planetary
radius.

3.5.2 Heterogeneous Cloud Models: Truncated Cloud Model

Model Framework

We follow the similar heterogeneous 1D cloud model framework that is used in

Marley et al. (2010); Morley et al. (2014a,b). In this heterogeneous cloud model,

there are two 1D cloud columns — thick and thin clouds. The 1D thin-cloud column

has a global coverage fraction h, ranging from 0 to 1 (Figure 3.6). At each model

layer i, the total net spectral intensity fi is a sum of the net intensities of the two

cloud columns weighted by their global coverage fractions:

Fi = fi,thin × h+ fi,thick × (1− h) (3.1)

In our heterogeneous cloud model, we assume that the two cloud columns are
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almost identical, having the same opacity computed under the same gravity, vertical

mixing, T-P profile, and gas mole fraction. They differ only in the cloud opacity

distribution – the thin cloud column is simply truncated (see Section 3.5.2.) The

uniform T-P profile in our models implies that the two cloud columns exchange

energy efficiently and share the same temperatures at isobars. We expect that this

scenario is more likely to be true when the spatial scale of cloud heterogeneity is

much smaller than the planetary radius, as illustrated in the cartoon images in

Figure 3.6.. The cloud opacity distribution is coupled to the radiative transfer

calculation, and hence is self-consistent with the T-P profile. The self-consistent

T-P profile of the heterogeneous cloud model is different than that of the best-fit

homogeneous model. We emphasize that this self-consistent model is physically

different than a linear combination of two homogeneous cloud models that have the

same effective temperature but different cloud profiles (i.e same Teff but different

fsed) — the T-P profiles of the latter approach do not necessarily share the same

entropy deep in the atmosphere.

Heterogeneous Cloud Structure and Truncation Temperature

We model the vertical cloud structure of the thick-cloud column to be the same as

that of the best-fit homogeneous cloud model in Section 3.5.1, i.e., fsed = 1. As

the dominant physical process(s) that causes the heterogeneity in cloud structure is

still unclear (but see Showman and Kaspi, 2013; Tan and Showman, 2017; Showman

et al., 2019; Tan and Showman, 2019b), we model the vertical cloud structure of the

thin-cloud column with a simplistic “truncated cloud model": the thin-cloud column

is cleared out, or truncated at and above an altitude z at which the temperature

T (z) is equal to a model parameter called “truncation temperature" Ttrc. Under

this truncated cloud model, the particle-size and opacity distribution of the thin-

cloud column is the same as that of the thick-cloud column, except that the thin-

cloud column has zero cloud opacity above the altitude z when T (z) < Ttrc. The

parameter Ttrc for the thin-cloud column is similar to the critical temperature Tcr
in Tsuji (2002)’s cloud model. This simplistic cloud model allows us to explore the
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impact of spatially heterogeneous vertical cloud structure to the T-P profile and

spectral variability.

Global and Local Cloud Coverage

Rotationally modulated disk-integrated flux variability arises from the brightness

distribution that is asymmetric around the rotational axis, and hence is insensitive to

the global cloud coverage. Therefore, we arbitrarily fix the global coverage fractions

of the thick and thin clouds to be the same (h = 0.5). We define the local thin-cloud

coverage, which is the thin-cloud coverage of the observed hemisphere, as A. Even

though h is fixed, A can vary with rotation because of rotational asymmetric cloud

distribution. Accordingly, the disk-integrated flux variability depends on the local-

cloud-coverage change ∆A and the difference in outgoing flux density between the

thick- and thin-cloud columns. The flux densities of a fully thin- and thick-cloud

covered hemisphere are fthin and fthick respectively, with fthin > fthick. A useful

physical quantity in our interest here is the peak-to-trough variability amplitude V :

Fmax = (h+ ∆A)× fthin + (1− h−∆A)× fthick (3.2)

Fmin = h× fthin + (1− h)× fthick (3.3)

V =
Fmax

Fmin

= 1 + ∆A
fthin − fthick

Fmin

(3.4)

∆A < min(h, (1− h)); (3.5)

Since h is fixed, an increase in the local thin-cloud coverage fraction from A=0.5 to

0.6 (∆A = +10%) corresponds to a decrease in thin-cloud coverage fraction from

0.5 to 0.4 in the non-observed hemisphere. ∆A only controls the difference in cloud

distribution between the visible and the opposite hemispheres with the fixed global

cloud coverage (fixed h). Therefore, ∆A is not an input parameter for the model

but a free parameter to match the observed spectral variability amplitude.

Based on our truncated cloud model, we explore three truncation temperatures

for the thin-cloud column: Ttrc = 1100K, 1250K, and 1350K. We chose these trun-

cation temperatures as they bracketed the observed behavior. Choosing a colder
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truncation temperature produces a negligible difference with the default cloud and

a warmer temperature would fall below the cloud base, producing no difference from

a clear “hole” in the cloud. A graphic illustration of the thick- and thin-cloud opacity

distribution for Ttrc = 1350 K is shown in Figure 3.6.

3.5.3 Disequilibrium Gas Chemistry Model

In the process of fitting the cloud models to the spectra (see also Figure 3.7), we find

that even the models with the most extended clouds (i.e., fsed = 1) cannot explain

the observed spectrum in the Ks-band region (∼ 2 − 2.5µm). This motivates us

to incorporate disequilibrium gas chemistry of CO/CH4 (Fegley and Lodders, 1996;

Griffith and Yelle, 1999; Saumon et al., 2000; Cooper and Showman, 2006; Hubeny

and Burrows, 2007; Barman et al., 2011), which are important opacity sources in

the Ks-band, into our cloud models.

When CO and CH4 are in chemical equilibrium, the forward and backward chem-

ical reaction rates of the CO−CH4 conversion are the same. At a hotter temperature

and a large pressure, the CO−CH4 conversion timescale decreases whereas the CO

equilibrium abundance increases (Prinn and Barshay, 1977; Yung et al., 1988; Lod-

ders and Fegley, 2002). Vertical mixing homogenizes the CO and CH4 abundances

over different pressures. CO and CH4 are in chemical disequilibrium when the net

chemical reaction timescale to convert from CO to CH4 is longer than the vertical

mixing timescale. The “quenching pressure” is defined as the pressure level at which

the reaction timescale is comparable to the vertical mixing timescale. At and below

the quenching pressure, the abundances of CO and CH4 are the same as those at

the quenching pressure. Consequently, the water abundance which is in chemical

equilibrium with CO differs from that in the chemical equilibrium state too. As a

result, the methane-band opacity decreases at 2.2µm at the expense of an increased

CO band opacity at 2.3µm, resulting in a higher Ks and W1 band flux.

Our disequilibrium model inherits the cloud opacity distribution from the best-fit

chemical-equilibrium cloud model. Our disequilibrium chemistry models calculate

the chemical timescale of CO/CH4 and N2/NH3 conversion by following Lodders
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and Fegley (2002). The disequilibrium chemistry of the latter, however, has a neg-

ligible effect on the spectrum of WISE0047. The vertical mixing time scale is given

by τmix = H2/Kzz, which defines the coefficient of eddy diffusivity Kzz and where

H is the local pressure scale height. Kzz is assumed to be constant for the purposes

of computing new, out of equilibrium abundances. After updating the gas abun-

dances (i.e., CO, CH4, and H2O for CO/CH4 chemistry), we recalculate the radiative

transfer at a spectral resolution ( δλ
λ

= 5× 10−6 from 0.8–50µm, δλ
λ

= 2× 10−5 from

0.5–0.8µm ) higher than that of the best-fit equilibrium model. We note that the

T-P profile and cloud structure remains fixed while updating the gas abundance so

the disequilibrium model is not fully self consistent.

We fit the disequilibrium model to the optical-IR spectrum by following the

Cushing et al. (2008)’s method which weights different resolution spectra with δλ

and calculate the goodness-of-fit value (Gk):

Gk =
n∑
i=1

wi(
fλi − CkFk,λi

σi
)2 (3.6)

where Ck = r2/d2; wi = δλi; fλi = observed flux density; Fλi = flux density of

disequilibrium model.

3.6 Model Fitting Results

3.6.1 The best-fit homogeneous cloud models

Figure 3.8 shows the results of fitting the homogeneous cloud models to the brightest

HST/WFC3 near-IR spectrum over 1.1–1.67µm. The best-fit cloud structures of

models with different gravities and temperatures are mostly fsed = 1 (round dots in

Figure 3.8). The model spectra with an effective temperature of 1200K and with a

gravity lower than log(g) = 4.25 fit relatively better than the others do. Because it

is challenging to fit gravity and other model parameters via spectral fitting over a

narrow wavelength coverage, we include the gravity constraints from brown-dwarf

evolution models in choosing the best-fit homogeneous cloud model.
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Figure 3.7: Top panel: the best-fit chemical disequilibrium model (solid dark-teal
line) fits better to the WISE0047 ’s panchromatic optical-to-near-IR spectrum (grey
solid line) than the equilibrium model (dotted light-green line) does at λ > 2µm.
Bottom panel: the difference between the disequilibrium/equilibrium model and
the data mainly falls in the optical region at which alkali absorption dominates. The
error bars of the WISE observation are smaller than the plotted points.

According to the evolution models (Fig. 5 of Saumon and Marley (2008); Table 1

of Chabrier and Baraffe (2000)2), the gravity range is around log(g)=4.3–4.7 given

the age (∼150Myr) and the fitted effective temperature (1200 K) of WISE0047.

Further inspection with the Bobcat evolution models (Marley et al., in prep) suggests

that a log(g) ≤ 3.75 fit is only possible if WISE0047 is very young(< 10Myr) and/or

very low-mass (< 5MJ) (see Appendix A.4). Considering the model fitting results

and the gravity constraints from the evolution models, we adopt the model with

Teff = 1200 K, log(g) = 4.0, and fsed = 1 (the circled blue point in Figure 3.8) as the

best-fit model because it gives the lowest reduced chi-square and is within 0.5 dex of

the gravity constraints from the evolution models. Given the bolometric luminosity

of 3.58±0.29×10−5 L�, the radius of the best-fit model is ∼ 1.2 RJ, being consistent
2The evolution model’s constraints on gravity depend on the assumption of the cloud structure

– a more cloudy atmosphere gives a lower gravity at the same temperature and age (see Figure 4

& 5 of Saumon and Marley (2008) for an atmosphere with no clouds and fsed = 2.)
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(see Section 3.6.1). Different color lines represent different temperatures; Round
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4.5 are in the overlapping parameter space of the two sets of models (see text for
details).
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with 1.2–1.4RJ estimated by the DUSTY models at 0.1Gyr and with 1.1–1.3RJ

by the Saumon and Marley (2008)’s models at 0.1–0.2Gyr. Therefore, the best-fit

homogeneous cloud model with Teff = 1200 K, log(g) = 4.0, and fsed = 1 can explain

both the HST/WFC3 near-IR spectrum and is consistent with the predicted radius

of the evolution models. We then use this model as the baseline of the heterogeneous

cloud model for fitting the spectral variability.

3.6.2 The best-fit heterogeneous cloud models

As mentioned in Section 3.5.2, we explored three truncation temperatures (Ttrc =

1100 K, 1250 K, 1350 K) for the truncated cloud models. By changing the local (ob-

served hemisphere) thin-cloud coverage fraction ∆A of the truncated cloud models,

we compare the model’s spectral variability amplitudes and the time-averaged spec-

tra with the observational data in Figure 3.9. We list out the key modeling results

as follows:

1. Variability amplitudes: Given the same ∆A, the model with a higher trun-

cation temperature gives a larger variability amplitude within our explored

parameter space. This is because the difference between fthin and fthick in-

creases with a higher truncation temperature.

2. The wavelength dependence in the spectral variability amplitudes: The trun-

cated cloud models demonstrate that the variability amplitudes in the J&H

bands decrease with longer wavelengths. The wavelength dependence of

HST/WFC3 near-IR variability amplitudes are steeper for the models with

higher truncation temperatures. We interpret that the larger difference in

temperature between the thin- and thick-cloud decks causes the steeper wave-

length dependence in variability amplitudes.

3. The water-band variability amplitudes: The variability amplitudes in the

water-band deviate from the linear trend in the J&H-band variability am-

plitudes (e.g., the golden line in the bottom panel of Figure 3.9) in the model
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Figure 3.9: Top panel: the spectrum of the truncated cloud model (solid golden
line) with Ttrc = 1350 K matches most of the WISE0047 spectral shape (grey line)
at wavelengths shorter than 2.1µm. The spectra of the models whose Ttrc = 1100K,
1250K are plotted as the dash-dotted purple and the dashed red lines respectively.
The dotted brown line represents the spectrum of the homogeneous cloud model
(T=1200K, fsed = 1, log(g)=4.0 per section 3.5.1), the baseline for the heteroge-
neous cloud models. The CO and CH4 abundances of these models are in chem-
ical equilibrium. All the models spectra are scaled by the same dilution factor
(r= 1.2 RJ, d = 12.2 pc). Bottom panel: with an increase of 13% in the local
thin-cloud coverage, the spectral variability of the Ttrc=1350K model (solid golden
line) matches well with the observed HST/WFC3 near-IR peak-to-trough variabil-
ity amplitude (grey line), including the wavelength-dependent slope and the weak-
ened water-band variability. The model over-estimates the non-contemporaneously
observed 3.6µm-band peak-to-trough photometric variability (round grey dot) by
around a factor of three. The colored circles are the Spitzer-bandpass-weighted vari-
ability amplitudes of the truncated cloud models.The inset zooms in on the water
band in the HST spectrum.
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with Ttrc = 1350K, but not in that with Ttrc = 1100 and 1250K . The trunca-

tion temperature of 1350K corresponds to a pressure of ∼0.3 bar (see the T-P
profile of Figure 3.10). We also verify the model results with a semi-analytical

analysis that is based on water-vapor extinction in Appendix A.3.

4. The best-fit truncated cloud model: At ∆A = +13%, the Ttrc=1350K model

matches decently well with the peak-to-trough variability amplitude and the

wavelength-dependent slope of the HST 1.1-1.7µm spectral variability. The

observed slope appears to be slightly steeper than the model prediction. The

Ttrc=1350K model also matches most of the time-averaged spectral features

of WISE0047. Therefore, we adopt this model as our best-fit truncated cloud

model.

5. The 3.6µm-band variability amplitudes: The truncated cloud models suggest

that the variability amplitudes in the Spitzer 3.6µm-band are lower than that

in the HST near-IR 1.1-1.7µm. This is because the 3.6µm-band flux is emitted

from a higher altitude than the near-IR flux (see Appendix A.2) and thus is

less sensitive to the cloud thickness variation. This is qualitatively consistent

with the measured variability amplitudes in the HST and Spitzer observations

(Lew et al., 2016; Vos et al., 2018). However, if the variability amplitudes do

not evolve with times, our models cannot simultaneously fit to the 1.1-1.7µm

and 3.6-µm-band variability amplitudes which are observed five months apart.

The best-fit cloud model for the HST near-IR spectral variability predicts a

Spitzer 3.6µm-band peak-to-trough variability amplitude of 3.06%, which is

about three times higher than the observed value of 1.07± 0.04% in Vos et al.

(2018).

6. Cloud thickness variation: If we define the cloud-top level as the pressure

at which the cloud opacity reaches 0.1, the Ttrc = 1350K model shows that

the cloud-top levels of thin and thick clouds are at about 0.3 and 0.1 bar

respectively (see Figure 3.9 and 3.6). The difference in cloud-top pressure
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of the best-fit model suggests that the cloud thickness varies by around one

pressure scale height (0.19 bar at p=0.3 bar).

3.6.3 Impact of disequilibrium chemistry on the best-fit model spectra

After including disequilibrium chemistry to the best-fit homogeneous and heteroge-

neous cloud models, both cloud models fit better to the time-averaged spectra in

the Ks-band region, as shown in Figure 3.7 & 3.11. We note that both models un-

derestimate the observed WISE photometric points. Disequilibrium chemistry also

affects the spectral variability predicted by the heterogeneous cloud models. The

3.6µm-band flux in the disequilibrium model is emitted at deeper pressures and is

more sensitive to the cloud opacity variation than that in the equilibrium model.

Therefore, the disequilibrium model predicts a higher 3.6µm-band variability am-

plitude than the equilibrium model, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.11.

For the case of WISE0047, the impacts of disequilibrium chemistry on the spectrum

are the same with Kzz = 104, 106, 108 cm2s−1.

3.7 Discussion

3.7.1 Caveat of the truncated cloud models

In Section 3.6, our best-fit truncated cloud model fits well to the time-averaged

spectra and the HST near-IR spectral variability, and demonstrates that the vari-

ability amplitude is lower in the Spitzer 3.6µm-band than at the HST near-IR

wavelengths. However, our truncated cloud models are only an order-of-magnitude

modeling approach of the cloud thickness variation. In the thin-cloud column, the

opacity gradient caused by the truncation of cloud opacity is likely unstable unless it

is maintained by large-scale atmospheric dynamics or other external force. We also

assume only two types of clouds in the atmosphere. In reality, the cloud thickness

could be modulated by planetary-scale waves (e.g., Apai et al., 2017) and perhaps

varies smoothly from thick to thin clouds.

Also, we do not fully explore the parameter space of heterogeneous clouds, but
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cloud model with disequilibrium chemistry gives a larger variability amplitude than
the equilibrium heterogeneous cloud model in the Spitzer 3.6µm photometric band.
The model matches well to the water-band variability amplitude but less well to the
linear slope of the spectral variability from 1.1 to 1.7µm.
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coarsely investigate the truncation temperature, fsed, gravity, temperature, and Kzz.

The best-fit model is therefore likely not unique, but we argue that the three qualita-

tive trends of our key results : (1) the steeper wavelength dependence of variability

amplitude with larger truncation temperature, (2) the weakening of the water-band

variability amplitude with larger truncation temperature, and (3) the higher vari-

ability amplitude at the Spitzer 3.6µm band with decreased methane abundance

due to disequilibrium chemistry, should still be valid even though the parameters of

the global minima of the model fitting could differ from that of our best-fit model.

3.7.2 Impact of heterogeneous cloud structure to the emission spectrum

and atmospheric profile

By comparing different cloud models, we discuss the interplay between the cloud

structure and the converged T-P profile, as well as their coupled effect on the time-

averaged emission spectra. As shown in the panel (a) and (b) in Figure 3.10, at

the same effective temperature, the heterogeneous cloud models are cooler in and

above the clouds compared to the baseline model, which is the best-fit homogeneous

cloud model. The cooler T-P profile in the heterogeneous cloud models causes the

cloud-base pressures to be larger than that of the baseline model (panel c in Figure

3.10). However, the geometric optical depths of each cloud species are about the

same in different models despite the variation in cloud-base pressure and in the T-P

profile.

How do these different atmospheric structures affect the near-IR spectra in Figure

3.9? In wavelength ranges like 2–3.6 and 4.2–5µm, gas is the dominating opacity

source at photosphere. Emission at these wavelengths is thus mostly originates from

the region above clouds (see also Figure A.3). Because of cooler T-P profiles, the

emission of the truncated cloud models is fainter than that of the baseline model at

these wavelengths (see also Figure 3.9). For the spectra in the near-IR 1.1–1.7µm

range, clouds are the main opacity source. The variations in the cloud opacity

and in the T-P profile cause the different near-IR spectra between the truncated

and the baseline cloud models. For the truncated cloud model, the cooler T-P
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profile decreases the near-IR emission, while the lower cloud opacity in the thin

cloud column allows more near-IR emission from the deeper atmosphere. These

two factors drive the non-monotonous change in the 1.1–1.7µm spectra between

different models. Therefore, the spectra in 1–2 and 2–5µm are complementary for

characterizing the cloud structure coupled to the T-P profile in a heterogeneous

atmosphere.

3.7.3 The variability amplitude in the Spitzer 3.6µm band

Our best-fit truncated cloud models for the HST/WFC3 near-IR spectral variability

over-estimate the non-contemporaneously observed Spitzer 3.6µm-band variability

amplitude. The modeled 3.6µm-band variability amplitude of 3%, which is consid-

ered relatively high among objects studied in Metchev et al. (2015), suggests that

3.6µm-band flux is still sensitive to cloud thickness variation in this low-gravity

(log(g) = 4) and cloudy (fsed=1) atmosphere. However, a variability amplitude of

3% is similar to that of low-gravity and red brown dwarfs like PSOJ318 (Biller et al.,

2018) and VHS 1256b (Zhou et al., 2020).

We present three possible scenarios that could reconcile the apparent discrep-

ancy. First, the modulation amplitudes of the pseudo-sinusoidal light curve could

evolve over time, which has been seen among other brown dwarfs with long-baseline

observations (e.g., Apai et al., 2017). Secondly, if particle-size distribution changes

with cloud thickness, Mie scattering from sub-micron particles (e.g., Lew et al., 2016;

Schlawin et al., 2017) could explain the higher HST/WFC3 near-IR modulation am-

plitude than that in the Spitzer 3.6µm band. Finally, the atmosphere above the

clouds could be hotter than predicted by our cloud models, as found in the retrieval

analysis of some field mid-L dwarfs (Burningham et al., 2017). We speculate that

such hotter atmosphere will better match the WISE W1 and W2 photometry of

WISE0047 and increases the Spitzer-3.6µm-band flux contribution (see Appendix

A.2) in the low-pressure and cloud-free region. As a result, the flux in the Spitzer

3.6µm band will be less sensitive to the cloud thickness variation and hence shows

a lower variability amplitude in such upper-atmosphere-heated heterogeneous cloud
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model. Further studies (e.g., Leggett et al., 2019) will be useful to test if there are

unaccounted heating mechanisms in brown dwarf upper atmospheres.

3.7.4 Inference of minimum eddy diffusivity coefficient from the redder

color of brown dwarfs and exoplanets

WISE0047, similar to many young and low-gravity brown dwarfs and exoplanets,

has a color (J − Ks) redder than that of typical field-gravity L6-7 brown dwarfs.

To explain the redder color of WISE0047, our models require both dusty clouds

and disequilibrium chemistry. However, not all redder brown dwarfs are low in

gravity or young (e.g., Marocco et al., 2014; Kellogg et al., 2017). Another possible

cause for the redder color includes higher metallicity (e.g., Marocco et al., 2014).

Assuming disequilibrium chemistry is partly responsible for the redder J−Ks color,

or equivalently the brighter Ks-band magnitude, we estimate the minimum eddy

diffusivity coefficient for the Ks-band photosphere to be in chemical disequilibrium.

The quenching pressure, which depends on the vertical mixing, gravity, temper-

ature, and pressure, affects how much methane abundance is depleted compared to

that in chemical equilibrium. When the quenching pressure reaches optically thick

pressure or larger, the decreased methane opacity lead to an increase in flux at

methane-opacity-dominated wavelengths, including the Ks band.

To estimate the quenching pressure, we calculate the chemical timescale τCO for

the CH4−CO conversion with Equation 14 from Zahnle and Marley (2014), which is

valid for self-luminous gas-giant-planet atmospheres with the temperature range of

1000-2000K. By the definition of the eddy diffusivity coefficient Kzz = H2/τmix, we

calculate the corresponding vertical mixing timescale τmix. At quenching pressure,

τCO = τmix. We then solve the following quadratic equation for the quenching

relations as between quenching pressure, temperature, gravity, and Kzz:

τCO = τmix (3.7)

(
pe−42000/T

1.5× 10−6
+
p2e−25000/T

40
)−1 =

H2

Kzz

(3.8)
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Figure 3.12: Given a quenching relation (dashed line) and a T-P profile (solid line),
the quenching pressure is where the two lines intersect. The part of the atmo-
sphere above the quenching pressure is in chemical disequilibrium. For PSOJ318,
WISE0047, and 2M1207b, the minimum Kzz for the Ks-band photospheres (bolded
lines) to be in chemical disequilibrium and have redder J − Ks are 103, 104,and
106cm2s−1 respectively, as indicated in the legend. The quenching relation and T-P
profile (thin solid line) are plotted in the same color (blue/red/green) for each ob-
ject (PSOJ318/WISE0047/2M1207b). We also plot the condensation curves of Fe
and MgSiO3 (Visscher et al., 2010) for reference. See text for the estimates of the
photosphere for each object.
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Given a gravity, Kzz, and a T-P profile, we can solve the corresponding quenching

pressure with the quenching relations. In Figure 3.12, the quenching pressure is

where the dashed line (quenching relations) intersects the solid line (T-P profile).

Therefore, a Ks-band photosphere is in chemical disequilibrium when it is at or

lower pressure than the quenching pressure. Alternatively, given only a gravity and

T-P profile, we can solve the minimum Kzz for the quenching pressure to be at or

larger pressure than the Ks-band photospheric pressure.

We plot the three T-P profiles of PSO J318.5338-22.8603 (PSOJ318), 2MASSWJ

1207334-393254 b (2M1207 b), and WISE0047 in Figure 3.12 as thin lines with the

Ks-band photosphere region highlighted in bold. For WISE0047, the Ks-band pho-

tosphere is estimated with the 16-85% range of the Ks-band contribution function

(see Appendix A.2). The Ks-band photosphere of PSOJ318 is estimated based on

Figure 14 of Biller et al. (2018); The Ks-band photosphere of 2M1207b is estimated

by the pressure of MgSiO3 cloud base and that at which T = Teff from Figure

12 of Barman et al. (2011). Based on the Ks-band photospheric pressures of the

three objects, our calculations suggest that the required minimum Kzz are 103, 104,

and 106 cm2s−1 for disequilibrium chemistry to redden the J-Kscolors of WISE0047

(log(g)=4), PSOJ318 (log(g)=3.3), and 2M1207b (log(g)=3.5) respectively. The es-

timated minimum Kzz of WISE0047 and PSOJ318 are lower than that of 2M1207b

because of their lower photospheric pressures. Our estimate of the Kzz values are of

the same or lower order of magnitude than those obtained in other studies of non-

equilibrium chemistry in exoplanets and brown dwarfs (e.g., Saumon and Marley,

2008; Visscher et al., 2010; Barman et al., 2011; Miles et al., 2018). Our results sug-

gest that given reasonable vertical mixing values, the near-IR photospheres of these

objects are in chemical disequilibrium. The extent of J − Ks color reddening due

to disequilibrium chemistry depends on the change in abundance of methane and

other opacity sources in the Ks band. Therefore, we only provide the estimates of

minimum Kzz as modeling the color reddening requires atmospheric modeling (e.g.,

Saumon et al., 2003; Hubeny and Burrows, 2007) and is beyond the scope of this

discussion.
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3.8 Conclusions
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on equation 3.8. This figure shows that the WISE0047 atmosphere is in chemical
disequilibrium at P <∼ 0.2 bar with a Kzz of 103 cm2s−1. Middle panel: the optical
depth of water vapors, the thick-cloud column, and that of the thin-cloud columns
for the truncated cloud model with Ttrc = 1350 K, which is similar to Figure 3.6.
The semi-analytical model is described in Appendix A.3. Right panel: the truncated
cloud model with Teff =1200K, log(g) = 4.0, fsed=1, and Ttrc = 1350K matches the
best to the wavelength dependence and the water-band feature of the HST/WFC3
near-IR spectral variability (grey line). The plot is the same as the bottom panel of
Figure 3.9.

Utilizing the time-averaged and time-series observational data, our study

presents the inference of atmospheric heterogeneity from the data-based analysis

(see conclusion 2–4) and the forward modeling approach (see conclusion 5–9). The

summarized conclusions are listed below (see also Figure 3.13):

1. With the iterative pixel-scale ramp correction, the measured broadband peak-

to-trough flux variability amplitude increases from 9.4% to 9.7±0.1%. The

wavelength dependence of the variability amplitudes is -0.083±0.006µm−1,

which is within one sigma uncertainty of the previous published result of Lew

et al. (2016). (§ 3.4.1 & 5.5.2 )

2. The ramp-corrected HST broadband and scaled Spitzer 3.6µm-band light

curves, which are observed five months apart, show a similar light curve profile.

(§ 3.4.1).
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3. Our principal component analysis shows that 95% of the spectral variance

originates from the first eigenvector component. We interpret this as an ev-

idence for a single type of atmospheric feature on top of the spatially

averaged atmospheric feature. (§ 3.4.2)

4. The disk-integrated brightness temperature suggests that the averaged water-

band emission originates from a lower pressure than that in the J&H band.

The brightness temperature variability in the water-band is lower than that

in the J&H bands. With the additional assumption for the varying spectral

component in § 5.5.3, we interpret that the J&H band flux is emitted from

deeper pressures and is more sensitive to the cloud thickness variation than

the water-band flux.

5. We introduce a “truncated cloud model" comprised of of two types

of clouds in an atmosphere: a thick-cloud column with fsed = 1 and a thin-

cloud column that has the same opacity as the thick-cloud column except that

it is cleared out above an altitude at which the temperature is equal to the

truncation temperature Ttrc. This heterogeneous cloud model is self consistent

with the T-P profile. (§ 3.5.2)

6. We find that the best-fit homogeneous cloud model is a cloudy atmosphere

with fsed = 1, Teff = 1200K, log(g) ≈ 4.0. The fitted radius of 1.16 RJ is

also consistent with the predictions of the evolution models for an age of ∼150
Myr. (§ 3.6.1)

7. Among the three truncated cloud models explored, the cloud model with

the highest truncation temperature (Ttrc = 1350 K) provides the

best fit to the weakened water-band feature and to the wavelength-

dependent slope of the HST/WFC3 near-IR spectral variability am-

plitude.. Our cloud modeling results suggest that the cloud-top thickness

varies by around one pressure scale height in the atmosphere. (§ 3.6.2)
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8. The best-fit truncated model for the HST/WFC3 near-IR spectral variabil-

ity overestimates the non-contemporaneously observed Spitzer 3.6µm band

modulation amplitude by a factor of three. The apparent discrepancy could

be caused by evolving modulation amplitude or imperfect atmospheric model-

ing, such as the presumed particle-size distribution and unaccounted heating

mechanism at the upper atmosphere. (§ 3.6.2;3.7.3)

9. By including disequilibrium chemistry, the best-fit truncated model also

matches most of the time-averaged spectra from 0.6 to 2.5 µm. The fit-

ting residual mainly arises at the wavelength where the alkali line dominates.

(§ 3.6.3)

10. Assuming disequilibrium chemistry is part of the reasons for the redder color

of brown dwarfs and exoplanets, we use Zahnle and Marley (2014)’s CH4

quenching equations to place minimum Kzz values for 2M1207 b, WISE0047,

and PSOJ318.

Simultaneously probing different depths in planetary atmospheres is essential

for understanding the connections between spatial cloud thickness variations and

atmospheric dynamics. We have demonstrated how simultaneous modeling of time-

averaged spectra and time-resolved spectrophotometry constrains vertical cloud

structure and vertical mixing. Applying similar modeling approach to future spec-

trophotometric observations with a wider wavelength coverage, such as those with

the James Webb Space Telescope, may shed light on the cloud formation and evo-

lution process in the three-dimensional planetary atmospheres.
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CHAPTER 4

Cloud Atlas: Weak color modulations due to rotation in the planetary-mass

companion GUPsc b and 11 other brown dwarfs

This chapter was originally published as Lew et al. (2020b).

4.1 Introduction

One of the most perplexing observations of the ultracool atmospheres of brown

dwarfs and directly-imaged exoplanets is the prominent color evolution across the

L/T spectral type transition. Over a narrow temperature range (∼100 K) the atmo-

spheres transition from red (in the near-infrared, J−H ∼ 1.3) to blue (J−H ∼ 0.0)

colors. It has been proposed that this color evolution could be caused by cloud thin-

ning (Ackerman and Marley, 2001; Saumon and Marley, 2008), cloud patchiness

(Burgasser et al., 2002b; Marley et al., 2010), cloud structure evolution (Tsuji and

Nakajima, 2003; Burrows et al., 2006; Charnay et al., 2018), and possibly even

CO/CH4 compositional-gradient driven instability (Tremblin et al., 2016, 2019).

Brown dwarfs with mid-T spectral types also tend to be about 0.5 magnitudes

brighter in the J-band than earlier and later spectral type counterparts – also known

as the J-band brightening, possibly as a result of cloud disruption (Burgasser et al.,

2002b, 2006b; Dupuy and Liu, 2012). While models of ultracool atmospheres had

considerable success in fitting the L spectral type sequence (with thick silicate con-

densate clouds) and the late-T spectral type brown dwarfs (with mostly cloud-free

atmospheres), the rapid color evolution and brightening across the L/T transition

point to the existence of processes not well understood.

Therefore, understanding atmospheric and cloud evolution from late-L spectral

types though the L/T transition to late-T dwarfs remains an important challenge.

It is clear that the color changes carry important information about the nature of
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the processes that occur in these cooling atmospheres.

Surface gravity may be part of the puzzle, too. Small samples of L/T transition

brown dwarfs suggest that the L/T transition occurs at lower effective temperatures

for low-gravity objects (Metchev and Hillenbrand, 2006; Dupuy et al., 2009; Marley

et al., 2012; Bowler et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Miles-Páez et al., 2017). The

magnitude of J-band brightening could also be larger for low-gravity objects if we

include directly imaged planets (see Fig. 16 in Dupuy and Liu, 2012). Alas, as

cooling objects cross swiftly the L/T transition, very few brown dwarfs are known

with low masses at the L/T transition, making it difficult to test model predictions

about the interplay of surface gravity and cloud evolution.

A particularly important probe of atmospheric properties is time-resolved high-

precision (sub-percent level) spectrophotometry, that can – through the rotation

of the target – explore non-uniform brightness distribution in an atmosphere with

fixed gravity and interior temperature. Such rotational mapping studies have been

used successfully to constrain cloud properties in ultracool atmospheres, including

those with planetary masses (e.g., Apai et al., 2013; Buenzli et al., 2014; Metchev

et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Biller, 2017; Apai et al., 2017; Manjavacas et al.,

2019a; Miles-Páez et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019). The wavelength dependence of

rotation modulations sheds light on the variations of cloud particle sizes, molecular

abundances, and photospheric temperatures. In a rotating atmosphere, the temporal

modulations at a given wavelength probe the atmosphere’s spatial structure in a

pressure range. Consequently, comparisons of the modulations observed at different

wavelengths probe pressure-dependent properties in the atmosphere.

Multiple studies have used time-resolved ground-based photometry (e.g., Artigau

et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012; Biller et al., 2013; Radigan, 2014), spectroscopy

(e.g., Schlawin et al., 2017), or space-based spectrophotometry (e.g., Buenzli et al.,

2012, 2015b; Yang et al., 2015; Karalidi et al., 2016; Lew et al., 2016; Yang et al.,

2016) to explore the variations of the near-infrared colors of rotating brown dwarfs

(from mid-L to T8 spectral types). All of these studies found gray, i.e., only weakly

wavelength-dependent modulations in the near-infrared, even for objects with large-
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amplitude (>10%) modulations. Radiative-transfer-based models presented in Apai

et al. (2013) explain the gray modulations with a correlated change in effective

temperature and cloud thickness; this study and that of Radigan et al. (2012) show

that changes in a single model parameter (temperature or cloud thickness) cannot

explain the observed modulations. Similar conclusions have been drawn by Biller

et al. (2018), who observed the planetary-mass late-L dwarf PSO J318.5338-22.8603.

They suggest that the heterogeneous high-altitude clouds or extended silicate clouds

could explain the weak wavelength-dependence of near-IR and mid-IR modulation

amplitudes, as well as the phase offset between the near-IR and mid-IR light curves.

These examples demonstrate the power of time-resolved high-precision spec-

trophotometry in constraining the heterogeneous cloud properties of individual at-

mospheres and – through comparisons of objects spanning the L–L/T–T sequence

– the potential for deciphering cloud evolution in cooling atmospheres. For a more

complete discussion of results from time-resolved studies we refer to recent reviews

(Biller, 2017; Artigau, 2018).

In this paper we present a new, space-based and high-precision time-resolved

spectrophotometric study of GUPsc b, one of the rare planetary-mass brown dwarfs

at the end of the L/T sequence. In Section 4.2 and 4.3 we described the target, the

observations and data reduction process. We present the spectra and light curves in

Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we describe the compilation of published data and the

analysis of the color-magnitude variations of twelve brown dwarfs. We discuss the

implications of our results to the color change in the L/T transition in Section 4.6

and summarize our conclusions in Section 4.7.

4.2 GU Psc and GU Psc b

GU Psc (or 2MASS J01123504+1703557) is an M3.5 dwarf at 47.6 pc based on the

Gaia parallax of 21.00± 0.07 mas (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018; Luri et al.,

2018). Based on its kinematic and photometric properties, Malo et al. (2013) cat-

egorized the GU Psc system as a highly probable (96.9%) member of AB Doradus
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moving group (ABDMG), which is around 120 ± 30 Myr old (Zuckerman et al.,

2004). The detection and measured width of Hα emission of GU Psc by Riaz

et al. (2006) indicates that the age of the system is in between 10 Myr–2 Gyr respec-

tively (Barrado y Navascués and Martín, 2003; White and Basri, 2003; West et al.,

2008). Naud et al. (2014), hereafter N14, find that the calculated X-ray luminosity

(log(Lx) = 29.1±0.3 ergs−1 at 48±5 pc) of GUPsc based on the ROSAT observation

is similar to that of other single M dwarfs in ABDMG and is higher than that of field

stars. The kinematic properties, Hα emission, and X-ray luminosity measurements

together suggest that GUPsc is a relatively young system compared to field dwarfs.

N14 provides an estimate of the GU Psc’s metallicity ([Fe/H]) that ranges from

−0.14± 0.09 to 0.1± 0.13 with various methods (Mann et al., 2013; Newton et al.,

2014). The measured periodic variability of 1.0362 ± 0.0005 days (Norton et al.,

2007) and v sin i (23 km s−1, N14) of GU Psc suggests that it is a rapid rotator.

More detailed characterization of GU Psc system can be found in N14.

GUPsc b, discovered by N14, is at a projected distance of 2, 000±200 au from GU

Psc. Based on the near-infrared spectral index and the comparison with standard T

dwarfs, N14 classifies GUPsc b as a T3.5±1 dwarf. N14 finds the best-fit effective

temperature ranges from 1,000 to 1,100K by comparing the GU Psc b’s near-infrared

spectrum with atmospheric models (Baraffe et al., 2003; Saumon and Marley, 2008).

Based on the ABDMG’s age of 100 ± 30Myr and the fitted effective temperature

range, N14 estimates the mass of GUPsc b to be around 9-13 MJup, which is close

to the deuterium-burning mass limit of 12-13 MJup (Saumon and Marley, 2008)

– commonly adopted as the borderline between brown dwarfs and giant planets

with solar metallicity. Naud et al. (2017) report a tentative J-band photometric

variability of GUPsc b with a peak-to-trough flux variation of 4± 1% at a period of

5.9 hours based on one out of three nights of 5-6 hour observation with WIRCam

Imager at 3.6m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope.
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Figure 4.1: (a): The relative count rates of pixels stacked along the rows in panel (b)
in three different wavelength regions: approximated J band (dashed magenta line),
water band (dashed-dot blue line), and H band (solid red line). In the spectral
extraction region of GUPsc b, plotted in shaded gray, the flux contribution from
nearby sources is lower than ∼ 10% for J ′ and H ′ bands, but higher than ∼ 20%
for water band. (b) A cropped median image to illustrate the nearby reference star
and galaxy spectra flanking that of GUPsc b. The image is color-coded with signal-
to-noise ratio in log scale. The three square brackets represent the J ′-, water-, and
H ′-band regions in which the pixel count rates are stacked and summed along the
rows. The dot-connected line with annotated wavelengths in microns is plotted for
GUPsc b’s spectrum. The two white dashed lines that bracket the dot-connected
line mark the aperture (six pixels) for spectral extraction.
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4.3 Observation and Data Reduction

We utilized six consecutive Hubble Space Telescope (HST) orbits to observe the

rotational modulation of GUPsc b in Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3)’s G141 grism

mode (1.07− 1.70µm, spectral resolving power ∼ 130 or dispersion of 4.7 nm/pixel

with a plate scale of 0.13"/pixel) on Jan 08 2018. These observations are part of the

HST Large Treasury Program Cloud Atlas (P.I: Apai, ID: GO-14241). There are

eleven 201 s-long integration spectroscopic frames in each 96-minute long HST orbit.

We restricted HST’s orientation angle to minimize possible spectral contamination

from galaxies and bright stars within small angular separations from GUPsc b.

The data reduction pipeline is similar to that in Lew et al. (2016). In brief,

our data reduction process started from flt.fits files, which are produced by the

calwf3 pipeline for zero-read and bias calibration, dark image subtraction, flat-

fielding, detector nonlinearity correction, and cosmic rays flagging. Our well-vetted

pipeline (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Zhou et al.,

2018) then interpolated around the cosmic-rays affected and other bad pixels before

subtracting the sky background. We followed the method in Kümmel et al. (2011) for

background reduction that scales the master sky image from Kümmel et al. (2011)

for background reduction. We used Source Extractor (Bertin and Arnouts, 1996)

to extract source location from the stacked direct images that are observed with

F132N filter at the beginning of each orbit for wavelength calibration. We used aXe

(Kümmel et al., 2009) with a six-pixel wide cross-dispersion aperture for spectral

extraction. We performed an absolute flux correction for finite aperture photometry

by interpolating the table of encircled energy as a function wavelength and diameter

of Table 6b in Kuntschner et al. (2011).

We did not find a significant ramp effect (Smith et al., 2008; Long et al., 2014)

in the six-orbit-long observation, therefore no ramp correction (e.g., Zhou et al.,

2017) was performed. The less pronounced ramp effect in our data is likely because

of the low count rate (peak count rate < 8e−s−1 with an averaged count rate 1 of
1The averaged count rate was calculated over a box that is six-pixel wide in cross-dispersion
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∼ 2.8e−s−1) compared to that of the case studies in Zhou et al. (2017). Given a lower

count rate, the ramp profile becomes more linear and is less significant compared to

the photon noise. Any uncorrected ramp effect, which mostly increases the flux in

the first orbit, will only increase the brightness variations reported in this study.

4.3.1 Contamination assessment

As Figure 4.1 shows, there are two sources in close angular proximity of GUPsc b,

leading to a second-order spectrum of a reference star and to a first-order spectrum

of a galaxy (see also Figure 1 in N14). Also, there is a faint diffraction spike from the

GU Psc’s 0th-order (undispersed) grism image superimposes upon part of GUPsc b’s

spectrum. To mitigate this, we interpolate the flux density in the 1.17-1.19µm region

of the GU Psc b spectra (see Figure 4.2) to avoid possible contamination from GU

Psc’s 0th-order diffraction spike.

To assess possible contamination from the two nearby sources, we sum the mea-

sured count rates in the same row (x-axis) over three ranges of columns (i.e., the

bracketed regions colored in magenta, blue, and red in Figure 4.1b), approximat-

ing the measured count rate in the J ′ (1.18-1.33µm), water (1.37-1.47µm), and H ′

bands (1.50-1.65µm). The summed count rates is then plotted as a function of row

number in Figure 4.1a. In Figure 4.1a, the GUPsc b’s summed count rate spans

roughly across rows 532−538 and is highlighted by the gray band. The gray region

is similar to the aperture used for spectral extraction2. We normalize the summed

count rate of the three ranges of column so that the GU Psc’s peak count rate equals

one.

Figure 4.1a provides an order-of-magnitude estimation of the contamination level

– within the spectral aperture for GUPsc b, the contamination level is less than 10%

direction and 130-pixel long in the spectral dispersion direction of GUPsc b.
2The direction of spectral trace and the corresponding aperture for spectral extraction are not

perfectly aligned with the x-axis of the image grid but a field-dependent multi-order polynomial

of x and y axes (Kuntschner et al., 2009). Therefore, the row number at where the GU Psc b’s

count rate reaches the maximum in the J’ and H’ bands are slightly different.
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of the GUPsc b’s peak count rate in the J ′ and H ′ bands, but much higher (> 20%)

in the water band. A more sophisticated analysis that fits 1D 3-Moffat profiles to

the summed count rate from 1.1-1.7µm (column number 440-570) gives a similar

estimate of contamination level (13%, see also Section B.1). Because of the low

signal-to-noise ratio and the moderate level of contamination in the water band, in

this study we choose to focus on the J ′-band, H ′-band, and the integrated white

(1.1− 1.67µm) light curve.

In Figure 4.3, the reference star’s light curve shows a slight brightening trend

at a sub-percent level. A simple straight-line fit to the reference star’s light curve

gives a slope of (9± 2)× 10−4/hour, or 0.7% for an eight-hour baseline. This linear-

brightening trend is possibly an HST systematics that leads to visit-long slopes

(e.g., Berta et al., 2012; Wakeford et al., 2016). In the field of view no other source’s

light curve has similar signal-to-noise ratios to verify the presence of this possi-

ble sub-percent-level systematics. The low signal-to-noise ratio light curve of the

nearby background galaxy fluctuates at about four-percent from the brightest to the

dimmest state. The maximum contamination level of flux variation from the nearby

sources is roughly equal to the product of flux contamination fraction and the flux

variation of nearby sources, which is about 13%×4% = 0.52% level. The estimate of

0.52%, which is a generous upper limit considering the different light curve profiles

of between GUPsc b and other sources, is much lower than the observed peak-to-

trough flux variation of 2.7% (see Section 4.4.2) in the integrated white light curve

of GUPsc b.

We also check the distribution of flux density deviations from the median spec-

trum. We find only two data points with 3.2-σ deviation from the median spectral

flux densities among 124 spectral bins in 66 exposures. Therefore, no statistically

significant deviation from the median spectrum is found assuming spectral points are

independent of each other. Therefore, our careful inspection of spectral variations

and reduced images confirms that the observed rotational modulation is intrinsic to

GUPsc b.
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4.4 Spectra and Rotational Modulations

4.4.1 Spectrum and spectral variations

We plot the HST median spectra together with the Gemini Near-InfraRed Spectro-

graph (GNIRS) spectrum (R∼800) from N14 in the top panel of Figure 4.2. We also

overplot the spectra of two field T dwarfs, T4.5 2MASS J05591914−1404488 (Bur-

gasser et al., 2006a) and T3 2MASS J12095613−1004008 (Burgasser et al., 2004)

that are normalized to the same J-band peak flux density as that of GUPsc b. Our

HST/G141 observations provide the first flux density measurements of GUPsc b in

the water-band absorption region of 1.1-1.2µm. After the J-band flux normalization

of the two field T dwarfs’ spectra, GU Psc b’s spectrum matches better the T4.5

spectrum at wavelengths λ < 1.3µm but matches better the T3 spectrum at longer

wavelengths (λ > 1.3µm).

In the bottom panel of Figure 4.2, we plot the binned ratio of the median spectra

of the sixth and the third orbit, which are the orbits at which the broadband-

integrated flux density reaches its maximum and minimum. The max/min flux ratio

shows no strong wavelength-dependence for the rotational modulations, similar to

that of T0 dwarf SIMP 0136 (Apai et al., 2013). After excluding the low-signal-to-

noise-ratio water band (1.37-1.47µm), the mean max/min flux ratio is about 3.0%.

The fitted slope (m =0.025± 0.020µm−1) for the max/min flux ratio suggests that

there is no significant wavelength-dependence.

4.4.2 Light curves of rotational modulation

We plot the integrated white (1.1-1.67µm) light curves of GUPsc b and those of

the other two nearby sources in Figure 4.3. The GUPsc b’s light curve manifests a

sinusoidal profile with a period longer than the observation baseline. The sinusoidal

pattern of GUPsc b’s light curve is distinct from the almost flat light curve of the

reference star and the choppy light curve of the nearby galaxy. The J ′-band (1.18−
1.33µm) and H ′-band (1.50−1.65µm) light curves also show a similar profile as that

of the integrated white light curve. Based on the integrated white light curve, the
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rotational modulation amplitude is at least 1.35%, or 2.7± 0.8% for peak-to-trough

flux variation (i.e., the ratio of the integrated flux median at the 6th orbit to that

at the 3rd orbit). This variability level is consistent with the previously reported

marginal detection of peak-to-trough variability of 4±1% at a timescale of ∼ 6 hour

by Naud et al. (2017).

Because of the incomplete phase coverage, the fitted rotational period is degen-

erate with the amplitude for a sinusoidal model (c.f., Appendix B.2). Therefore, we

only place a lower limit of eight hours on the rotational period, corresponding to

the baseline of the HST observations.

4.5 Rotational Modulations on the Color-Magnitude Diagram

Color-magnitude diagram (CMD) is a useful tool for studying the brown dwarf atmo-

sphere evolution with thousands of brown dwarfs photometric and parallax observa-

tions (e.g., Dupuy and Liu, 2012; Best et al., 2015). Meanwhile, an increasing num-

ber of brown dwarfs with detected rotational modulations through HST/G141 time-

series spectral observations have been reported. We compile eleven brown dwarfs

with published HST/G141 spectral observations (2MASS J22282889−4310262
Buenzli et al. 2012; SIMP J013656.5+093347.3 & 2MASS J21392676+0220226 Apai

et al. 2013; Luhman 16B Buenzli et al. 2015b; 2MASS J15074769-1627386 & 2MASS

J18212815+1414010 Yang et al. 2015; WISEP J004701.06+680352.1 Lew et al. 2016;

HN Peg B Zhou et al. 2018; PSO J318.5338−22.8603 Biller et al. 2018; LP 261−75
B Manjavacas et al. 2018a; Ross458c Manjavacas et al. 2019a) to study the color

dependence of rotational modulations across different spectral types in the 2MASS

MJ vs J − H CMD. In this section, we describe the conversion from HST spectra

to broadband photometry, the empirical models for color-magnitude variations, and

discuss the overall trend in color-magnitude variations on CMD.
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4.5.1 Binning HST time-series spectra to broadband photometries

The HST/G141 grism’s wavelength coverage does not fully overlap with that of the

2MASS H band. By weighting the HST/G141 spectral variations in the HST J ′

(1.18-1.33µm) and H ′ (1.50-1.65µm) bands with the 2MASS J-band and H-band

spectral response curves (Wright et al., 2010), we implicitly assume that modulation

amplitudes ∆J ′ = 2MASS ∆J and ∆H ′ = 2MASS ∆H.

To plot the HST/G141 spectral variations on a 2MASS CMD, we also adopt the

2MASS J- and H-band magnitudes (Cutri et al., 2003) as the mean magnitudes of

the HST J ′- and H ′-band modulations, except for the most variable object 2M21393.

We first scale the J-band peak of the 0.6-2.65µm 2M2139 spectrum from the SpeX

library (Burgasser, 2014b) to be the same as that of the averaged HST spectra.

Then we use the scaled SpeX spectrum to calculate the mean magnitude in the

2MASS J and H bands during the HST observation of 2M2139.

The timescale of intrinsic color-magnitude variations from rotational modula-

tions of brown dwarfs is typically on the order of hours. Meanwhile, the observed

color-magnitude variations on several minutes timescale are likely dominated by

photon noise and/or systematics. To study the intrinsic color-magnitude variations

across the rotational phase, for objects with long rotational periods (P>5 hours) we

bin the photometric points in the each HST orbit (total exposure time of ∼ 30 to

40 minutes) with the median value. We estimate the uncertainties of the median

with the standard deviations of color and magnitude variations in each bin. These

uncertainties are conservative estimates because they include the photon noise and

the readout noise, variations from time-variable systematics (e.g., ramp effect), and

intrinsic variability of objects. For objects with periods less than 5 hours, we choose

not to bin the photometric points so that the cadence of color-magnitude variations

is less than 10% of the rotational phase.
3Even with the assumption of ∆J ′ = 2MASS ∆J , the mean of HST J ′(t) does not necessarily

equal to 2MASS J , especially for object with large modulation amplitude.
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4.5.2 Empirical models for color-magnitude variations

The J − H color change due to rotational modulations in any individual object is

much smaller compared to the J −H color evolution across the L/T transition. To

visualize the small scale of color change and the large scale of color evolution in

CMD, we fit a straight line to the magnitude-color variation (i.e. MJ vs. J − H)

for each object’s rotational modulations. We then plot the fitted straight line of

magnitude-color variation on CMD. We obtain the best-fit slope and y-intercept

using an orthogonal distance regression algorithm with scipy.odr (see also Figure

4.4), which minimizes the orthogonal distance, weighted by both x- and y-axis un-

certainties, between photometric points and the straight-line model. We use the

covariance matrix of the fitted parameters to calculate the standard deviation of the

fitted slope and y-intercept.

We remind that this linear fit is only for illustrating the primary direction of color

changes with respect to the brightness variations. The color-magnitude variations

could be non-linear, too.

For example, the subpanel plots in Figure 4.5 suggest that a linear model may

not fit well to the color-magnitude variations of GU Psc b and 2M2228. As one

of the simple, periodic non-linear models, we fit an ellipse to the color-magnitude

variations and show the direction of color change direction with the semi-major axis

of the ellipse. The fitted color-magnitude changes of ellipse are not unique (e.g., the

elliptical and circular fit for GUPsc b in Figure 4.5) and is sensitive to the phase

coverage of light curves.

For reference, we also plot the color-magnitude variations of a blackbody with

varying temperatures, either by hotter or cooler from the effective temperature for

each object as a dashed gray line in the subpanels of Figure 4.5. In the near-infrared

J and H bands, a sum of blackbodies with different temperatures is still similar to

a Planck function (Schwartz and Cowan, 2015). Therefore, this model acts as a toy

model of a heterogeneous photosphere with a mixture of blackbodies at different

temperatures.
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4.5.3 Result of fitting magnitude-color variations

In the left panel of Figure 4.5, we present the trajectories of the rotational modu-

lations of twelve ultracool atmospheres spanning a broad spectral type range. We

plot the colors and magnitudes of field brown dwarfs whose with SNR>10 for J and

H band photometry from the updated catalog of Dupuy and Liu (2012). The solid

gray line is the empirically-derived polynomial function of magnitude vs. spectral

type from Dupuy and Liu (2012). In the 3 × 4 subpanels in Figure 4.5, we show

the color-magnitude variations of individual objects and the model fitting results.

We plot the linear fit and the blackbody models for every object. For GUPsc b and

2M2228 that demonstrate non-linear color-magnitude variations, we also plot the

best-fit ellipses for reference. For 2M2228, the non-linearity of variations is more

apparent with the HST-orbital photometric points.

The slope of the fitted lines qualitatively shows how much the J − H colors

change with respect to the J-band flux variations. Among the plotted objects,

2M2139 demonstrates the largest color change (∆(J ′ − H ′) = 0.0378 ± 0.0015),

but it is still much smaller than its J ′-band magnitude variations (∆J ′ ∼ 0.300 ±
0.001). All of the plotted objects show less change in their colors compared to their

modulation amplitudes. In other words, all objects show only weak color changes

in their rotational modulations.

In the CMD, a positive slope suggests that the object becomes brighter and

redder, and a negative slope suggests that the object becomes brighter and bluer.

Most of the objects show negative slopes, especially among L dwarfs. Among the

plotted objects, only GUPsc b and 2M2228 show positive slopes. Our fitted slope

uncertainty distribution suggests that there is about 20% probability for GUPsc b

to have a negative slope as seen in other L dwarfs. Therefore, the fitted slope of

GU Psc b’s color-magnitude variations is not significantly different from that of

the other L/T transition objects. There are two possible interpretations for the

possible positive slope – either there is a phase shift between J ′- and H ′-band light

curves of GUPsc b, as in the case of 2M2228 (phase shift of 15± 2◦, Buenzli et al.
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2012), or the H-band modulation amplitude is indeed higher than that of J-band.

A longer baseline observation is needed to understand and verify if the color change

of GUPsc b is indeed distinct from that of other L dwarfs.

4.6 Discussions

4.6.1 The first planetary-mass object with confirmed modulations at

the end of the L/T transition

The modulations of GUPsc b described here are the first in a planetary-mass object

at the end of the L/T transition (T3-T5), confirming the previous J-band marginal

detection by Naud et al. (2017). Based on the observed rotational modulations, we

also argue that low-gravity mid-T dwarf’s photosphere is not cloud-free as – with

the spectral evolution from L to T type – the silicate cloud base presumably sank to

deeper pressures (see the condensation curves in Robinson and Marley 2014; Helling

and Casewell 2014).

In addition to the modulations observed in GUPsc b, we have gathered a unique

data set of rotational modulations found in planetary-mass objects across different

effective temperatures, including the L7 spectral type PSOJ318 Biller et al. (2015,

2018), T2 type SIMP0136 (Apai et al., 2013), and the T8 type Ross 458c (Manjava-

cas et al., 2019a). Our dataset provides a useful reference point for future studies of

cloud evolution across the L/T transition. Furthermore, the wavelength-dependence

in rotational modulations of GUPsc b will be useful in testing predictions of differ-

ent cloud models on the role of gravity in shaping cloud structure, as well as on

testing the hypothesis that the L/T transition, and perhaps the J-band brightening

too, depend on surface gravity.

4.6.2 The modulation amplitude and rotational period

In any rotating atmosphere, an asymmetric brightness distribution leads to ro-

tational modulations. The modulation amplitudes cannot be directly translated

to brightness maps, as the hemisphere-integrated measurements necessarily result
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in information loss (although some inferences can be drawn, see Cowan and Agol

2008; Apai et al. 2013; Cowan et al. 2013; Karalidi et al. 2016). The high modula-

tion amplitude observed in GUPsc b suggests that there are prominent rotationally

asymmetric features (dark or bright) that significantly (> 2%) impact even the

hemisphere-integrated brightness of the photosphere. The features may be large

and/or high contrast; if there are many features, these must be distributed asym-

metrically. From infrared rotational modulation surveys that include both high-

and low-gravity brown dwarfs, we already know that brown dwarf atmospheres are

ubiquitously heterogeneous (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2014; Metchev et al., 2015). Typi-

cal field brown dwarfs outside the L/T spectral type transition have peak-to-trough

flux variations of less than 2% level in the J band (Buenzli et al., 2014; Radigan

et al., 2014). The observed peak-to-trough flux variations of ∼2.7% of GUPsc b is

consistent with Radigan et al. (2014)’s conclusion that L/T transition objects are

likely to have the largest modulation amplitudes. The high modulation amplitude of

this low-gravity object provides another data point to test whether high modulation

amplitude is correlated with low gravity, as claimed by Vos et al. (2017) based on a

compilation of published variability amplitudes of brown dwarfs.

The minimum period of eight hours is in line with the measured timescale of

periodic modulations of other brown dwarfs, ranging from as short as 1.4 hours

(Buenzli et al. 2012) to 18 hours or longer (e.g. 2M2148 Metchev et al. 2015). The

actual rotational modulation profile may evolve with time, as seen in long-baseline

observations of multiple L/T transition brown dwarfs (e.g., Apai et al., 2017), most

prominently detected in all three brown dwarfs (2M2139, 2M1324, and SIMP0136)

monitored by the Spitzer Space Telescope in the Extrasolar Storms program (Yang

et al., 2016; Apai et al., 2017). That study shows that the light curve evolution is the

likely result of planetary-scale waves that modulated surface brightness (Apai et al.,

2017), possibly through the interplay of atmospheric circulations, condensations,

and cloud formation/dispersal (Tan and Showman, 2017, 2018; Showman et al.,

2018). These mechanisms may also be present in GUPsc b and their presence could

be revealed by continuous observations over 3-4 rotational periods.
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The lower limit of the rotational period of GUPsc b also provides another data

point for studying the evolution of spin as a function of mass and age. Assuming

that the radius of GUPsc b is roughly 1.3-1.4 Jupiter radius, as expected for a

100Myr old and 10− 12 MJup object (Chabrier and Baraffe, 2000), with a minimum

rotational period of 8 hours, the spin velocity is about 19.6 − 21 kms−1. A longer

period (P > 8 hours) will result in a slower spin. At the age of ABDMG, which is

∼ 120 − 200 Myrs, our upper limit of spin rate of GUPsc b is similar with that of

other planetary-mass companions at different ages (3-300 Myrs old) (e.g., Snellen

et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2016; Biller et al., 2018; Bryan et al., 2018). Because the

radii contract along with the loss of interior entropy for young objects, the spin

velocities increase as the objects cool with age under the conservation of angular

momentum. Therefore, the spin rates of GU Psc b could reach as high as 30 kms−1

after radius contracting to one Jupiter radius. A better period constraint is required

to test if the spin rate is consistent with the suggested universal spin-mass relation

of Scholz et al. (2018)(see also Zhou et al. 2019).

4.6.3 Gray modulations and atmospheric heterogeneity

Both the color-magnitude variations shown in Figure 4.5 and the ratio of the

brightest–to–dimmest spectra shown in Figure 4.2 demonstrate that the modula-

tion amplitudes of GUPsc b are similar in J ′ and H ′ band (peak-to-trough variation

of 2.6 ± 0.9% and 3.2 ± 0.9%, respectively), and hence mostly gray. Previous ob-

servations find similar modulation amplitudes in J and H bands for L/T transition

objects (e.g., Artigau et al., 2009; Radigan et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013), although

the modulation amplitudes can be different in molecular bands (e.g., water) or at

longer wavelengths (e.g., Ks band) (e.g., Apai et al., 2013; Biller et al., 2013). The

modeling of these data suggest that spatial variations of cloud properties are respon-

sible for the modulations (e.g., Apai et al., 2013). Detailed atmospheric modeling

of space-based, high-precision time-domain data argues for simultaneous changes in

cloud thickness and temperature as the cause for spatially varying cloud brightness

(thin warm and thick cold clouds, Apai et al. 2013; Buenzli et al. 2015b). GUPsc b
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also shows similarly gray rotational modulations. Therefore, we argue that corre-

lated variations of cloud opacity and temperature are the most likely cause for the

observed gray modulations in GUPsc b.

The observed weak (non-zero) wavelength dependence may also carry informa-

tion about spatial variation in particle size distribution. A weak and positive wave-

length dependence in rotational modulations could be explained by the varying

presence of particles with sizes larger than one micron (e.g. see Figure 5 Hiranaka

et al., 2016). If this is true, then GUPsc b’s atmosphere is in contrast to L dwarf

atmospheres, which are often found to be reddened or extinguished by sub-micron

grains (Hiranaka et al., 2016; Marocco et al., 2014, see also retrieval analysis from

Burningham et al. 2017). This would be consistent with the cloud thinning scenario

that predicts larger mean particle sizes (or larger fsed) for mid-T and smaller mean

particle sizes (or smaller fsed) for L dwarfs (Saumon and Marley, 2008).

4.6.4 No strong color change in rotational modulations across the L/T

Transition

In the color-magnitude plot shown in Figure 4.5 even the most highly variable object

(2M2139) shows only less than 20% relative difference between its J-band and the

H-band modulation amplitudes (31.4±0.1% vs. 27.6±0.1%). All other objects show

similarly gray color change in modulations (∆(J ′ −H ′) � ∆J ′): no known source

is varying its color at a level comparable to the brightness modulations. In other

words, the observed modulations in all sources are close to gray, albeit with some

variety. The lack of strong color in rotational modulations in brown dwarfs with

spectral types ranging from mid-L to late-T is consistent with the paradigm in which

spatially heterogeneous clouds modulate the hemisphere-integrated brightness.

Given that the color changes due to atmospheric heterogeneity are different from

the overall blue–to–red color evolution found across the L/T transition (a large

color evolution with only a small change in absolute J-band magnitude from L8-

to-T5 spectral type), we conclude that atmospheric heterogeneity alone does not

directly cause the drastic color evolution across the L/T transition, at least for low-
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gravity atmospheres (i.e., GUPsc b, SIMP0136, PSOJ318). However, as previously

suggested by Radigan et al. (2012), atmospheric heterogeneity could still affect the

evolution of atmospheres over evolutionary timescales— an atmosphere with thinner

clouds or more patchy cloud distribution cools more efficiently because more flux

can be radiated from below the cloud base. More efficient cooling leads to a larger

loss of entropy over evolutionary timescales. As a result, the loss of interior entropy

is coupled with varying degrees of atmospheric heterogeneity and could still lead to

the observed drastic color evolution in L/T transition. Our observations only probe

the impact of atmospheric heterogeneity with fixed interior entropy in rotational

timescales. Change of cloud structure will affect the relative abundance of objects

with different spectral sub-types across the L/T transition, as predicted by Saumon

and Marley (2008). Observational-bias corrected samples of brown dwarfs will be

powerful to test the coupled evolution of cloud structure and interior entropy over

evolutionary timescales.

It is tempting to perceive a possible trend in Figure 4.5 in the slope of the

magnitude-color variations from L to T dwarfs: L dwarfs become brighter and bluer,

early T dwarfs become brighter with almost no color change, and the two out of

three mid-to-late T dwarfs become brighter and redder. However, we are limited by

the small sample size of T dwarfs with time-resolved spectrophotometry, and the

uncertain slope of GUPsc b due to incomplete phase coverage. Therefore, we remain

cautious about the significance of this tentative trend. More long-term time-resolved

spectroscopy of T dwarfs is needed to verify this tentative trend and to test if there

is a statistically significant difference between L and T dwarfs in the nature of their

wavelength-dependent rotational modulations.

4.7 Conclusions

In this study we present the HST time-resolved near-infrared spectral variations of

the planetary-mass, T3.5 spectral type object GUPsc b. The key conclusions of our

study are as follows:
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1. We confirm the previously reported (Naud et al., 2017) tentative rotational

modulations in the planetary-mass companion GUPsc b. This is the first

planetary-mass object in the T3–T5 spectral range with confirmed rotational

modulations.

2. Based on our HST WFC3/G141 observations we place a lower limit of 2.7 ±
0.8% peak-to-trough flux variation of GUPsc b and a period of eight hours or

longer. As our phase coverage is incomplete, it is likely that the actual flux

variations are somewhat higher.

3. We find mostly gray (wavelength-dependent slope of m = 0.025± 0.020µm−1,

c.f. Figure 4.2) rotational modulations for wavelengths from 1.1 to 1.67µm

excluding the water-band. Based on the gray modulations, we argue that

cloud opacity likely dominates the rotational modulations in the photosphere

of low-gravity mid-T dwarf GUPsc b.

4. From our compilation of mid-L to late-T dwarfs, we find their rotational mod-

ulations to be mostly gray, including objects across the L/T transition. We

argue that atmospheric heterogeneity cannot explain the drastic color evolu-

tion across the L/T transition (i.e., ∆(J −H) ∼1 between late-L and early T

dwarfs) over rotational timescales. Cloud heterogeneity could still play an im-

portant role in atmospheric evolution in the L/T transition over evolutionary

timescales.

5. From L to T dwarfs we find an interesting but tentative trend in the slope of the

magnitude-color variations. If confirmed, this trend would indicate that the

nature of the rotational modulation is spectral type-dependent. However, more

samples of T dwarf’s rotational modulations with complete phase coverage are

needed to test the significance of the trend.

Together with 2M1207b, 2MASS J13243553+6358281, PSOJ318, Ross 458c, and

SIMP0136, GUPsc b is another rare planetary-mass objects with large infrared mod-

ulation amplitude. This object is a yet unique example of T3-T5 spectral type,
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low-gravity object with detected rotational modulations. As such it provides an

important reference to study cloud-structure evolution as functions of effective tem-

perature and gravity. Soon the higher sensitivity and wider wavelength coverage of

next-generation telescopes such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and Ex-

tremely Large Telescopes (Giant Magellan Telescope, Thirty Meter Telescope, and

the European ELT) will transform time-resolved spectroscopy into an even more

powerful method for constraining the cloud structure and particle-size distribution.
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CHAPTER 5

Mapping the pressure-dependent day-night temperature contrast of a strongly

irradiated atmosphere with HST spectroscopic phase curve †

5.1 Introduction

State-of-the-art phase curve observations of hot Jupiters (e.g., Knutson et al., 2012;

Cowan et al., 2012; Arcangeli et al., 2019) find extreme temperature contrasts be-

tween dayside and nightside atmospheres that can exceed a few hundred Kelvin.

Such drastic day-night temperature contrasts in these strongly irradiated atmo-

spheres drive a wealth of atmospheric waves, jets, and turbulence that affects the

atmospheric composition and structure (e.g., Showman and Guillot, 2002). The

exciting observations of strongly irradiated atmospheres motivate a series of theo-

retical studies to understand the relevant physical and chemical atmospheric pro-

cesses, including the radiative cooling and advection (e.g., Showman and Guillot,

2002), ohmic dissipation (e.g., Perna et al., 2010), non-equilibrium chemistry (e.g.,

Agúndez et al., 2014b), non-homogeneous cloud formation and distribution (e.g.,

Parmentier et al., 2016; Powell et al., 2018), and hydrogen dissociation and recom-

bination effects (Bell and Cowan, 2018; Komacek and Tan, 2018; Tan and Komacek,

2019) (see Heng and Showman 2015; Parmentier and Crossfield 2018; Showman

et al. 2020; Fortney et al. 2021 for reviews). Despite the significant progress made

on both the observational and modeling fronts on understanding the strongly irra-

diated atmospheres, many fundamental questions remained unanswered: What are

the dominating physical mechanisms in redistributing irradiation energy at differ-

ent rotation rates, temperatures, and altitudes? How do the clouds and atmospheric

chemistry couple to global atmospheric circulation?

Time-series spectroscopy is one of the most powerful methods for constraining
†This chapter has been submitted to Astronomical Journal.
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the atmospheric structure and tackling those fundamental questions. By observ-

ing the emission at different orbital phases, we can study the hemispherically inte-

grated spectra at different local times, or longitudes, of the irradiated atmosphere

of a tidally locked planet. The light curve profile of the spectroscopic phase curve

constrains the day-night temperature contrast and possible atmospheric dynamics

through comparisons to three-dimensional global circulation model results. Fur-

thermore, the wavelength dependence in the spectroscopic phase curve is a proxy of

atmospheric properties at different altitudes because optical depth of an atmosphere

is wavelength-dependent. Therefore, spectroscopic phase curves have the potential

to provide key insights into the variations of atmospheric structure at different lon-

gitudes and altitudes.

It is challenging, however, to obtain high-precision spectroscopic phase curves for

hot Jupiters because of the bright host stars. Almost all hot Jupiter phase curves are

in photometric mode collected by Spitzer/IRAC with a few exceptions having been

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) spectroscopic mode (e.g., Steven-

son et al., 2014; Arcangeli et al., 2019). Interestingly, the strong irradiation level

experienced by hot Jupiters can also be found in a rare class of objects – brown-

dwarf white-dwarf systems with ultra-short orbital periods of only a few hours (e.g.,

Casewell et al., 2012; Beuermann et al., 2013; Parsons et al., 2017; Casewell et al.,

2020b,a). Because of the earth-sized white-dwarf radius and the white-dwarf spec-

trum, which often peaks at UV wavelengths, the near-infrared flux ratio of brown

dwarf over white dwarf is higher than that of a hot Jupiter over its main sequence

host star. Therefore, the strongly irradiated brown dwarf in a brown-dwarf white-

dwarf system is an easier target than hot Jupiters for obtaining a high-precision

spectroscopic phase curve and is an excellent hot Jupiter analog.

In addition to being hot Jupiter analogs, studies of strongly irradiated brown

dwarfs are important to understand the atmospheric dynamics in an atmosphere

with similarly strong internal and external energy budgets (Showman, 2016). Ad-

vanced global atmospheric circulation simulations of brown dwarfs orbiting white

dwarfs (Tan and Showman, 2020; Lee et al., 2020) suggest that the rapid rotation of
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a few hours timescale causes a narrow equatorial jet, alternating eastward and west-

ward zonal flows in off-equatorial regions, and large day-night temperature contrasts

in the irradiated brown dwarf atmospheres. The simulational results also indicate

that the phase offset from the secondary eclipse1 is pressure-dependent (see Figure

10 in Tan and Showman 2020). In addition to the atmospheric dynamic studies, the

1D atmospheric radiative transfer modeling of Lothringer and Casewell (2020) finds

that thermal inversion due to strong UV heating could explain the atomic emission

lines seen in some of the hottest irradiated brown dwarf atmospheres (Longstaff

et al., 2017). These models illustrate the rich and complex atmospheric dynamics

and structure in the irradiated atmospheres.

To address the gap in our knowledge of the rapidly rotating irradiated at-

mosphere, we launched the observing campaign Dancing with the Dwarfs (ID:

15947, P.I: Dániel Apai). In this campaign, we use the HST Wide Field Cam-

era 3 (WFC3)/G141 grism to obtain the spectroscopic phase curves of six irra-

diated brown dwarfs, which are SDSS-J141126.20+200911.1,GSC2.3-SBBO006229,

SDSS-J155720.78+091624.7, BPS-CS-29504-0036, LSPM-J0135+1445, GD-1400,

and SDSS-J155720.78+091624.7. These irradiated brown dwarfs have equilibrium

temperatures range from around 600 to 4000 K. Here we present the results of the

first object observed in this campaign, the irradiated brown dwarf in the SDSS

J141126.20+200911.1 binary system.

5.2 Brown-dwarf white-dwarf binary system SDSS

J141126.20+200911.1

SDSS J141126.20+200911.1 (hereafter SDSS1411) is one of only three known eclips-

ing detached post-common envelope white dwarf-brown dwarf binaries. It was ini-

tially identified by Beuermann et al. (2013) in the Catalina Sky Survey and was fur-

ther characterised by Littlefair et al. (2014) and Casewell et al. (2018). The white
1We follow the nomenclature of exoplanet community here even though the brown dwarf’s

emission is not fully obscured by the white dwarf at orbital phase of 0.5 (see also Figure 5.3).
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dwarf primary is a 13,000 K hydrogen-rich white dwarf with a mass of 0.53 M�.

The binary has likely been in this configuration for the 260±20 Myr cooling time

of the white dwarf, although the space motion of the binary suggests it is a thin

disk member with a total system age of at least 3 Gyr. The brown dwarf sec-

ondary SDSS1411-B is likely tidally locked in its 121.73 min orbit and has a mass

of 50 MJup and a radius of 0.070 RJup (Littlefair et al., 2014). The mass and radius

of SDSSS1411-B are consistent with the brown dwarf evolutionary models (Baraffe

et al., 2003) at the system age and indicates that the brown dwarf is not inflated. At

an orbital distance of 0.003 au, the irradiation temperature (assuming global redis-

tribution of irradiation energy, zero albedo, and zero internal energy) of SDSS1411-B

is about 1300K. This brown dwarf mass and radius, suggests a spectral type of T5,

while the lack of detected secondary eclipse and Ks band excess suggests a spectral

type of L7-T1. Casewell et al. (2018) used the onboard infrared imager Hawk-I

(Kissler-Patig et al., 2008) of the Very Large Telescope to obtain the partial J-band

and full H- and Ks-band phase curves of SDSS1411-B. They determined a day-night

side temperature difference of ∼200 K based on the H-band phase curve. By com-

paring the measuredH andKs-band brightness temperatures to atmospheric models

(Marley and McKay, 1999; Marley et al., 2002; Fortney et al., 2005), they found a

likely brightness temperature for the nightside of 1300 K, considerably warmer than

would be expected by a T dwarf, particularly considering the high fraction of heat

absorbed by the brown dwarf (∼80 % in the Ks band).

The ground-based broadband photometric phase curves of SDSS1411-B provide

important constraints on the phase curve amplitudes, yet they contain limited in-

formation on the possible dayside and nightside atmospheric structures. Resolved

molecular features like water and methane absorptions from time-series spectroscopy

is essential for constraining the temperature-pressure profile of the dayside and night-

side atmospheres. By simultaneously probing different atmospheric depths with

high-precision HST spectroscopic phase curve, our main goal is to answer the fol-

lowing question: “How does heat redistribution vary across different pressures in the

rapidly rotating irradiated atmosphere of SDSS1411-B?"
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We structure the paper by first describing the data reduction of HST observa-

tional data in Section 5.3. Based on the reduced time-series spectra, we analyze

the light curve profile in Section 5.4 and the spectral components in Section 5.5.

We adopt a forward modeling approach to model the irradiated atmosphere and

interpret the observed spectra in Section 5.6. Finally, we discuss the implications of

our results and compare the spectra of the irradiated brown dwarf with that of hot

Jupiters and isolated brown dwarfs in Section 5.7.

5.3 Data Reduction

We observed SDSS1411 in six consecutive Hubble Space Telescope (HST) orbits with

WFC3/IR/G141 grism on Jan 4th 2020 in the HST program GO-15947 (PI: Apai).

In each HST orbit we obtained two to three F127M direct images for wavelength

calibration and eight G141 Multiaccum exposures. Each Multiaccum exposure spans

313 s and consists of fifteen read-outs. Given the short orbital period of the target

system, we aimed to retain the highest possible time resolution in our analysis.

Therefore, we performed the data reduction starting from the _ima files, which

store every single detector read-out. The _ima files are products of the standard

calwfc3 pipeline, which removes dark current, corrects the bias, subtracts zero-read

signals, calibrates the detector non-linearity, flags bad pixels, and estimates electron

count uncertainty. In each _ima file, the recorded count rates and uncertainties are

cumulative averages with the zeroth readout as the reference point. We calculated

the difference in counts and the corresponding uncertainty between two adjacent

read-outs, obtaining – in each exposure – fourteen 22.35 s independent differential

frames. In total there are 672 frames over the six HST orbits.

We masked all pixels flagged for bad data quality (DQ), except those that were

only flagged with cosmic-ray hits. These pixels were instead re-processed via our own

cosmic-ray detection algorithm. In our algorithm, we identified cosmic-ray impacted

pixels based on the change in count rate, which is measured by the difference in

electron counts between two successive frames. We find that a threshold of five
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times of the photometric uncertainty can separate most of the drastic changes in

count rates due to cosmic-ray events from those that are due to the white dwarf-

brown dwarf eclipse event (the fastest change in the system’s intensity due to a

physical process, i.e., ∼ 2 minutes). We verified the results by visually inspecting

the maximum electron count and the number of detected cosmic-ray events of each

pixel in and out of the eclipse event.

We removed the sky component by least chi-squares fitting a scaled master sky

image (Kümmel et al., 2011) and subtracted it from the science images. Based on the

fitted centroid positions of SDSS1411 in our direct images, we calculated and applied

the field-dependent flat field correction. After the sky removal and flat-fielding, we

interpolated the masked pixels from unmasked pixels within the same row. We

then corrected the HST ramp effect by using the RECTE ramp-correction method

as described Lew et al. (2020a), which solves the intrinsic incoming count rate by

minimizing the difference in count rates between the RECTEmodel prediction (Zhou

et al., 2017) and the observations.

5.3.1 Spectral Extraction

Because the standard spectral extraction pipeline aXe (Kümmel et al., 2009) does

not directly work with the _ima.fits files, we developed our own spectral extraction

procedure that follows the method described in the aXe manual. In addition, we

included the optimal spectral extraction algorithm (Horne, 1986) in our pipeline, as

described below.

First, based on the SDSS1411 position on the direct images and the position-

dependent wavelength solution by Kuntschner et al. (2009), we constructed a wave-

length solution for the spectral traces in the G141 images. Afterwards, we converted

counts-per-pixel units into counts-per-wavelength units by considering a weight-

ing function, which calculates the fractional area of pixels projected to wavelength

solutions in the cross-dispersion direction (see Appendix C.2). We also used the

median-averaged spectra over six HST orbits as the two-dimensional spectral dis-

persion profile to extract the spectra with the optimal extraction method (Horne,
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1986). We use an aperture size of eight pixels wide in the cross-dispersion direction

for the spectral extraction. We converted the electron counts to flux densities by

dividing them by the sensitivity curve2, considering the wavelength resolution and

the exposure time. Finally, to correct the wavelength-dependent flux loss due to

the finite aperture of eight pixels, we performed an aperture correction using an

interpolated table based on Kuntschner et al. (2011).

5.4 Light Curve Analysis
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: The median spectra of the white dwarf-brown dwarf system.
The blue line highlights the spectra from 1.1 to 1.67µm. The two hydrogen absorp-
tion regions of white dwarf are 1.09–1.11µm and 1.27–1.32µm. Right panel: The
six-orbit 1.1–1.67µm integrated broadband light curve. The two white dwarf eclipse
events occur at the first and the fifth HST orbits. The error bar at t = 9 hours
shows the representative flux uncertainties of 1.4% for single photometric point.
The shaded blue regions indicate the expected eclipse events with a period of 121.72
minutes.

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the reduced white dwarf and brown dwarf

combined spectra and light curve. The spectra show the Paschen-beta and Paschen-

gamma hydrogen absorption features of the white dwarf spectrum at around

1.095µm and 1.284µm. We detect two primary eclipse (occultation of white-dwarf

emission by brown dwarf) events in the six HST-orbit observation.
2https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/documentation/grism-resources/

wfc3-g141-calibrations

https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/documentation/grism-resources/wfc3-g141-calibrations
https://www.stsci.edu/hst/instrumentation/wfc3/documentation/grism-resources/wfc3-g141-calibrations
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5.4.1 Day-night contrast and mid-eclipse time
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Figure 5.2: (a): The folded light curve with the fitted period of 2.02862 hours.
The primary eclipse part of the phase-folded light curve is plotted separately in the
panel (e). (b): The residuals of the model fit to the light curve. The residuals are
normalized by the photometric uncertainty. (c): The histogram of all the residuals.
The orange line shows a normal distribution with one standard deviation. (d): The
best-fit model and the light curve plotted in units of time on the x-axis. (e): A
zoom-in plot of the model fit to the light curve in the eclipse region.

We integrate the spectra from 1.15–1.67µm to create a synthetic broadband

white light curve. We normalize the white light curve with the mean of light curve.

We construct a simple model to fit the normalized light curve:

Model(t) = Meclipse(t, P, i, t0, rp/rs, a, u)× cwd+

A sin[
2π(t− t0)

P
+ φsine] + cnight,

where Meclipse represents the eclipse model as a fui calculated with Batman package

(Kreidberg, 2015). There are six parameters in Meclipse – orbital period P , mid-

eclipse time t0, inclination i, the ratio of the brown dwarf radius over the white dwarf

radius rp/rs, the orbital semi-major axis a, a linear limb darkening coefficient u. The

modeled white-dwarf flux contribution equals to Meclipse multiplied by the time-

averaged broadband white-dwarf flux cwd. The sinusoidal term and the constant
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Figure 5.3: An illustration of the white-dwarf brown-dwarf system at different
phases. We define Phase A (φ = 0) as the primary eclipse phase and Phase C
(φ = 0.5) as the secondary eclipse phase. The white-dwarf emission is completely
blocked by brown dwarf, so only the brown dwarf nightside (midnight) emission
is observed during the primary eclipse. The brown dwarf’s emission is not fully
obscured by the white-dwarf during secondary eclipse.

csine term represents the orbital-phase modulated brown dwarf’s emission. φsine is

defined as the phase offset of the primary-eclipse time from the zero point of the

sine wave.

We plot the best-fit light-curve model with least chi-square method in Figure

5.2 with fitted parameters in Table 5.1. The fitted reduced chi-square is 3.1. The

histogram of the residuals normalized by photometric uncertainties in panel (c) has

a standard deviation of 1.76. Compared to spectra extracted with uniform aperture,

the optimal extraction method lowers the averaged photometric uncertainty from

4% to 1.8% and gives a similar median (-0.001) and standard deviation (0.025) of

the residuals of light-curve fitting. We cannot reject the null hypothesis (i.e., normal

distribution) based on the Shapiro-Wilk normality test of the residual with a p-value

of 0.87. Therefore, we argue that the sinusoid model is a good approximation to the

light curve out of eclipse.

We use the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method with emcee (Foreman-
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Mackey et al., 2013) to sample the posterior distributions of the fitted model pa-

rameters. We set up the MCMC chain with 400 walkers for 400,000 steps. We listed

the uniform priors of parameters in Appendix C.3. We find that the fitted radius

ratio, semi-major axis, and inclination are correlated; the fitted eclipse baseline and

sinusoidal baseline are correlated, too. The auto-correlation timescales of all param-

eters are less than 0.3% of the total steps, and thus are well converged. We listed

the 15, 50, and 85 percentiles of the posterior distributions of the model parameters

in Table 5.1.

Based on the marginalized posterior distribution of cWD and csine, the mean

broadband flux of the white dwarf is about 0.94/0.08 ∼ 12 times higher than the

brown dwarf’s time-averaged emission. If we assume that the amplitude of light

curve solely originates from the brown dwarf’s emission variation, then the intrinsic

brown dwarf variability amplitude is about 19%, equivalent to a 38% peak-to-trough

flux variation. Assuming the photosphere radius of the dayside and nightside of

SDSS1411-B atmosphere are identical 3, then the 38% broadband flux variation

corresponds to a day-night temperature variation of about 8%.

Based on the marginalized posterior distribution of the phase of sinusoid, the

phase of mid-eclipse is (1.50± 0.02)π. The fitted sinusoidal phase suggests that the

mid-eclipse occurs at the trough of the fitted sinusoid. The fitted orbital period of

2.02863 ± 0.00008 hours, or 121.718 ± 0.005 minutes is within 2-σ of the reported

period of 121.73 minutes in Beuermann et al. (2013).

5.4.2 Phase offset from the secondary eclipse phase

The fitted phase of the mid-eclipse time suggests no significant phase shift between

the mid-eclipse time and the trough of fitted sinusoid. By fitting the full-orbital-

phase light curve, our light curve model is less sensitive to the potential phase offset

between the expected secondary eclipse phase (orbital phase of 0.5) and the peak

of light curve. Therefore, we use a non-parametric method to examine if there is
3Our Roche distortion model, which is the same as that in Littlefair et al. (2014), estimates

∼2% change in SDSS1411-B radius from pole to equator with a Roche-lobe filling factor of ∼ 0.4.
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least χ2 MCMC
Orbital period P (hour) 2.02864 2.02863 ±0.00006
Radius ratio rBD/rWD 4.6 3.6+1.5

−0.8

Inclination i (deg) 86 87+2
−2

Mid-eclipse time t0 (hour) 0.65388 0.6539± 0.0001
Semi-major-axis ratio a/rWD 43 37+7

−4

Limb-darkening coefficient 0.0 0.3± 0.2
Flux constant cWD 0.943 0.943± 0.004
Asine 0.0162 0.0160± 0.0008
csine 0.081 0.080± 0.004
φsine 1.50π (1.50± 0.02)π

Table 5.1: The second column shows the best-fit model parameters from a least chi-
squares method. The third column shows the median values and 1σ uncertainties (16
and 84 percentiles) of the marginalized posterior distributions of model parameters
with the MCMC method. The semi-major axis ratio, inclination, and radius ratio
are correlated.

any phase offset from the secondary eclipse. We calculate the centroids of partial

light curves with different phase coverages. We estimate the centroid uncertainty

by adding photometric noise to the partial light curve and repeat the calculation

for 10,000 times. We use the 16 and 85 percentiles of the 10,000 centroid samples

as our centroid uncertainties for the partial light curves. In Figure 5.4, our results

suggest that the calculated centroids depend on the phase coverages of the partial

light curves. The fitted centroids are well within the uncertainty of the fitted eclipse

phase (σφsine
= 0.02π = 0.01 orbital phase, see Table 5.1). Therefore, we conclude

that we find no evidence of phase offset from the secondary eclipse that exceeds a 3-σ

limit of 0.03 orbital phase. The nearly zero phase offset suggests that the observed

hemisphere appears to be the hottest at the secondary eclipse, or local noon time.

This suggests that the radiative cooling timescale of the near-infrared photosphere

is shorter than the horizontal advection timescale. Alternatively, the spatial scale

of the circulation patterns could be too small to affect the phase offset.

We also fit the single sinusoidal model to the J ′-band, water-band, and the H ′-

band light curves. We conclude that no significant phase offsets (less than 3% of

orbital phase) are detected between the three light curves and the white light curve.
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Figure 5.4: The calculated centroids with partial light curves with phase coverage
around the secondary eclipse (φ = 0.5). The centroid of a light curve that peaks
after secondary eclipse has a value above 0.5 and vice versa. The derived centroids
depend on the phase coverage of the partial light curves, so we find no convincing
evidence of phase offset based on our dataset.

5.4.3 Brown dwarf radius

Our eclipse light curve alone does not uniquely constrain the brown dwarf radius be-

cause of the strong degeneracy between inclination, white-dwarf brown-dwarf radius

ratio, and semi-major axis. We utilize multiple independent measurement meth-

ods to further constrain the brown dwarf radius. The absolute white-dwarf radius

is 0.0130 ± 0.0003R� based on near-infrared spectral fitting from Section 5.5.1.

Given the absolute white-dwarf radius and the estimated SDSS1411 system mass of

0.58 ± 0.03M� that is derived from the white-dwarf evolutionary models and the

semi-amplitude of radial velocity measurements in Littlefair et al. (2014), we con-

strain the semi-major axis over white-dwarf radius ratio to be a/rWD = 52± 2. By

sampling the posterior distribution of light-curve fitting that satisfies the semi-major

axis constraints, we plot the updated marginalized posterior distribution of brown
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Figure 5.5: The comparison of marginalized brown-dwarf radius posterior distri-
bution based on the MCMC eclipse light curve fitting results and that with the
additional constraint from white-dwarf evolutionary models, radial velocity semi-
amplitudes, and white-dwarf near-infrared spectral fitting.

dwarf radius in Figure 5.5. The 16, 50, and 84 percentiles of the brown dwarf radius

distribution are 0.84, 0.87, and 0.93 RJup respectively. Our derived brown dwarf

radius values are higher than that in Littlefair et al. (2014) by ∼ 2σ mainly because

we adopt a closer distance (177 vs. 190 pc). We note that the updated brown dwarf

radius of 0.87±0.02RJup is consistent with the 0.854–0.807 RJup at ages of 3–10 Gyr

respectively predicted by brown dwarf evolutionary models Sonora V2.0 (Marley et

al., submitted) for a 50 MJup.

5.5 Spectral Analysis

Before we can study the dayside and nightside spectra of the irradiated brown dwarf

atmosphere, we need to separate out the white-dwarf spectrum from the spatially

unresolved white-dwarf and brown-dwarf combined spectra. We assume that there
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are two stationary and one time-dependent components in the spectroscopic phase

curves: the white dwarf spectrum FWD, the brown dwarf dayside spectrum FdayBD,

the brown dwarf nightside spectrum FnightBD, and the dayside area fraction A(φ) as

a function of orbital phase φ:

Ftotal = FWD + FnightBD + [1− A(φ)]× (FdayBD − FnightBD)

where φ = [0,1)

In Section 5.4 we already solved for the wavelength-averaged A(φ). In the following

subsections, we derive each spectral component based on the model.

5.5.1 Extracting white dwarf spectrum and brown dwarf nightside emis-

sion

When the white dwarf is eclipsed by the brown dwarf at φ = 0, the observed flux

(FeclipseBD) is equal to the brown dwarf’s nightside emission. In Figure 5.6, we

plot the brown dwarf’s emission during the eclipse. We report 11-σ and 7-σ level

detections in the 1.2–1.3µm and 1.5–1.6µm regions, respectively.

We obtained a nightside spectrum with a higher signal-to-noise ratio than that of

the eclipse spectrum by leveraging our understanding of the white dwarf spectrum.

We apply a model-driven approach to separate the nightside emission from the white

dwarf spectrum during the night phase, which is defined as the phase intervals before

and after the eclipse event (φ = 0.93–0.98 and 0.02–0.07). During the night phase,

the observed spectra are assumed to be

φnightBD = [0.9–0.98, 0.02–0.10];

φeclipseBD = [0.992–1, 0–0.007]

Fnightphase = FWD + FnightBD (5.1)
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Figure 5.6: The binned averaged nightside spectrum (black line) after the removal
of white-dwarf spesctrum shows less scatters between spectral points and is similar
to the SDSS1411-B spectrum during eclipse (orange line). The grey lines show
the potential bias of the averaged nightside spectrum due to uncertainty of white-
dwarf temperature, gravity, and wavelength calibration sampled by the Monte Carlo
method.

If FnightBD ≈ FeclipseBD,

FWD ≈ Fnightphase − FeclipseBD (5.2)

In this approach, we assume that the brown dwarf’s emission remains unchanged

throughout the night phase and approximate the brown dwarf’s spectrum at night

phase with the eclipse spectrum. We also assume a constant (phase-independent)

white dwarf emission. Therefore, we can extract the white-dwarf spectrum by sub-

tracting the approximated brown dwarf’s night-phase spectrum from the combined

spectrum (see Equation 5.2).

We adopt the best-fit white-dwarf model parameters (log(g) = 7.86±0.07,

T=13000±300K) reported in Littlefair et al. (2014). We linearly interpolate the
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spectrum. The grey shaded regions highlight the absorption lines in the white dwarf
spectrum.

white-dwarf model spectra grid of (Koester, 2010) to obtain the white-dwarf model

spectrum with log(g) = 7.86 and T=13000K. We then obtain the best-fit white-

dwarf model spectrum by fitting the white-dwarf model spectrum to the white-dwarf

spectrum approximated from Equation 5.2. The only free variable in the spectral

fitting is the scaling factor, r2
WD/d

2, where rWD is the white-dwarf radius and d is the

distance of the SDSS1411 system. We plot the white-dwarf model fitting results in

Figure 5.7. At a GAIA DR2 distance of 177±5 pc, the fitted scaling factor indicates

a white-dwarf radius of 0.0130± 0.0003R�.

Based on the best-fit white-dwarf model spectrum, we then derive the brown

dwarf’s nightside spectrum as shown by the following equation:

FnightBD = Fnightphase − (r/d)2FmodelWD (5.3)

Because the phase coverage of spectra observed during the night-phase (∆φ = 0.16)
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is wider than that during the eclipse phase (∆φ = 0.016), the averaged night-phase

spectra has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio than the eclipse spectrum, as shown

in Figure 5.6.

The accuracy of the model-dependent night-phase spectrum depends on the ac-

curacy of white-dwarf temperature and gravity and that of the wavelength calibra-

tion of the HST data. To investigate the potential systematic uncertainties in our

results, we use a Monte-Carlo method to sample three one-dimensional normal distri-

butions of temperature, gravity, and wavelength offset. We adopt the uncertainties

(σT = 300K, σlog(g) = 0.07) reported in Littlefair et al. (2014) as the standard de-

viations of the normal distributions of temperature and gravity. We conservatively

estimate the uncertainty in the wavelength calibration to be half the pixel resolu-

tion, or 23. Based on the 1000 white-dwarf model spectra that derived from the

three normal distributions of temperature, gravity and potential wavelength offset,

we fit each model to the observed white-dwarf spectrum (Eq. 5.2) with the least

chi-squared method. The scaling factor is the only free parameter in the fitting

process. In Figure 5.6, we plot the derived brown-dwarf night-phase spectral com-

ponent after subtracting off the fitted white-dwarf model spectra from the observed

night-phase spectra. We show that, except at wavelengths where white-dwarf model

spectra show strong hydrogen absorption lines (1.25–1.30µm and 1.09–1.11µm),

the model-dependent night-phase spectrum of brown dwarf is robust against the

white-dwarf temperature, white-dwarf gravity, and the HST wavelength calibration

uncertainties.

5.5.2 Phase-resolved spectra and day-night spectral variation

After fitting and subtracting the phase-independent white-dwarf spectral compo-

nent, we plot the derived phase-averaged brown dwarf spectra over the midnight (φ

= 0.90–0.98 and 0.02–0.10), evening (φ = 0.17–0.33), noon (φ = 0.42–0.58), and

morning (φ = 0.67–0.83) orbital phases in Figure 5.8. We test if the evening and

morning spectra is a linear combination of dayside (noon) and nightside (midnight)

spectral component. We fit a scale factor k to the composite spectra made of dayside
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and nightside spectra to the observed evening and morning spectra as shown by the

cost function equation below:

C = [k × (Fday − Fnight) + Fnight]− Fevening(orFmorning) (5.4)

Our least-square fitting that minimizes the cost function C over observational un-

certainties give reduced chi-squares of 0.98 and 0.88. The close-to-unity reduced chi-

squares suggest that both evening and morning spectra can be well approximated

by a linear combination of dayside and nightside spectra. We also perform a simple

check on the spectral difference between evening and morning spectra. We find that

the maximum absolute spectral difference between the two spectra is about 2-σ and

the median value of the absolute spectral difference across different wavelengths is

about 0.5σ, where σ is the propagated observational uncertainties. In conclusion, we

do not find significant differences between the evening and morning spectra. In our

following analysis, we focus on analyzing the day(noon)-night(midnight) spectral

variations.

In the top panel of Figure 5.9, we plot the extracted brown dwarf dayside and

nightside spectrum. We find that the water-band flux in the dayside spectrum is

almost twice as high as in the nightside spectrum. In the bottom panel of Figure 5.9,

we plot the day-night spectral variations relative to the nightside spectrum. We find

that one of the key features in the relative spectral variation is the relatively low

flux difference in the J ′ band (1.2 – 1.3µm). The binned J ′-band flux difference is

38± 2%, while the binned water-band flux difference is 370± 70%.

5.5.3 Brightness temperature variation

Brightness temperature is the temperature at which a blackbody emits the same

amount of specific intensity as the observed value. In an atmosphere where the

temperature monotonically decreases with lower pressure, a hotter brightness tem-

perature indicates that the flux emits from a higher pressure. Based on the assump-

tion of the monotonic relationship between temperature and pressure, brightness

temperature is then a useful proxy to compare the pressure regions that different
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wavelengths probe.

After converting flux densities to brightness temperatures with Planck equation

and the derived brown-dwarf radius in Section 5.4.3, in Figure 5.10 we plot the

brightness temperatures as a function of wavelengths for the dayside and nightside

spectra. Based on Figure 5.10, we conclude that the high-altitude atmosphere –

that emits the bulk of the water-band flux – experiences a larger change in tempera-

ture than the low-altitude atmosphere that the J-band flux probes. The conclusion

that lower-altitude atmosphere has lower change in temperature variation is also

consistent with the reported broadband photometric phase curve observation by

Casewell et al. (2018). Casewell et al. (2018) reported that the brightness temper-

ature variations (360±80K) in the Ks band is higher than that (93±12K) in the H

bands.
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5.6 Modeling day-night spectral variations

5.6.1 Description of models

To study the difference in atmospheric structure between the dayside and nightside

atmosphere, we model the irradiated SDSS1411-B atmosphere with one-dimensional

cloudless atmospheric models. The models are based on McKay et al. (1989); Marley

and McKay (1999); Mayorga et al. (2019) with a wavelength grid ranging from 0.3

to 200µm. The modeled dayside atmosphere has a log(g) of 4.4 and is irradiated by

a 13,000K white-dwarf at 0.003 au (Littlefair et al., 2014). The shortest wavelength

bin of our models is around 0.3 µm. To include the irradiation flux at wavelengths

shorter than 0.3µm, we increase the irradiation flux at the 0.3µm bin such that it

is equivalent to the sum of the white dwarf irradiation flux at λ < 0.3µm, which is

about 60% of bolometric luminosity. This approximate treatment is necessitated by

a lack of appropriate UV opacities required for the models.

Further, we assume that the nightside T-P profile has an identical interior tem-

perature (T(P=100 bar)) to that of the dayside. Because our non-irradiated model

is designed to converge to a specified effective temperature, we construct two models

whose effective temperatures are slightly lower and higher than that of the dayside

model. We then linearly interpolate the two T-P profiles (Tnight1(p) and Tnight2(p))

so that the interpolated T-P profile shares the same temperature with the dayside

model at the pressure of 100 bars. In the linear interpolation, we calculate the aver-

aged temperature difference at P >90 bars between the nightside T-P profiles and

the dayside T-P profile:

at p>90 bars,

∆T1 =| mean(Tday(p)− Tnight1(p)) | (5.5)

∆T2 =| mean(Tday(p)− Tnight2(p)) | (5.6)

We then assign a relative weighting for the two nightside T-P profiles based on the

temperature differences at the high-pressure region for the linear temperature inter-
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polation over isobars and obtain the interpolated nightside T-P profile (Tnewnight(p)):

W = ∆T1 + ∆T2, (5.7)

Tnewnight(p) = Tnight1(p)× ∆T2

W
+ Tnight2(p)× ∆T1

W
(5.8)

We use the PICASO model (Batalha et al., 2019) to calculate the outgoing emission

based on the interpolated nightside T-P profile. We plot the modeled dayside and

nightside temperature-pressure profiles in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Left panel: the T-P profiles of nightside (solid blue line) and dayside
(solid red line) models. The purple, green, and red dashed lines show the conden-
sation curves of MgSiO3, Mg2SiO4, and Fe respectively from Visscher et al. (2010).
The radiative-convective boundaries of nightside and dayside models are at around
30–60 bars. Right panel: the day-night temperature difference.

5.6.2 Spectral modeling results

In Figure 5.12, we plot the modeled dayside and nightside spectra and the day-night

spectral variation. In addition to the HST WFC3/G141 spectra, we also compare

our models with the ground-based H- and Ks-band photometry (black squares)
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Figure 5.12: Top panel: The nightside (purple line) and dayside (red line) model
spectra qualitatively reproduce the spectral shape of the observed nightside (dark-
green line) and dayside spectra (light-green line). We plot the ground-based H
and Ks-band photometry from Casewell et al. (2018) as black squares at 1.66 and
2.16µm respectively. The modeled dayside H-band flux (red square) are consistent
with observed values while the modeled Ks-band flux (red square) is higher than the
observed value. See text for the discussion of the difference between modeled and
observed spectra. Bottom panel: the modeled day-night spectral variation shows
that the flux variation is about order-of-magnitude higher in the water-band than
that in the J-band region, matching the observed wavelength-dependence in day-
night spectral variation.

from Casewell et al. (2018). Based on the reported SDSS1411 WD+BD system

magnitudes in Casewell et al. (2018), in Section 5.5.1 we subtract the best-fit white-

dwarf model flux contribution to derive the brown-dwarf dayside H- and Ks-band

flux. We find that the dayside and nightside atmospheric model spectra qualitatively
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reproduce the main spectral features, including the water band absorption at 1.15

and 1.45µm and the Potassium line (K I) absorption at around 1.27µm. Both the

dayside and nightside models over-estimate the J-band flux and under-estimate the

1.4–1.67µm flux. The ground-based H-band flux is consistent with the dayside-

model flux within 1σ; the dayside-model Ks-band flux is about 4-σ higher than

the observed value, even though the discrepancy is sensitive to the derived white-

dwarf flux contribution (see Section 5.5.1) and theKs-band absolute flux calibration.

The deviations between the data and our forward-model-based spectral fits suggest

that our understanding of the atmospheric processes and line lists are incomplete

for irradiated atmospheres. For example, absorption by strong UV transitions could

heat up the pressure region probed by water andH-band flux and, therefore, increase

the emission at these wavelengths. Furthermore, including cloud opacity could lower

the modeled J-band flux and provide a better fit to the observed value. We discuss

further the impact of potential clouds in Section 5.7.4.

5.6.3 Pressure-dependent temperature contrast

Constraining the pressures from which the flux at different wavelengths are emitted

is essential for mapping the observed spectral variation to the day-night tempera-

ture contrast as a function of pressure. We calculate the contribution function of the

nightside model to measure the relative flux contribution to the top-of-atmosphere

emission at each wavelength bin across different pressures. To calculate the contri-

bution function, we perturb the nightside T-P profile by increasing the temperature

in each pressure layer by 100K and calculate the change in the top-of-atmosphere

emission. At each wavelength bin, we divide the emission change due to the temper-

ature perturbation of each layer by the total emission change to obtain the relative

flux contribution per layer. In Figure 5.14 we plot the contribution function for

the nightside model spectrum. The contribution function suggests that J ′-band

and water-band emission originates from around 20-80 bars and 2-20 bars region

respectively.

With the calculated contribution function and the measured day-night brightness
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temperature contrast in Section 5.5.3, we illustrate the pressure-dependent day-night

temperature contrast in Figure 5.15. As shown in the right panel of Figure 5.15, the

day-night temperature contrast increases with lower pressure. We can qualitatively

explain the trend in the pressure-dependent temperature contrast with cooling and

advection timescales. The radiative cooling timescale decreases with higher pressure

(e.g., Showman and Guillot, 2002). Assuming the advection timescale of atmospheric

jets is roughly the same in the 1-50 bars range (see Figure 5 in Tan and Showman

2020 and Figure 4 in Lee et al. 2020 for example), the ratio of radiative cooling

over advection timescale decreases with lower pressure. Therefore, the dayside at-

mosphere at a lower pressure cools faster, so the day-night temperature contrast is

higher at lower pressure. Besides the advection and cooling processes, convection

could also play an important role in explaining the similar dayside and nightside

temperatures, or low day-night temperature contrasts, at high pressure region. Our

atmospheric models indicate that the radiative-convective boundary (RCB) is at

around 30–60 bars. The interiors of brown dwarfs should be fully convective and

the interior specific entropy is expected to be homogenized. At atmospheric layers

deeper than the RCB, convection is expected to drive the profiles towards having the

same specific entropy as the interior. Therefore, the dayside and nightside flux that

originates below the RCB could be similar to each other because of convection. Our

results demonstrate the observational constraints on the pressure-dependent day-

night temperature differences that extends to the high pressure region (P>20bars)

of irradiated atmosphere.

5.6.4 Temperature gradient

In Figure 5.13, we plot the observed brightness temperature over the inferred pres-

sure based on the calculated contribution functions in Section 5.6.3. We emphasize

that the inferred pressures are model-dependent while the brightness temperatures

are derived from the observed flux densities. We also plot the adiabat profile assum-

ing the temperature gradient follows the adiabatic gradient derived by Parmentier

et al. (2015) based on the fit to the equation of state of substellar objects at high-
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Figure 5.13: Left panel: The observed nightside brightness temperatures at different
inferred pressures, which are derived from the contribution function of the nightside
model, are plotted as blue points. The solid blue and orange lines show the modeled
dayside and nightside temperature-pressure profile. The blue dashed line shows an
adiabat profile that share the same interior temperature at 30 bars with model. Right
panel: Observed dayside brightness temperatures over different inferred pressures,
which are derived from the contribution function of the dayside model, are plotted
in orange points. The solid and dashed lines are the same as those in the left panel.

pressure region (Saumon et al., 1995):

∇ad ≈ 0.32− 0.1(
T

3000K
) (5.9)

We integrate the temperature gradient with a boundary condition such that the

adiabatic profile shares the same temperature at high pressures (∼ 50 bars) with that

of both the dayside and nightside models. Both dayside and nightside brightness

temperatures show a shallower temperature gradient than that of the adiabat (i.e.,

temperature decreases less with lower pressure than that of an adiabatic profile or

|dlogT/dlogP|<| ∇ad |), although the uncertainties are large. In the right panel of

Figure 5.13, the dayside atmosphere has a shallower temperature gradient than that

of the nightside atmosphere.

The thermal profile in irradiated objects is determined by the competition be-

tween the bottom heating via the internal flux and the top heating from the stellar

light. When the received stellar irradiation is larger than the internal flux, it sta-

bilizes the atmosphere against convection and reduces the thermal gradient. The
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effect happens mainly on the dayside, where the stellar heat is deposited, but it also

happens on the nightside because of the advection of heat from day to nightside.

Because this heat advection is not perfectly efficient, the nightside profile is closer

to the adiabatic gradient than the dayside atmosphere.
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Figure 5.14: Left panel: the contribution function of the nightside model. The colors
represent the relative contribution per pressure layer to the emission. Right panel:
The peak of J-band and water-band contribution function of the nightside spectrum
is at ∼20–80 bars and 2–20 bars respectively.

5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Comparison of Spectra and Color Variations to those in isolated

brown dwarfs

How does the redistribution of irradiation energy from the dayside to the night-

side affect the nightside emission spectra of the irradiated brown dwarf SDSS1411-

B? In Figure 5.16, we compare the spectra of a field T1 dwarf (2MASS

J10393137+3256263, Buenzli et al. (2014); Manjavacas et al. (2019b)), field T5
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dwarf (2MASS J00001354+2554180, Buenzli et al. 2014; Manjavacas et al. 2019b),

and field T7 dwarf (2MASSI J1553022+153236, Burgasser et al. (2010a)) with that

of SDSS1411-B, which are normalized by the flux at around 1.27µm. SDSS1411-B

nightside emission spectra show a similar water-band absorption depth to that of

the field T5 dwarf, which has an effective temperature of around 1000K (Filippazzo

et al., 2015). However, we notice the lack of methane absorption feature in the

nightside emission spectra at around 1.6–1.67µm, which is prominent in the spec-

tra of T dwarfs. We speculate that the shallower methane absorption feature in

the nightside emission spectra is likely because SDSS1411-B is hotter than field T

dwarfs in the low pressure region probed by H-band flux, which is approximately

about 10 bars as indicated by our contribution function in Figure 5.14. It is also

possible that the global atmospheric circulation drives the methane abundance out

of chemical equilibrium, a process that has been studied for hot Jupiter atmospheres

(e.g., Cooper and Showman, 2006; Agúndez et al., 2014a; Steinrueck et al., 2019;

Drummond et al., 2020). Finally photochemical process could destroy CH4 in the

dayside atmosphere (Zahnle and Marley, 2014). Further studies into how the atmo-
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the binned dayside (dotted red line) and nightside
(solid blue line) SDSS1411-B spectra with field T-dwarfs and WASP-43 b spectra.
The SDSS1411-B nightside spectrum (thick light-blue line) shows a similar water-
band absorption depth with the field T5 dwarf (solid purple line) and lack of strong
methane absorption feature at 1.65µm which is prevalent among T dwarf spectra.
The higher gravity and the steeper temperature gradient of SDSS1411-B causes the
deeper water-band absorption compared to that of the nightside spectrum of hot
Jupiter WASP-43 b (solid orange line). We also plot the spectra of field T1 and T7
dwarfs in solid green and maroon lines respectively for reference.

spheric circulation in such rapidly rotation irradiated atmospheres affects horizontal

and vertical quenching are needed to fully understand the impact of atmospheric

dynamics on molecular abundances.

The observed color variations of SDSS1411-B are mainly driven by the orbital

phase-dependent irradiation and atmospheric circulation. In contrast, the observed

color variations of isolated brown dwarfs are likely driven by the heterogeneous

clouds in their atmosphere. In Figure 5.17, we compare the 2MASS J − H color

variations of SDSS1411-B with that of twelve isolated L-to-T dwarfs, as reported

in Lew et al. (2020b). The plot is the same as Figure 6 in Lew et al. (2020b) with

the addition of SDSS1411-B colors at four orbital phases (i.e., the four spectra in

Figure 5.8). All plotted objects are observed under the HST/WFC3/G141 mode.

Each colored datapoint represents the approximated J − H colors and absolute
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plotted as black stars, show significant change in J − H colors as the irradiation
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orbital phases. The colored solid lines are the fitted straight lines to the color-
magnitude variations of each objects. The dash-dotted lines show the semi-major
axis of the fitted ellipses to the color-magnitude variations of two T dwarfs, GU
Piscium b and 2MASS J22282889-431026. The grey colored dots show the J − H
colors and J-band magnitudes of field L and T dwarfs based on the catalog managed
by Dupuy and Liu (2012). The grey curve shows the evolution from L (upper right)
to T spectral type (bottom left).
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magnitudes MJ averaged over one HST orbit of each isolated brown dwarf. The

solid lines indicate, for each object, the linear extrapolation for its ∆J vs.∆(J −H)

trend. Because the WFC3/G141 spectra do not fully cover the 2MASS H-band, we

derive the 2MASS H magnitude of SDSS1411-B with the white-dwarf brown-dwarf

H-band magnitude (17.80±0.04) from Casewell et al. (2018) and the best-fit white-

dwarf model in Section 5.5.1. We subtract the H-band magnitude of 17.99 of the

best-fit white-dwarf model from 17.80 to obtain the brown dwarf H-band magnitude

of 19.6±0.4. Finally, we also assume the H-band magnitude variations are the same

as that in the partial H-band coverage of the WFC3/G141 spectra.

Based on Figure 5.17, it is clear that no strong color variations are found among

the L and T dwarf atmospheres, as concluded in Lew et al. (2020b). In contrast, we

observe strong J−H color changes (compared to its J-band brightness variation) for

SDSS1411-B. The comparison of color-magnitude variations between SDSS1411-B

and isolated brown dwarfs demonstrate the impact of different atmospheric processes

on the near-IR colors in brown dwarf atmospheres.

5.7.2 Comparison to hot Jupiter WASP-43 b

SDSS1411-B shares a similar irradiation temperature (Tirr ∼ 1300K with zero

albedo) with many hot Jupiters but has a higher mass and internal energy bud-

get. In Figure 5.16, we compare the spectral features of SDSS1411-B to that of

hot Jupiter WASP-43 b (Stevenson et al., 2014), which has an equilibrium temper-

ature of around 1440 K (Blecic et al., 2014) and is one of the few hot Jupiters with

a measured spectroscopic phase curve. A key difference in the nightside emission

spectra between the two strongly irradiated atmospheres is the water-band feature

– SDSS1411-B has a much deeper water-band absorption than that of WASP-43 b.

We attribute the difference in the water-band flux between SDSS1411-B and

WASP-43 b to the difference in their interior energy and gravity. Brown dwarf

evolutionary model Sonora (Marley et al., 2018) estimates an effective temperature

of around 900 K for an isolated brown dwarf that shares the same mass (50 MJup

and age (>3 Gyr) with SDSS1411-B. In contrast, typical gas giant planets with an
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age of a few Gyrs old like Jupiter are often assumed to have an intrinsic temperature,

which is the effective temperature in the absence of irradiation, of around 100–250K

(Fortney et al., 2008).

The interior energy is important for the emission spectral feature because it af-

fects the RCB and the corresponding temperature gradient. At the same gravity,

an atmosphere with a higher interior energy has a RCB at a lower pressure. With

a lower RCB pressure, the adiabatic temperature gradient in the convection zone,

which is steeper than the temperature gradient in the radiative zone, extends to

a lower pressure. Flux originated from the part of atmosphere with the steeper

temperature gradient manifests a stronger spectral feature such as water-band ab-

sorption. Therefore, the higher internal energy of SDSS1411-B than WASP-43b

leads a lower RCB pressure and thus shows a stronger emission spectral features

including the water-band absorption.

In addition to the interior energy, the gravity is important to understand

the spectral feature difference because gravity affects the photospheric pressure.

SDSS1411-B (M∼ 50Mjup) is about 25 times more massive than that of WASP-43 b

(∼ 2MJup) with a similar radius. The photospheric pressure P at τ = 1 is propor-

tional to the gravity g, i.e., P (τ = 1) ∝ g. With the higher gravity, the near-infrared

emission probes a higher pressure which is closer to or deeper into the convection

zone. As mentioned earlier, the temperature gradient is steeper in the convection

zone than in the radiative zone. The likely steeper temperature gradient combined

with the higher photospheric pressure results in a deeper water-band absorption in

the atmosphere of SDSS1411-B than in that of WASP-43 b. We note that the ef-

fects of pressure broadening should also increase with a higher photospheric pressure.

Pressure broadening typically weakens spectral features, and thus partially cancels

out the impact of a high internal energy flux and a high photospheric pressure,

which would both work to strengthen the spectral features, such as the water-band

absorption feature we discuss here.

Besides the difference in interior energy and gravity, the irradiation luminosity

of WASP-43 b is about 1.5 times higher than that of SDSS1411-B. The striking
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difference in the host star effective temperature (4,400K vs 13,000K) means that

the majority of stellar flux received by WASP-43 b is in optical wavelength range,

and thus the subsequent heating of atmosphere depends on the optical opacities; In

contrast, SDSS1411-B mainly receives irradiation flux at UV wavelengths, so UV

opacity becomes critical for atmospheric heating. Spectral or photometric obser-

vations of SDSS1411-B at longer wavelength that probe low pressure is vital for

studying the T-P profile and atmospheric composition under strong UV irradiation.

5.7.3 Day-night temperature contrast, the nearly zero phase offset, and

implications for atmospheric dynamics

Atmospheres of brown dwarfs in tight orbits around white dwarfs occupy a novel

regime wherein both the strong day-night irradiation difference and rapid rotation

shape the global circulation (Tan and Showman, 2020). The day-night temperature

difference triggers standing waves that pump up a strong equatorial eastward jet

stream. Both the waves and the jet redistribute heat received from the dayside to the

nightside, reducing the day-night temperature difference and inducing phase offsets.

On slow rotators such as hot Jupiters, these dynamical features are meridionally

(latitudinal) broad and are efficient in day-night heat transport and generating phase

offset (Showman et al., 2020). On extremely rapid rotators such as SDSS1411-B, the

standing waves and equatorial jet are confined within low latitudes, and their effects

on global heat transport is reduced. Poleward of the standing waves, atmospheric

flows are primarily in a balance between the pressure gradient and the Coriolis force

as a result of rapid rotation. In this regime, winds are weaker and mostly follow

isotherms rather than going across them, therefore heat transport can be greatly

suppressed at mid-to-high latitudes. In the presence of strong radiative damping

(as is the case in the photosphere of SDSS1411-B), the overall thermal pattern at

mid-to-high latitudes is expected to be closer to the radiative equilibrium (Tan and

Showman, 2020).

The theoretical picture above predicts a large fractional day-night temperature

contrast ratio, which is the ratio of the temperature contrast with irradiational
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heat redistribution over the radiative-equilibrium temperature contrast (see Figure

6 in Komacek and Showman 2016 and Equation 5.10), and a small phase offset for

SDSS1411-B. Below we discuss the measured values of SDSS1411-B, and place them

in the context of close-in gas giants including hot Jupiters.

Assuming no heat redistribution, the dayside radiative equilibrium temperature

(Teff,day) is determined by both stellar irradiation and internal heat flux (which, in

turn, is characterized by the intrinsic temperature Tint, which is equal to the effective

temperature of an isolated brown dwarf). In contrast, the nightside is purely set by

the internal heat:

Teff,day = (T 4
int + T 4

irr)
1/4,

Teff,night = Tint,

∆Teff = Teff,day − Teff,night,

(5.10)

where Tirr is the dayside equilibrium temperature with zero albedo, global heat redis-

tribution, and negligible interior energy budget and ∆Teff is the radiative-equilibrium

temperature contrast. We estimate the intrinsic temperature Tint of SDSS1411-B,

to be around 900±200 K based on the Sonora brown dwarf evolutionary model,

which does not include irradiation, for a 50Mjup mass object with an age of 3-10

Gyr. We adopt the gravity of 2500 ms−2 for the analytical model. We integrate the

1.1 – 1.7µm spectra and calculate the WFC3 band-averaged day-night brightness-

temperature difference of SDSS1411-B.

The ratio between the measured day-night temperature difference and the es-

timated radiative equilibrium difference is shown in Figure 5.18 along with mea-

surements of hot Jupiters as a function of equilibrium temperature. Theoretical

predictions using the theory of Komacek and Showman (2016) with two planetary

rotation periods (2 hours and 3.5 days) and a negligible drag (τdrag = 109 s) are

plotted as curves for comparisons. As shown in Figure 5.18, the expected fractional

temperature contrast ratio increases significantly with shorter rotational period (i.e,

the dashed vs. solid brown lines) given the same equilibrium temperature. The

measured value of SDSS1411-B is among those of hot Jupiters at nearby equilib-

rium temperatures which have a wide scatter. The measured temperature contrast
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ratio of SDSSJ1411-B is much lower than the analytical estimate at a rotation period

of two hours.

Two factors may contribute to this discrepancy. First, the wavelength range in

our study generally probes a deep atmosphere where the brightness temperature

greatly exceeds Tint. For example, the brightness temperature at the WFC3 band-

pass ranges from 1000 K to over 1800 K with an average of ∼ 1400K based on the

Sonora cloud-free models (Marley et al., 2018) with Tint = Teff = 900 K and g =

1780ms−2. This likely shifts the intrinsic temperature “seen" by our measurements

considerably higher than the assumed Tint based on the evolution models. With

a higher “Tint" in Equations 5.10 for our wavelength range, the inferred fractional

day-night temperature contrast ratio can move closer to the theoretical expectation.

Second, some processes may help to increase day-night heat transport and lower the

expectation shown in Figure 5.18. For example, if the latitudinal width of the stand-

ing waves and equatorial jet is larger than we expected, this could help to increase

the day-to-night heat transport. One possible cause may be the increase of effective

static stability of the atmosphere due to a strong dayside thermal inversion in the

upper atmosphere (not probed by our HST observations, Lothringer and Casewell

2020).

There is little phase offset (as measured from the expected secondary-eclipse

phase) in the peak of the broadband phase curve of SDSS1411-B as shown in Fig-

ure 5.4. This finding is consistent with general circulation model results for brown

dwarfs around white dwarfs (Tan and Showman, 2020; Lee et al., 2020). The phase

offsets are also negligible for the J ′, water, and H ′ band phase curves, which probe

different pressure levels (Section 5.4.2). This suggests that the horizontal thermal

structure could be similar across a wide pressure range. If so, this would provide

some constraints on the dissipation in the atmospheres (Tan and Showman, 2020).

More detailed modeling and data-model comparisons are needed to further investi-

gate this possibility.
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5.7.4 Clouds

Based on the T-P profiles and condensation curves of common cloud species plotted

in Figure 5.11, it is possible that clouds form at the near-infrared photosphere

pressures of the dayside and nightside hemispheres. While we defer the exploration

of possible cloud structure to future studies, we herein provide a brief qualitative

discussion of the potential impact of cloud formation in the irradiated brown dwarf

atmosphere.

Given the same effective temperature, gravity, and irradiation, a cloudy atmo-

sphere’s model spectrum is fainter in the J-band and has weaker spectral features

in comparison with a cloudless model spectrum. With the addition of cloud opacity,

the photospheric pressure, particularly that in the J-band in Section 5.6.3, shifts

to a lower pressure. While the absolute photospheric pressure could shift in the

presence of clouds, the relative pressure probed at different wavelengths should re-

main roughly the same. Therefore, we argue that the presented trend of higher

temperature contrast with lower pressure shown in Figure 5.15 remains valid in

the cloudy atmosphere scenario. The estimated temperature gradient (Figure 5.13)

could be steeper in a cloudy atmosphere because cloud opacity limits the pressure

range probed by the HST observation.

We can also qualitatively discuss the potential cloud coverage difference between

the dayside and nightside atmospheres. Cloud modeling studies for hot Jupiter

atmospheres with equilibrium temperatures near 1400K (see Figure 19 in Parmen-

tier et al., 2021) show that the J-band brightness temperature difference between a

fully cloudy nightside and cloudless dayside could be on the order of several hundred

Kelvin. We argue that the observed small (∼ 10%) day-night J-band brightness tem-

perature variations (Figure 5.10), which is sensitive to cloud opacity, hints that it is

unlikely that there is a drastic change in cloud coverage, such as a fully cloud-free

to cloudy transition, between the dayside and nightside atmospheres. Meanwhile,

global cloudless atmospheric circulation studies (e.g., Tan and Showman, 2020; Lee

et al., 2020) of rapidly rotating irradiated atmospheres suggest a strong latidudinal-
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dependent temperature profile because of the fast rotation. Further studies on the

vertical mixing, latitudinal and longitudinal variations of T-P profiles, and the cor-

responding cloud structure are important to interpret the disk-integrated emission

spectra of a cloudy atmosphere with rapid rotation.

5.8 Conclusions

We present the first time-resolved spectrophotometry of the white dwarf–brown

dwarf close binary system SDSS J141126.20+200911.1, observed by the Hubble

Space Telescope Wide Field Camera 3’s G141 near-infrared grism. Our data base-

line covers 8.666 hours or around 4.3 orbits of the system. Our high-precision data

provides the first complete orbital-phase resolved spectroscopy of a highly irradi-

ated brown dwarf and, as such, opens a new window on yet unexplored type of

atmospheres. The key findings of our study are as follows:

1. The broadband (1.15–1.67µm) white light curve, which includes flux from the

white dwarf and the brown dwarf of SDSS1411 system, varies by around 2.8%

from trough to peak over an orbital period of 2.0287 hours. The best-fit light

curve model results show that the white dwarf broadband emission is about

12 times brighter than the time-averaged brown dwarf’s emission. If only

the brown dwarf’s emission varies across orbital phases while the white-dwarf

emission remains constant, the observed 2.8% variability amplitude of the

white dwarf-brown dwarf light curve implies that the brown dwarf broadband

emission varies by around 38% from the nightside to the dayside phase.

2. A single sinusoidal fit to the light curve indicates that the phase offset, if any,

is less than a 3-σ upper limit of 11 degrees from the center of the secondary

eclipse phase.

3. We directly detect the nightside spectrum of SDSS1411-B during the eclipse

of the white dwarf. We report a J ′-band (1.2–1.3µm) detection at the 11σ

level and an H ′-band (1.5–1.6µm) detection at the 7σ-level.
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4. We extract the brown-dwarf spectra at morning, noon, evening, and night

phases. The flux variation between the dayside and nightside hemispheres of

SDSS1411-B in the water band (1.35–1.45µm) is 370 ±70%, which is about

ten times higher than the 38±2% variation observed in the J ′ band.

5. We use 1D radiative transfer cloudless models (Marley and McKay, 1999;

Mayorga et al., 2019) to simulate emission spectra of the 50MJup brown dwarf

atmosphere illuminated by the strong irradiation of a 13,000K white dwarf at

an orbital distance 0.003au in Section 5.6.

6. Our atmospheric model spectrum reproduces the overall spectral feature of the

observed nightside spectrum. Based on the nightside atmospheric model, the

J ′-band emission emerges from the 20–80 bar region. Based on the estimated

J ′-band photosphere pressures, we interpret that the day-night temperature

contrast extends down to at least 20 bars and causes the observed J ′-band

flux variation.

7. Based on the day-night brightness-temperature difference and nightside at-

mosphere model, we calculate the pressure-dependent day-night temperature

contrast. We show that the temperature contrast increases with lower pres-

sure in the 2-80 bars pressure range that are probed by the HST 1.1-1.7µm

observation. The derived temperature gradient based on the brightness tem-

peratures and inferred pressures suggest that the dayside atmosphere has a

shallower temperature gradient (closer to an isothermal-like profile) than that

of the nightside atmosphere.

8. We show that the spectra of SDSS1411-B and of isolated T dwarfs manifest

different spectral features. The color-magnitude variations of SDSS1411-B,

which are driven by the varying irradiations, are also distinct from that of

many isolated, rotating L and T dwarfs (driven by non-uniform cloud dis-

tributions). Our comparative study of spectra and color variations between
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irradiated brown dwarfs and isolated field dwarfs illustrate the impact of irra-

diation on brown dwarf atmosphere.

9. The comparison between SDSS1411-B and WASP-43 b nightside spectra

demonstrates that a higher gravity and a higher internal heat flux lead to

a stronger water-absorption feature.

10. We find that the observed day-night day-night temperature contrast of

SDSS1411-B is lower than the analytical estimate of Komacek and Show-

man (2016). We interpret that this could be caused by the fact that 1.1.-

1.67µm emission spectra probe atmospheric regions that are hotter than the

Tint and/or a more effective day-night heat transport.

Our observations successfully demonstrate that high-precision, orbital-phase re-

solved spectrophotometry of highly irradiated brown dwarfs is possible with the Hub-

ble Space Telescope. Our analysis shows the potential for characterizing these at-

mospheres, the yet unexplored link between non-irradiated brown dwarfs and highly

irradiated hot Jupiters. Analysis of our observations provides the first strong con-

straints on the details of the atmospheric circulation and the pressure-temperature

profiles of irradiated brown dwarfs.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and Outlook

6.1 Conclusions

In summary, to answer the central research question “What are the properties of

the heterogeneous cloud and atmospheric structure in brown dwarf atmospheres

at different temperatures and irradiation", I utilized high-precision time-resolved

spectroscopy and advanced modeling tools to study the rotational modulations of

brown dwarfs. Here I present the key results of this thesis:

1. Chapter 2: Sub-micron particle layer can explain the wavelength-

dependence in the high modulation amplitude of a dusty L dwarf

I reported the rotational modulation of an unusually red L dwarf WISEP

J004701.06+680352.1. The modulation amplitude is one of the largest ampli-

tudes observed among L dwarfs. I used the extinction coefficient calculated

in Hiranaka et al. (2016) and found that a varying column density of a sub-

micron (r∼ 0.4µm) particle layer can explain the wavelength-dependence in

the 1.1–1.7 µm rotational modulations.

2. Chapter 3: Modeling possible heterogeneous cloud structure and

disequilibrium chemistry in an L dwarf atmosphere: In this paper, I

explored the observational signature that arises from the varying cloud thick-

ness. I collaborated with Dr. Mark Marley to construct a 1D “truncated cloud

model" that consists of a thick-cloud and a thin-cloud column. I explored three

different truncated cloud models and find that the model with cloud-top thick-

ness varies by around one pressure scale height provides the best fit to the ob-

served rotational modulation of dusty L dwarf WISEP J004701.06+680352.1.

I also found that the vertical transport plays an important role in the atmo-
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sphere of WISEP J004701.06+680352.1 because the disequilibrium chemistry

model fits better to the time-averaged spectrum, especially in the Ks band

region.

3. Chapter 4: Rotational modulations of a rare mid-T dwarf and

weak color modulations of 12 brown dwarfs with different tempera-

tures: I confirmed the tentative rotation modulations of GUPsc b, which is a

planetary-mass companion with a rare mid-T spectral type, reported by Naud

et al. (2017). I found that the rotational modulations of GUPsc b demon-

strate a weak wavelength-dependence within 1.1–1.67µm. I interpreted that

the weak wavelength dependence is consistent with the scenario that non-

uniformly distributed clouds with grey opacity drives observed spectral vari-

ability. I compiled the detected rotational modulations of other brown dwarfs

using the same instruments (WFC3/G141) and found they all show weak color

modulations from mid-L to late-T spectral types. I argued that the weak color

modulations due to heterogeneous cloud distribution cannot explain the dras-

tic color change across the L/T transition (i.e., ∆(J −H) ∼1 between late-L

and early T dwarfs) over rotational timescales. Cloud heterogeneity could,

however, could still affect the atmospheric evolution in the L/T transition

over brown dwarf evolutionary timescales.

4. Chapter 5: The impact of irradiation on brown dwarf atmospheres I

analyzed the broadband light curve of SDSS1411A and constrained the orbital

parameters of the SDSS1411 system. The fitting results of the single sinusoidal

model to the broadband light curve placed a 3-σ upper limit on the phase offset

from the expected secondary eclipse of 11 degrees. The reduced time-series

spectra at a high cadence of 22 s successfully resolved the nightside spectrum of

SDSS1411-B during the eclipse of the white dwarf. I extracted the brown dwarf

emission spectra at morning, noon, evening, and midnight orbital phases. The

noon-midnight spectral variation shows strong wavelength dependence with

the highest variability in the water band (370 ±70%). The spectral variation
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in the J band is about ten times lower than that in the water band.

I collaborated with Dr. Mark Marley and Dr. Laura Mayorga to simulate

emission spectra of SDSS1411B that is illuminated by the strong irradiation

of white-dwarf SDSS1411A. The irradiated atmosphere model spectrum qual-

itatively explained the spectral features of the nightside and dayside spectra.

Based on the relatively small J-band variation, I argued that it is unlikely that

the atmosphere transitions from a cloudless dayside to a fully cloudy nightside

atmosphere, which would cause a significant change in J-band flux.

With the measured dayside and nightside spectra, I constructed the pressure-

dependent day-night temperature contrast. The pressure-dependent tempera-

ture contrasts suggested that the day-night temperatures increase with lower

pressures in the 2-80 bars region probed by 1.1–1.7µm HST spectrum. I also

utilized the contribution function of atmospheric models and observed bright-

ness temperatures to estimate the temperature gradient. I found that the

dayside temperature gradient is shallower (more iso-thermal) than the night-

side, which is consistent with the expected impact of irradiation on the T-P

profile.

6.2 Outstanding questions and outlook

Through this thesis, I have demonstrated the power of high-precision time-series

spectroscopy in studying heterogeneous cloud structures. However, there are many

unanswered questions left to understand the impact of clouds in brown dwarf atmo-

spheres. I list some of them in the following and discuss how we may answer them

with future observations and modeling tools.

6.2.1 What is the role of vertical transport in shaping vertical cloud

structure?

In the cloud microphysics section, I introduce the importance of atmospheric ad-

vection in replenishing the elemental abundance. In the parameterized cloud model
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of Ackerman and Marley (2001), the ratio of upward transport and sedimentation

velocity, or fsed affects the vertical cloud structure. The vertical transport affects

not only the cloud structure but also affect the chemical abundance based on non-

equilibrium chemistry models. With JWST, I envision that we will be able to utilize

the broad wavelength coverage to simultaneously monitor the change in chemical

composition due to non-equilibrium chemistry and the flux variability due to het-

erogeneous cloud distribution. I plan to use PICASO and VIRGA (Batalha et al.,

2019) to model the change in cloud structure and methane abundance due to varying

eddy diffusion coefficient and explore the spectral variability due to varying vertical

transport in brown dwarf atmospheres.

6.2.2 Does the cloud particle size distribution change with cloud thick-

ness variation?

In Lew et al. (2020a), I show that cloud thickness variation causes both the

wavelength-dependent spectral variability and lower-than-continuum water-band

variability amplitudes. However, it is possible that the particle size distribution

also varies with the cloud thickness variation. Given the same photospheric pres-

sure, a change in cloud particle size distribution may cause a wavelength-dependence

in spectral variability that is similar to the wavelength-dependence of the extinc-

tion coefficients. Within the HST/WFC3/G141 1.1–1.7µm wavelength range, it is

challenging to test and distinguish the effect of the varying particle sizes and cloud

thickness. With the future time-series JWST spectra, it may be possible to test if

cloud particle size distribution plays a key role in the observed spectral variability.

6.2.3 What are the dominating physical mechanisms that cause the het-

erogeneous cloud structure?

State-of-the-art atmospheric circulation models suggest that the cloud formation

and evolution is complex and perhaps is a non-steady process. Multiple observa-

tions (Buenzli et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2016; Biller et al., 2018) have reported phase
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shift between rotational modulations at different wavelengths. The wavelength-

dependent phase shift provides unique observational constraints to test the possible

physical mechanisms with the relevant timescales (e.g., the timescale of radiative

cooling, rotations, gravity wave, etc.) With future JWST observations, we will be

able to probe a broader pressure range and understand better the possible mecha-

nisms that shape the heterogeneous cloud structure.

One of the likely explanations for the observed light curve evolution in brown

dwarf atmospheres (e.g., Metchev et al., 2015) is planetary-scale waves (Apai et al.,

2017). Apai et al. (2017) shows that the light curve evolution of three brown dwarfs

can be explained by a simple analytical model that consists of three sinusoidal waves.

I am currently involved in upcoming HST time-series spectroscopic observation (P.I:

Dr. Theodora Karalidi) to study the cloud structure of Luhman 16AB and the light

curve evolution through a long observation baseline that covers multiple rotation

periods of Luhman 16AB.

6.2.4 What is the cloud structure in Y-dwarf atmospheres?

Motivated by the non-homogeneous water cloud coverage in the atmosphere of Solar

System planets, Morley et al. (2012) model the heterogeneous water clouds and

simulate the rotational modulation amplitude due to the heterogeneous water clouds.

Based on water cloud models, the absorption coefficient of water clouds is highly

wavelength-dependent with the most prominent feature at around 2.8µm (see Figure

2 in Morley et al. 2014b). With the upcoming JWST, we will be able to test the

predicted wavelength-dependence in the rotational modulation of Y dwarfs caused

by heterogeneous water clouds. I am currently involved in the JWST Y dwarf GTO

programs. I will analyze the time-averaged and time-series JWST spectroscopic

observations to characterize and study the cloud structure in Y dwarf atmospheres.
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APPENDIX A

In this chapter, I include the appendix sections of Lew et al. (2020a), which is

Chapter 3.

A.1 Time and Wavelength Dependence of Ramp Correction
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Figure A.1: Top Panel: the ramp-corrected broadband light curves of WISE0047
and that of a reference star are plotted as solid blue circles and dark grey squares
respectively. The reference star’s light curve with a similar brightness is flat to ∼
1% level. The mean uncertainty of the WISE0047’s photometric points is 0.16%.
For WISE0047 and the reference star, their light curves are normalized to the mean
of their original flux over the six HST orbits. The normalized flux of the reference
star is shifted down by 0.02 for clarity. The four brightest and the four dimmest
photometric points are highlighted in sky blue color. Bottom Panel: the ramp
correction ∆F relative to the corrected flux Fafter is as high as 1-2% in the first orbit
and on the order of sub-percent levels in the subsequent orbits. Note that the ramp
corrections for the reference star and WISE0047 are not the same because the count
rates are different.

As shown in Figure 1 of Zhou et al. (2017), ramp effect is not necessarily negligible
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after the first orbit and the impact on light curve profile depends on the incoming

count rate. We demonstrate the time-dependence of ramp correction on the light

curves of WISE0047 and the reference star in Figure A.1. Indeed, we note that

the both light curves of WISE0047and the reference star demonstrate ramp effect

beyond the first orbit. The ramp correction is mostly wavelength-independent for

the count rate that ranges 30 to 200 e−s−1 per wavelength bin. In Figure A.2, we

plot the ramp correction of a single spectrum as an example: the corrected count

rate is systematically higher after the ramp model recovers the “trapped" electrons.

The count rate in each wavelength bin is obtained from the SPC.fits, which is one

of the outputs from the aXe pipeline.
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Figure A.2: Spectral comparison before and after the ramp correction. The ramp-
corrected spectrum shares the same profile as the original spectrum, showing that
the ramp-correction is mostly wavelength-independent when the count rate varies
by a factor of 2.5 from 30 to 200 e−s−1 per wavelength bin. In the bottom panel, the
fluctuation shown in the ramp correction is on the same order of magnitude with
the photon noise and is always above zero (the dashed line).
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A.2 Response Function

To estimate the contribution of flux from each pressure layer, we perturb every

quarter of pressure scale height (pi) by 50K and measure the increase in flux density

(Fλ,perturbed(pi)) at the top of the atmosphere. The normalized response function

(NRF), which is an approximated contribution function, is the relative flux varia-

tion (NRFλ(pi) = Fλ,perturbed(pi)/Σ
N
i Fλ,perturbed) for perturbations over N pressure

layers. Based on the normalized response function plotted in Figure A.3, the emis-

sion in the 3-3.5µm region is emitted at a lower pressure than that at HST/WFC3

near-IR wavelengths.
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Figure A.3: Left panel: the normalized response function (NRF) for the best-
fit truncated cloud model (Ttrc = 1350K, log(g) = 4.0, fsed = 1) with equilibrium
chemistry. The NRF at the Spitzer Channel 1 band (3− 3.9µm, bracketed by two
solid red lines) traces flux from a lower pressure range compared to that at the
HST/G141 band (1.1-1.7µm, bracketed by two dotted green lines) and of the Ks

band (2-2.3µm, bracketed by two orange dashed lines). Right panel: the NRFs
are summed over the Spitzer Channel 1 band, the Ks band, and the HST/G141
band.
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A.3 A semi-analytical estimate of the minimum pressure of cloud het-

erogeneity

As a scrutiny check of our modeling results, we present an order-of-magnitude semi-

analytical analysis of the water-band (1.34-1.45µm) peak-to-trough variability am-

plitude. As shown in Figure 5.9, the variability amplitudes of the J&H bands

roughly decrease linearly with longer wavelengths. We fit the variability amplitudes

in 1.1-1.34µm and in 1.45-1.65µm with a straight line Vlinear (dashed line in Figure

5.9). In contrast to the linear trend, the observed water-band peak-to-trough vari-

ability amplitude (VH2O) is only 8.3% – about 90% of the interpolated water-band

variability amplitude (∼ 9.6%) that is based on the linear trend. We interpret the

weakening of the water-band variability as an effect of the extinction caused by

the water-vapor column above the pressure-level at which the variability originates.

Given the estimated water vapor extinction, we can calculate the corresponding

water column density and the pressure.

In this model, we assume that the water-vapor optical depth on top of the cloud

heterogeneity is optically thin, thereby ignoring the emission and considering only

the extinction. We also assume that the optical depth in the water-band is larger

than that in the J&H bands. The water-vapor opacity τH2O that attenuates the

water-band variability amplitude is estimated by

VH2O = Vlinear × e−τH2O (see also Figure 5.9)

τH2O = − ln(
VH2O

Vlinear
) = − ln(

8.3%

9.6%
) ≈ 0.15

We can map the water-vapor opacity and extinction as a function of pressure pro-

vided that the water vapor’s number density, cross-section, and the T-P profile are

known. We adopt the water-vapor number density and the T-P profile from the

best-fit model in Section 3.6.1. We use the tabulated water-vapor cross-sections as

a function of temperature and pressure from Dr. Roxana Lupu (private communi-

cation). The tabulated cross-sections are based on the University College of London

(UCL) line list (?) and include temperature broadening and pressure broadening at
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0.03 cm−1 wavenumber resolution. We binned the tabulated cross section to have

the same spectral resolution as that of the data.

The calculated water vapor optical depth is shown in Figure A.4 as a function

of pressure and wavelength. The water-vapor optical depth τ only reaches 0.15 at

∼ 10 mbar level. Therefore, the water vapor opacity extinguishes the variability

amplitudes from 9.6% to 8.3% at 10mbar or larger pressure. This is a minimum

pressure estimate because the required extinction is at larger pressure if emission

is included. This minimum pressure level corresponds to about 830K based on the

T-P profile. If the J&H-band variability amplitudes arise from the same pressure as

that of the water-band, the cloud heterogeneity must also occur at or larger than the

10mbar. This order-of-magnitude analysis is consistent with our modeling results in

Section 3.6. In the best-fit model with Ttrc = 1350 K, the cloud-top pressures of the

thin- and thick-cloud columns are about 0.1 and 0.3 bar respectively. Therefore, the

order of magnitude estimate (p>0.01 bar) for cloud heterogeneity here is consistent

with the cloud thickness variation (p = 0.1–0.3 bar) in the best-fit truncated cloud

model.
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Figure A.4: The water vapor optical depth becomes about 0.15 at ∼ 10mbar level in
the water band (1.34 − 1.45µm). The color bar indicates the water-vapor opacity.
The yellow, orange and brown dashed lines represent the pressures at which the
water opacity reaches 0.1, 0.2, and 1 respectively.
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A.4 Gravity Constraints from Evolution Model

In Section 3.6.1, we adopt the lowest gravity limit of log(g) = 4 based upon the

evolution models even though the chi-squared values from the spectral fitting suggest

lower gravities. The constraints on gravity from the evolution models is based

upon the age of WISE0047 (∼ 150Myrs) and the estimated effective temperatures

(∼ 1200 K). As illustrated as the grey line segments in Figure A.5, WISE0047 is

unlikely to have a gravity lower than log(g) of 3.75 unless it is exceptionally young

(< 10 Myr), or low in effective temperature (<1000K), or both.

We argue that the derived gravities from the evolution models are less sensitive

than that from the spectral fitting to the assumed cloud properties. For example,

there is a large range in the best-fit temperature (1100-1600K) and gravity (log(g) =

4.0 − 5.0) based on the spectral fitting with different cloud models in Gizis et al.

(2012). Clouds also play an important role in the evolution models (see Section 2.5

in Saumon and Marley, 2008). However, the derived gravity, which is a function

of age, luminosity, and mass, is less sensitive to the cloud and opacity models. For

instance, Saumon and Marley (2008) show that the derived gravities log(g) from

the evolutionary curves of the cloudless model and that from the cloudy model

(fsed = 2) differ by less than ∼ 0.2 dex. As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, two different

evolution models give similar gravities, ranging from log(g) of 4.3 to 4.7. Based on

our qualitative understanding in the model sensitivities of the derived gravity to

the assumed clouds properties, we adopt the lower gravity limit of log(g) = 3.75 to

rule out the unlikely scenarios, which are plotted in Figure A.5, indicated by the

evolution models.
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Figure A.5: The Sonora Bobcat evolution model for objects with different masses.
The evolutionary curves are color coded by their logarithmic gravities. Based on
the best-fit effective temperature of ∼ 1200 K from the spectral fitting and the
statistical age for ABDOR moving group members of about 150Myr, the gravity of
WISE0047 is unlikely to be below log(g) = 3.75, which are plotted as the dark-grey
line segments of the evolutionary curves.
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APPENDIX B

In this chapter, I include the appendix sections of Lew et al. (2020b), which is

Chapter 4.

B.1 Contamination Model

To provide a quantitative estimate of the contamination, we use a model with three

1-D Moffat profile to fit the horizontally summed (sum of pixels of column 440-570 in

Figure 4.1b, corresponding to the 1.1− 1.7µm region of GUPsc b’s spectrum) pixel

count rates of the GUPsc b, the nearby galaxy, and the reference star. The reduced

chi-square from the model fitting is large (∼ 700) because of the significant deviation

at the wing. Based on the best-fit Moffat profiles in Figure B.1, the galaxy’s and

the reference star’s flux in the eight-pixel wide shaded region is about 10% and 3%

of the GUPsc b’s flux respectively. Contamination levels in the J ′- and H ′-bands

are thus lower than 13% because GUPsc b’s spectral intensities are higher in these

bands than the averaged intensity over 1.1-1.7µm. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1,

the low contamination level (< 13%) and the measured variability of the galaxy

and reference star together suggests that the detected flux variation of GUPsc b is

intrinsic.

B.2 The posterior distribution of rotational period with Markov Chain

Monte Carlo Method

We construct a sinusoidal model on top of a linear slope, which represents the

possible HST systematics, for calculating the log-likelihood function of the Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method with emcee. We adopt the log-uniform priors

with a period of P = [5, 50 hr], phase = [0, 2π], baseline c = [0.5, 1.5], amplitude

= [0.003, 1.2], and slope = [10−5, 2 × 10−3 hr−1]. We then run MCMC with 50
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Figure B.1: Top: The fitting
result of the 3-Moffat model
(solid red line) to the horizontally
summed (i.e. sum of pixel count
rates from the Column 440-570
in Figure 4.1) pixel count rates
(dashed blue line). The three
Moffat profiles are plotted in or-
ange dashed, dotted, and solid
lines. Middle panel: Same as the
top panel with zoomed-in view of
the fitting result for the Galaxy.
Bottom panel: The residual be-
tween the model and measured
count rate ∆C in unit of the ob-
servation noise εc (photon and
readout noise).
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walkers for 500,000 steps and plot the posterior distribution in Figure C.2. We note

that the upper bound (50 hours) of period posterior distribution is equivalent to the

upper bound of prior. Therefore, the upper bounds of the period, amplitude, and

baseline are unconstrained based on the MCMC result. The posterior distribution

suggests that the rotational period is degenerate with the variability amplitude,

phase, and with the baseline. The marginalized posterior distribution of the slope

shows that including the possible visit-long HST systematic (c.f., Section 4.3.1) as

a free parameter does not affect the result.
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Figure B.2: The posterior distribution results from the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method for a sine wave model on top of a linear slope. The posterior
distribution of the rotational period is degenerate with other model parameters.
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APPENDIX C

In this chapter, I include the appendix sections of Lew et al. (2020b), which is

Chapter 5.

C.1 Validation of spectra extracted with the new pipeline
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Figure C.1: Comparison of median spectra with different spectral extraction meth-
ods illustrate that the three spectra extracted with different methods are consistent
with each other within ∼3% levels for wavelength range of 1.1–1.67 µm. The uni-
form and optimal extraction methods do not change the median spectra but do
change the standard deviation of the light curve. The bottom panel shows the ratio
of spectra extracted with the self-developed pipeline and with the standard aXe
pipeline. visual inspection of the images confirm that the three grey shaded regions
of the spectra extracted with aXe pipeline are affected by cosmic-ray or bad pixels.

We conduct several tests to benchmark our extracted spectra. We confirm that
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the spectra extracted with optimal extraction method are consistent with apertures

of 3, 4, and 5 pixels. The median differences in the flux density between two spectra

extracted with different apertures are less than 0.6%, which is about five times lower

than the averaged observed uncertainty of 3%. We then compare the spectra that

are extracted with the new pipeline and that with the standard aXe pipeline that

have been used in many studies (e.g., Buenzli et al., 2012; Apai et al., 2013; Yang

et al., 2015; Lew et al., 2016; Manjavacas et al., 2018b; Zhou et al., 2018). We

compare the median spectra in the second HST-orbit observation that is free from

eclipse event because an unresolved eclipse event in the standard pipeline will skew

the median values of spectra. We notice that the hydrogen Paschen absorption line

at 1.09µm is off by around 10% between the spectra extracted with aXe and with

our own pipeline. We interpret that the deviation is likely caused by the imperfect

wavelength calibration at the edge of WFC3/G141 sensitivity curve. Overall, our

comparison suggest that our pipeline produce similar reduced spectra as that by

standard aXe pipeline.

C.2 Conversion from counts-per-pixel to counts-per-wavelength

As mentioned in Section 5.3, we convert the count-per-pixel to counts-per-

wavelength with a weighting function. The weighting function comprises two com-

ponents, A1 and A2. A1 projects each pixel to the wavelength solution in cross-

dispersion direction and calculates the fractional pixel area that falls in the bins of

the solution. A1(i, j) = 1 means that the entire area of pixel i falls into the wave-

length bin j in the cross-dispersion direction. A2 assigns weights to pixels that are

within a specified aperture width from the spectral trace. The value of A2(i) ranges

from zero to unity, with being unity means that the pixel i is at a distance less

or equal than the aperture width from the spectral trace. The weighting function

W (i, j) of pixel i at wavelength j thus equals toW (i, j) = A1(i, j)×A2(i). We verify

that the calculation result of weighting function by examining the total weight of

each pixel i over all wavelength bins is equal to unity and the total weight of each
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wavelength bin j over all the pixels is equal to two times of the aperture width.

With the weighting function, we sum the weighted electron count over all pixels as

count per wavelength bin C(j) =
∑N

i=1 W (i, j)×C(i), where C(i) is the count rate

of pixel i and C(j) is the count rate of wavelength bin j.

C.3 The priors and posterior distribution of MCMC sampling results

Table C.1 shows the uniform priors of the MCMC method used in the light curve

modeling in Section 5.4.1; Figure C.2 shows the posterior distribution of the MCMC

modeling results.

Parameter Prior range
Orbital period P (hour) [2.0288*0.99, 2.0288*1.01]
Radius ratio rBD/rWD [1, 1.4RJup

0.012R�
= 14]

Inclination i (deg) [80, 90]
Mid-eclipse time t0 (hour) [0.63, 0.68]
Semi-major-axis ratio a/rWD [30, 70]
Limb-darkening coefficient [0, 0.6]
Flux constant cWD [0.8, 1]
Asine [0, 0.1]
Csine [0, 0.2]
φsine [10−5, 2]π

Table C.1: The uniform priors of the light curve model parameters in the MCMC
method.
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